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ABSTRACT
This thesis introduces a history of evangelical American Protestant missionary 
experience in Ottoman Istanbul during the nineteenth century. It argues that the New 
England Puritan heritage from the eighteenth century determined the scope and 
objectives of American missionaries in the Ottoman Empire although the missionaries 
sometimes disagreed with the missionary plans set by the ABCFM Pmdential 
Committee in Boston. Contrary to the expectations of the American Board, the 
missionaries directed their full force to teaching often more than preaching once they 
landed in Istanbul. They believed that the natives of Istanbul needed education, 
attributing their backwardness and lack of faith to illiteracy. At the turn of the twentieth 
century, their institutions became prototypical and later missionaries in the Middle East 
modeled their missions on those missionary establishments in late nineteenth-century 
Istanbul. Overall, the thesis, with its emphasis on the continuities and changes in 
evangelical American missionary mindset, the successes and failures of the missionary 
activities in the Ottoman capital, and the American missionary experience and life with 
the Ottomans, revises and provides fresh insights into Arrierican religious attitudes, 
relations between Ottomans and Americans, and the American “Errand into the East.”
Key Words: Evangelism, ABCFM, American-Ottoman Relations, Istanbul,
American Missionaries, 19'*' Century
ÖZET
Elinizdeki tez. on dokuzuncu yüzyılda evanjelik Amerikan protestan misyonerlerinin 
OsmanlI İstanbul’undaki faaliyetlerinden bahsediyor. Münferit durumlarda 
misyonerlerin Boston’daki idarecileriyle hemfikir olmasalar da, OsmanlI’daki 
hedeflerinin, örgütlenmelerinin doğası ve çapının aslında genel anlamda New 
England’m püritan kültürü tarafından şekillendiğini iddia ediyor ve muhtelif örneklerle 
bu savı desteklemeyi deniyor. Ayrıca, yirminci >iizyılın başlarından itibaren Amerikan 
misyonerlerinin İstanbul ve muhitindeki icraatlarının klasik bir hüviyet kazandığına, 
diğer ve gelecekteki misyoner maceralan için örnek teşkil ettiğe değiniyor. Sonuç 
olarak; evanjelik"Amerikan misyoner kafa yapısı ve idrakindeki süreklilikler ve 
değişiklere, Osmanlı başkentindeki misyonerlerin başarılanna ve sorunlarına, Amerikan 
misyonerlerinin OsmanlI’yla yaşantı ve tecrübelerine doğru yaptığı tarihi yolculukla, bu 
çalışma. Amerikan dini motiflerini, Amerika-Osmanlı ilişkilerini, ve Amerikan 
misyonerlerinin doğu macerasını yeniden ele almak, ve bunlara özgün ve ilginç katkılar 
ve yommlar sağlamayı amaçlıyor.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Evanjelizm, ABCFM, Amerikan-Osmanlı İlişkileri, İstanbul, 
Amerikan Misyonerleri, 19. Yüzyıl
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CHAPTER I:
PROLOGUE
The main features of this thesis Turned up a couple of years ago. In May 2002, I 
was sitting in the yard in front of the Social Sciences Building of Middle East Technical 
University, waiting for Professor Isenbike Togan in order to ask her what to read during 
the coming summer. A young Muslim conservative activist student approached me and 
asked what I thought of Christian missionaries. I said that I was uninterested in 
missionaries, but he gave me a journal article, which urged Muslims to take immediate 
action against American missionaries who the article claimed have been poisoning 
Muslims’ minds against Islam for many years. It exclaimed. “[The missionaries support] 
many students’ vacations in such tourist destinations as Antalya and Alanya in order to 
cloud their fresh and tender minds with Christianity.’’'
My personal experience with student programs sponsored by Americans did not 
support this accusation. I was bom and raised in Alanya and had visited such a summer 
camp there. But this camp was more educational than religious. It was named as the 
McGhee program headed by Dr. Scott Redford, which was sponsored by Georgetown 
University, and ran every year June 2 to August 8 until 2002. Georgetown’s Division of 
Eastern Mediterranean Languages organized the program and did not preach Christianity
Ahmet Tııha, “Din Değil, Müslümanlar Eklen Gidiyor" İn UkcuHm (May 2002),
but taught courses on the Middle and Near Eastern languages, history and culture." 
Basically, it gathered teachers and students interested in Middle Eastern civilization and 
scholarship dealing with Middle Eastern and Mediterranean studies, rather than 
proselytizing young Muslims. This anecdote reflects the premise of this thesis, which is 
to clarify the historical relationship between .American education and American religion, 
both first brought to the Near East bv American missionaries.
My interest in the activity of foreign missionaries in Turkey freshened last year 
when Professor Stanford Shaw advised me to write for his course, "'A bdu’l-Hamid the 
Second: Reformer or Reactionary?” a research paper on the activities of the ABCFM, or 
the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (the United Church Board 
for World Ministries today), to the Ottoman Empire during the nineteenth century. 
Consulting various governmental records and newspapers as well as considering at 
length the secondary sources, the project revised my previous attitudes towards the 
missionaries. I argued that the missionaries represented as a non-governmental 
philanthropic organization (not on behalf of American political and diplomatic interests) 
a peculiar movement intended to change the religious configuration of the Ottoman 
Empire and considerably contributed to the cultural diversity of the Ottoman Empire 
with their socio-cultural identity rooted in the United States.
The following thesis intends to further extend the results of that research on the 
missionaries of the ABCFM. The emphasis in this thesis is on missionaries as advocates
“ Courses offered in Alanya Summer Camp o f Georgetown University [Online] Available: 
http:// www.ueoruetown.cflii/nrourams./oin/o.s.'sitcs/mideast-'alanva.htm [accessed: July 3, 2001], Syllabus 
o f Scott Redford's course, “An Introduction to the History o f Architecture (Ancient, Classical, Medieval) 
from the Monuments o f Turkey” [Online] Available:
http:.-/vvvvw.ueoruetown.cdu/prourains.T)iD.'os/sites. niidcast; NlcGhce coursedescriptions.htin^Moninnents 
[Accessed: July 3, 2001]
of a philanthropic movement generated in the United States and functioning in the 
Ottoman Empire. The thesis scmtinizes evangelical American Protestant missionary 
experience in Istanbul during the nineteenth century by means of the missionary 
educational institutions, relief activities, governmental and public relations, and their 
attitudes toward the Ottomans and contacts with those back in the United States.
This thesis illustrates that the evangelical American Protestant missionary 
activities in the Ottoman Empire during the nineteenth century led to the first long-term 
contact between the Americans and Ottomans. ' Some scholars consider the pilgrims, 
travelers, and traders from the United States beginning in the 1780s as the most 
important Americans to make contact with Ottomans.'' However, this thesis does not 
accept their argument, because these individuals typically stayed in the Ottoman lands 
for a short time, and their social and cultural impact was less than that of the 
missionaries. The missionaries of the ABCFM were the first organized group of people 
who contacted the Ottomans in a socio-cultural and religious sense; their interest was not 
in themselves but in the “other.
On the whole, this thesis reinterprets the history of the American Protestant 
missionaries to the Near East and the ABCFM missions to Istanbul. Covering the period
■’ ‘"Remarks o f  Ambassador Robert Pearson’’ Universities in the New Millennium (İstanbul: Boğaziçi 
University, 12 October 2000) [Online] Available:
http:.//wvvw.iisemb-ankara.org.tr/AMBASADR/ARCHIVE pearl012.htm [Accessed: 24 October 2003]
M. Philip and Ethel Klutznik, Pilgrims and Travelers to the Holy Land (Omaha, Neb.: Creighton 
University Press, 1996); Thomas D. Goodrich, The Ottoman Turks and the New World: A Study ofTarih-i 
Hind-i Garbi and Sixteenth Century Ottoman Americana (Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1990); Textiles, 
5,000 Years: An International History and Illustrated Survey. Ed. Jennifer Harris (New York: H. N. 
Abrams, 1993)
For the American missionaries’ representation o f  .American social and cultural values, see Betiil Başaran, 
Reinterpreting American Missionary Presence in the Ottoman Empire: American Schools and Evolution 
o f Ottoman Educational Policies, IS20-190S: Valentin H. Rabe, The American Protestant Foreign 
Missions Movement: IS20-1920 (Harvard university: Ph.D. Dissertation, 1965); and J.C. Hurevvitz, 
Middle East Dilemmas: The Background o f the United States Policy York: Harper, 1953).
between 1830 and 1900, it aims to present a new perspective different from the existing 
works in the field in its analysis of the social, cultural and religious relations between the 
missionaries and Muslims, Armenians. Greeks, and Jews in addition to the missionaries’ 
communication with the American and Ottoman governments.
In particular, the thesis examines the activities of the ABCFM missionaries in 
Istanbul, arguing that they represented a microcosm for the missionary presence in the 
Near East. First, Istanbul and its vicinity was the key to Asia and its enlightenment as 
Rufus Anderson reported to the American Board when he was the Treasurer of the 
Board. Although the American missionaries came to Izmir, Malta, Syria, and Lebanon 
before they began functioning in Istanbul, they attached a primary importance to and 
determined to lead their Near Eastern missions from Istanbul simply because they 
thought it was the political, social, and cultural center of the Near East and could 
wonderfully stimulate further missions even in Izmir, Malta, Syria, and Lebanon where 
the missionary establishments had already flourished.*^’
Quite a few religious and ethnic groups found in the Ottoman Empire inhabited 
Istanbul and the missionaries could test their fliture plans in the Istanbul station. For 
instance, the missionaries of the ABCFM came to Istanbul first to learn local languages 
and adapt to the life in an Ottoman city. Then, they performed various duties in the 
Ottoman Empire. Moreover, it was Istanbul where the missionaries set up a station, 
which established high schools and language courses, a printing press, and numerous 
outstations. The stations in Anatolia and the whole Near East grew from these 
institutions and “the Bible House at Contantinople” provided published materials
‘Annual Report,” 1830, ,/SCFA/ 16.9.1 [In Houghton Library, Boston]; see Appendi.x I, III. and IV.
throughout all Anatolia and the Near East/ Finally, the missionaries centered in Istanbul 
because Istanbul headquartered the domestic and international affairs of the Ottoman 
Empire and the missionaries could consolidate their stations in the Near East being 
influential in Istanbul.
An analysis of the Istanbul missionaries must e.xamine their beliefs and self­
perception, the reasons for why they departed their home country for foreign lands, how 
they perceived the natives there, their correspondences with their home and their 
relations with the native administration. For these reasons, chapter two intends to shed 
light on the origins of the American missionary enterprise, its characteristics, and the 
internal dynamics for its growth. While depicting the ABCFM missions to the Near East 
as a voluntary and charity movement, this chapter gives the details of the missionary 
experiences in Istanbul in terms of their perception of themselves and the inhabitants of 
the city of Istanbul.
The missionaries did not make a deliberate effort at conversion. For instance, 
there was no compulsory teaching of Bible in the missionary schools’ curricula. 
However, the effects of their activities were to convert some Eastern Christians to 
Protestantism as well as to reform the existing Christian churches and show Muslims 
that evangelical Protestantism had spirited in integrity, and improve people’s way of life.
While the missionaries did not explicitly communicate the supremacy of 
American institutions, their cultural practices reflected their reliance on an American 
ideology to accomplish Christian objectives. In its closing paragraphs, chapter two 
touches on the fact that the American missionaries were essentially Christo-centric on
’ See Appendix I to locate the Bible Hou.se in Istanbul and Appendix XIV to capture a couple o fits  
images.
the ground that the natives of Istanbul could reach salvation and civilization only 
through their guidance; thus their preaching represented American missionary values, in 
particular the values of New England Protestantism.
The third chapter begins with elucidating the reasons for why the establishment 
of the Istanbul station during the 1830s was crucial for the ABCFM missionaries. 
Missionaries believed an evangelical American Protestant mission particular to the Near 
East was a responsibility for them because they believed the United States had become a 
wealthy and civilized nation on basis of its religious and moral values. God had chosen 
them to be apostles among the infidels of the Holy land. Then, the American Board 
focused on Istanbul and chose William Goodell to expand its missions in the Near East. 
This chapter tells about the leadership of Goodell, the first establishments of 
missionaries, and the first missions among the Armenians, Greeks, Jews, and Muslims in 
the city of Istanbul and its vicinity. It concludes that the evangelical American Protestant 
missionaries in Istanbul during the early nineteenth century essentially thought up as 
many stations to open, materials to publish, and people to contact as possible.
The late nineteenth century was the golden age for the ABCFM missions to 
Istanbul because this period witnessed the establishment of effective and long-lasting 
missionary institutions as well as the missionary adaptation to the conditions particular 
to Istanbul. The fourth chapter covers this chronology. It looks into the activities of the 
Gedik Pasha Boarding School in Istanbul, Robert College, and “the Bible House at 
Constantinople”, Üsküdar Girls’ College, the use of missionary houses to teach and 
preach, and their relations to the natives. It provides various insights into the 
missionaries’ activities in Istanbul; their relations with the Ottoman government, 
subjects, and the foreign nations and other missionaries in the Ottoman Empire at that
time; and the ABCFM education of local people and themselves for further missions. It 
argues that there was a shift towards education away from preaching. As a result, the 
moral improvement of natives and the education and medical services, which appeared 
in Istanbul during the late nineteenth century, would win popular native support during 
the next century.
In conclusion, chapter five claims that the American missionaries to Istanbul 
were active, audacious, and pious entrepreneurs, and the social and cultural 
representatives of the United States. In the long term, the ABCFM missions to Istanbul 
allowed the Ottomans to experience what to be a New England Protestant Christian was 
like. Their educational and printing institutions, although having changed their agendas 
and cause, have serv'ed the common good for many years (and some even survive to this 
day like colleges and language institutions). Numerous graduates from the missionary 
institutions and several converts became the religious leaders of their community or held 
teaching and ministry positions either in the United States or somewhere the American 
Board assigned them. This last chapter also concludes that the ABCFM missionaries in 
Istanbul carried out an idealist movement by clinging to their religious cause.
In addition, chapter five shows that the ABCFM mission to Istanbul and the Near 
East in general did not always flinction on easy terms and generate favorable results. For 
instance, the missionaries did not quickly adapt to the Ottoman socio-political economic 
stmcture, which was rather different from that in the United States. They did not easily 
get used to applying to the Supreme Court and Nezaret, the Ministries of the State, every 
time they wanted to establish a new institution. And the process was suffocating for 
them. Sometimes, the missionary work turned sour when local and national Turkish
authorities or other millets—religious minorities— attacked their enterprise or when the 
target audience did not attend to their preaching.
Other works have addressed this topic. Betiil Başaran's Bilkent University thesis, 
“Reinterpreting American Missionary Presence in the Ottoman Empire: American 
Schools and Evolution of Ottoman Educational Policies (1820-1908),” followed a 
similar approach to this thesis and analyzed the outcomes of the American missionary 
activities in the Ottoman Empire in terms of the Near Eastern educational progress. Her 
work divides the missions as “The First Period (1820-1839): Getting Acquainted”; “The 
Second Period (1839-1876): Advancement”; and “The Third Period (1876-1908): Dire 
Straits.”*
Although dates are applicable to history writing, such a periodization is 
inapplicable to the case of the missionaries. First, missionary activities did not, as 
implied by Başaran, follow a pattern of organization, advancement, and decline. For 
instance, the missionaries had just established the missionary stations in Northern 
Turkey when the colleges in Izmir and Istanbul reported several conversions and the 
success of the missionary works among the locals. Elsewhere, on the other hand, 
conversions did not happen so quickly. Furthermore, while the stations were always 
established first, there was no model for establishment of outstations.
Second, such periodization had less to do with the missionaries’ activities than 
with the Ottoman and global situations of the time. For example, the second chapter of 
Başaran’s thesis has very much to do with the situation of the Ottoman Empire when the 
Sultan proclaimed edicts granting social and religious tolerance among the Ottomans.
Betiil Başaran, Reinterpreting American Missionary Presence in the Ottoman Empire: American Schools 
and Evolution o f Ottoman Educational Policies. IS20-190H (Bilkent University: M.A. thesis, 1997).
The third chapter is even more dependent on the Ottoman and international context.
Likewise, Joseph Grabill aims to explain the American missionary activity in the 
Near East as a diplomatic experience which illustrated the missionaries were simply the 
communication agents of the American government in the Near East. Similar to 
Başaran, Grabill dates the history of American missionaries according to the changes in 
the American administration. However, such an approach robs the missionaries of 
integrity as historical subjects themselves.'^
Finally, E. Kirsehirlioglu produces a history of the American missionaries from a 
Turkish-lslamic point of view arguing that the missionaries came as the agents of the 
American government and intended to exploit the Ottoman Empire. The major 
chronological problem that appears in his work is that he also relies not on the 
missionary history and the missionaries experience but on the Ottoman and global 
political contexts. Since the forthcoming thesis intends to write the history of the 
missionaries in a particular place, the national and international contexts of the time
should not determine its organization. 10
The thesis offers possible answers to some questions like why the ABCFM 
missionaries left their homelands, what role they played abroad for the sake of the 
United States and Christianity and the natives of Istanbul, why they intended to work 
particularly in the Near East while many atheists or non-believers existed in their 
homeland, and whether it was worth it in the missionary mindset to work for the natives 
of Istanbul for entirely charitable purposes.
 ^Joseph L. Grabiil, Protestant Diplomacy and the Near East: Missionary Influence on American Foreign 
Policy, /cV/0-/927 (Minneapolis: University o f Minneapolis Press, 1971),
E. Kirsehirlioglu, Türkiye'de Misyoner Faaliyetleri (Istanbul: Bedir Yayinlari, 1963).
Overall, the American missionary enterprise in the Near East resulted from a 
New England evangelical tradition and turned into something of an “errand into the 
East.” For instance, the missionaries defended in Istanbul such ideas as egalitarianism, 
simplicity, consensus-building, gender equality, good family relations, pragmatism, 
some racism, and hard work. Work for the Gospel Truth was an accepted motto in the 
United States especially after the Second Great Awakening, and the evangelical 
communities in New England added to this motto one more principle: Evangelize all 
races of the world. In the end, this thesis argues, William Goodell led to the 
establishment of the Istanbul station, and became a latter-day Thomas Hooker, who had 
established Congregationalism in America in the seventeenth century, of the nineteenth 
century in Istanbul in the hub of the Ottoman Empire."
In addition. Evangelical American Protestant missionaries’ scientific curiosity, 
desire to learn about different literatures and cultures, the friendly attitudes to non- 
Christians and “nominal” Christians, tendency to collaborate with the coreligionists to 
promote the Gospel Truth and preach Christ’s life and to arrange their lives and houses 
to remind people of the otherworld always remained fresh. During the eighteenth 
century, New Englanders admired their Puritan heritage and highly respected the 
founding and grand fathers. So did the missionaries in Istanbul. Besides, the children of 
the missionaries became missionaries themselves as mission-minded parents in New
" Doreen M. Rosman, Emngelicals ami Culture (Hampshire: Gregg Revivals, 1992), 19-43; Perry Miller, 
Errand into the Wilderness (Cambridge: The Belknap Press o f  Harvard University Press, 2000), 16-47; 
Charles E. Elambrick-Stovve, Charles G. Finney and the Spirit o f American Evangelism (Miehigan; 
William B. EErdmans Publishing Company, 1996), 2 8 -3 1 ,76-77.
10
England often brought up mission-minded children.'"
Moreover, in the course of time, there became some changes in the missionary 
errand into the East unlike the errand of the earlier Puritans. Although the ABCFM 
center in Boston requested missionaries to primarily focus on preaching to the Ottomans, 
particularly Eastern Christians, they intended both to teach and preach all the Ottomans 
once they landed in the field. There even erupted serious controversies between the 
opinions of the American Board and its missionaries in the field. The missionaries in the 
field began to believe that the natives needed education as much as preaching because 
their backwardness resulted from illiteracy.'’ While they brought a New England 
congregational mindset with them to the East, their circumstances in Istanbul required 
them to change that mindset.
The research in Boston for this thesis adduced that there is not an overall or in- 
depth scholarly analysis of the presence of the American missionaries in the Ottoman 
Empire. Most American and Turkish historiography suggests either overly sympathetic 
or overly critical interpretations of the ABCFM activities in the Ottoman Empire, 
because initially the old missionaries and their kin in the States, or lately the Muslim 
religious radicals and anti-Americans in Turkey, have done the writing of the history of 
the American missionaries in the Middle East.'“^
Doreen M. Rosman, Evangelicals anil Culture (Hampshire; Gregg Revivals, 1992). 97-118, 203-241; 
Perry Miller, Errand into the Wilderness (Cambridge: The Belknap Press o f Harvard University Press, 
2000), 217-240.
" See Appendix 111, X, XII. XIII, and XIV.
Fred Field Goodeli, They Lived Their Faith. An .■Umanuc o f  Faith, Hope and Love (Boston: ABCFM, 
1961); Jeffrey S. Giirock. American Zionism: .Mission and Politics (New York: Routledge, 1998); Musa 
Çakır, Anadoltimuz Asia Hıristiyan Olmayacak: Misyonerler, Memleketinize Dönünüz (İstanbul; M.S. 
Matbaası, 1966); E. Kırşehirlioğlu, Türkiye’de Misyoner Faaliyetleri.
There are only a few historians who wrote worthwhile works on American- 
Ottoman relations. A broad survey of Turkey from an American perspective is Philip K. 
Hitti’s The Near East in Histoiy (New Jersey; Van Nostrand, 1961). John Joseph puts a 
special focus on Nestorians, their status in the Ottoman Empire, and the missionary 
influence on them in The Nestorians and their Muslim Neighbors: A Study of Western 
Influence on Their Relations (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1961). Another 
study of the minorities in the Ottoman Empire and their relations to the American 
Missionaries from a Protestant Armenian perspective is Leon Arpee's A Histoiy o f 
Armenian Christianity from the Beginning to Our Own Time (New York; Armenian 
Missionary Association, 1946).
Several studies argue that the missionaries were the agents of the United States. 
Those include John K. Fairbank’s American Historical Association address in 1968 
titled “Assignment of the ‘70’s” in American Historical Review (February 1969): 861- 
879; H. Richard Niebuhr’s Christ and Culture (New York: Harper, 1951); Alan Gayer’s 
Piety and Politics: American Protestantism in the World Arena (Richmond, Va.; John 
Knox Press, 1963); Stephen Neill’s Colonialism and Christian Missions (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1966); and Missions and the American Mind by Kenneth Scott Latourette 
(Indianapolis: National Foundation Press, 1949). All these works support the perception 
that the American government backed and watched over the missionaries.
Some scholars approached the history of the missionaries from other 
perspectives. Valentin H. Rabe’s Ph.D. dissertation, “The American Protestant Foreign 
Mission Movement; 1820-1920’’ (Harvard University, 1965), and the works. Middle 
East Dilemmas: The Background o f the United States Policy by J. C. Hurewitz (New
York: Harper, 1953), The United States and the Arab World (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1965) by William R. Polk, and The American Approach to the 
Arab World by John S. Badeau (New York: Harper, 1968) shifted the focus on the issue 
of the missionary enterprise to an international platform.
A majority of the secondary literature on American missionaries in the Near East 
as well as Ottoman-American relations hardly uses a crucial reservoir of data, which is 
in the archives of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions on 
deposit in Cambridge, Massachusetts since 1944.'’^ The research for this thesis in the 
archives in Houghton and Congregational libraries in Boston demonstrated that the 
sources are immense but have not been widely exploited. Unlike the existing secondary 
works on the missionaries, it primarily relies on various primary sources as well as 
official documents. It utilizes the Annual Reports, which are the basic printed record of 
the Board’s activities, the Year Books, which contain the lists of the missionaries, and 
the Missionary Herald, the Board’s monthly magazine. Additional sources are the 
pamphlets, constituting the official documents addressed by the American Board by and 
large for general readers; the historical sketches of the missions written by the 
missionaries in the field; and the personal papers of certain missionaries that operated in 
Istanbul.'^’ As for the personal papers, it is unfortunate that they do not survive today 
except those published like My Life and Times by Cyrus Hamlin.
For detailed information regarding the archives o f the American Board in Massachusetts, see Mary A. 
Walker, ‘The Archives o f the American Board for Foreign Missions’’ Harvard Library Bulletin 6 (1952): 
52-68; J. F. Coakley, “The ABCFM Collection o f Harvard” Harvard Library Bulletin 9 (1998): 3-4.
This thesis, which scrutinizes particularly the missions o f American Board o f Commissioners for 
Foreign Missions to Istanbul, essentially use various concerned documents filed in “Correspondence from 
Overseas,” “Correspondence at Boston,” “Turkey documents,” ''Miscellaneous letters,” as well as other 
primary sources from the Ottoman and American archives. .Also, sec Appendix IX.
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This thesis also consulted the documents of the U.S. Department of State 
available in the library of the American embassy and the Ottoman state registers in 
Ankara, Turkey. The documents in the library of the American embassy have rich 
information on overseas Protestant lobbying while the Ottoman records help to criticize 
the missionary documents and thus develop a balanced point of view.
Periodicals include the American Board's Annual Report and Missionary Herald. 
The offices in the United States of Robert College, the American University of Beirut, 
the Near East College Association and some other missionary institutions also 
periodically published annual reports, catalogues, and pamphlets, which this thesis 
extensively utilizes.
In addition, this thesis relies on bibliographical materials. The general works like 
Pioneers East: The Early American Presence in the Middle East by David H. Finnie 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1967), The Missiona/y and His Critics 
(New York: Revell, 1906) and Daybreak in Turkey (Boston: Pilgrim Press, 1908) both 
written by James L. Barton, and They Lived Their Faith: An Almanac o f Faith, Hope 
and Love by Fred Field Goodsell (Boston: ABCFM, 1961) give a detailed account of the 
first generation American missionaries in the Near East, and are sources required to 
realize the dynamics of the missionaries and missionary activities from an early stage to 
late.
In conclusion, the following thesis elucidates the ABCFM missions to Istanbul 
between 1830 and 1900. It intends to shed new light on the issues of religious and social 
history of the United States with emphasis on the ABCFM missionary activities in the 
city of Istanbul during the nineteenth century by its use of primary sources, its spot on a 
particular place at a specific time, and its fresh interpretations on American and Ottoman
14
religious history that American and Turkish historiography have neglected. It has 
particular relevance to today's global context while millions of missionaries still operate 
all over the world calling people to their cause and aiming to alter the course of world 
history.'^
An interesting article that discussed whether the missionaries could fill the power vacuum in the Middle 
East after the Second Iraqi Operation o f the United States, which charted the outstanding number o f  
missionaries over the world, arguing that they may change the world order in the near future, is “Should 
the Christians Convert the Muslims?” Time (4 August 2003): 34-37.
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CHAPTER II:
AMERICAN PROTESTANT MISSIONARY ATTITUDES TOWARDS 
THE OTTOMANS IN TERMS OF THEIR EXPERIENCE IN 
ISTANBUL AND ITS VICINITY
In 1823, at the same time that James Monroe, the fifth President of the United 
States, declared that the U.S. would permit no “foreign interference” in the United States, 
a group of devout Protestants established a transatlantic American missionary 
organization, called the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, the 
ABCFM. It determined to focus on the Near East. The Near East included the Holy Land 
but was cormpt and belonged to infidels now; the cradle of the old civilizations had 
become uncivilized and sank in darkness.
The American missionaries during the nineteenth century symbolized in Istanbul 
and its vicinity an evangelical Protestantism peculiar to the United States and 
characterized by American culture. The missionaries did not set out to Americanize the 
native population, but they introduced into the Near East, and Istanbul in particular, an 
American outlook and evangelical Protestant values such as egalitarianism, simplicity, 
consensus-building, separation of church and state, manly honor, women’s domestic 
sphere of influence, marriage, pragmatism, racism, and hard work.
American missionary activities at the Istanbul station relied on the Gospel truth 
and the teaching of Christ, and the missionaries thought that those in Istanbul should learn 
evangelical Protestant Christianity at first hand, which could grant them “salvation.” On
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the whole, the missionary enterprise intuitively suggested the reformation and 
improvement of Near Eastern civilization; its society, religion, and education. In 
particular, the American missionary activities in Istanbul during the nineteenth century 
motivated certain far-reaching socio-cultural transformations. Later, it contributed to the 
social and intellectual dynamics of the region.'
In Albion's Seed, David Hackett Fischer looks for possible explanations of the 
origins of the American society and culture, and identifies American society as a voluntary 
society, which is "stubbornly democratic in its politics, capitalist in its economy, 
libertarian in its laws, individualist in its society and pluralistic in its culture."' Fischer’s 
analysis of American society gives various hints about the American missionaries in the 
Near East. However, another point is of great importance in the missionary case; Religious 
zeal. Protestant Christianity was a cmcial factor in American immigrations and the 
Puritans from Britain to North America contributed to the foundation and evolution of the 
United States. The missionaries regarded these Puritans as their fathers, and relying upon 
the promotion of the earliest and the most purified form of Christianity for their religious 
understanding, they gave a rise to an evangelical New England Protestantism in the Near 
East.’
The incorporation of religion into Americanism is perhaps sine qua non 
particularly in understanding the American missionaries that made a transatlantic cmsade 
onto heathens’ lands. The ABCFM missionaries of the Istanbul station added to political,
' Samir Khalaf, “Leaving the Levant: New England Puritanism as a Cultural Transplant” Journal o f  
Mediterranean Studies 7 (1997): 268-292; also see chapter 5 o f  this thesis.
■ David Hackett Fischer, Albion's Seed: Four British Folkways in America (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1989), 4.
’ Stephen Foster, The lony argument: English Puritanism and the shaping o f New' England (Chapel Flill: 
Published for the Institute o f Early American History and Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia, by the 
University o f North Carolina Press, 1991). 15-65.
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social, and economic aspects of American "ways", as Fisher says, a profound dose of 
exciting religious stimuli derived from New England's regional atmosphere. Missionaries' 
academic and religious publications, constmction and establishment of various 
institutions, the use of houses as the primary agency to transmit their beliefs and culture 
including cooking, clothing, singing, and behaviors in the Near East during the nineteenth 
century all illustrated an idiosyncratic and charitable movement rooted in the religious and 
academic nature of New England."'
The ABCFM missionaries intended to help, enlighten, and sometimes proselytize 
the natives of the city of Istanbul through representing a pure evangelical form of 
Christianity. In regard to the forerunners of the ABCFM missions in Istanbul, the 
missionaries of the early twentieth century recalled.
The West, conscious of its great indebtedness to the East, desired to offer to 
all these races [of the East] a share in those varied faiits of a pure evangelical 
Christianity which our fathers, who embraced Christianity later than did 
Armenians and Greeks, have long privileged to enjoy. The purpose and aim of 
those who came and of those who sent them was not divisive; it was not 
proselytizing; it was to bring light and help to those in darkness and in need.
Those fathers of the mission represented New England Christianity of the 
first half of the nineteenth century. That form of Christianity could hardly be called 
sympathetic towards Romish or Oriental churches, though recognizing and 
rejoicing in religious aspiration wherever found. It was the honest and anxious 
desire of that time to re-introduce here the New Testament evangel—the uplifting 
and enlightening power of a pure and living Christianity. This was to be done 
tlirough preaching, through schools, through the Bible and other Christian books 
translated into the vernaculars of the several peoples and circulated among them.^
The ABCFM missionaries of the nineteenth century themselves described their 
movement through a full obedience to Jesus and the Gospel truth. They portrayed their
■* David Hackett Fi.schcr, Albion's Seed: Four British Folkways in America. 805-807.
George F. Frederick, "The First Missionaries to Turkey" Services at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary o f the 
Establishment of the American Mission at Constantinople (Gloucester;. John Bellows, 1906?) [817.601 
A512.1 A512se, 1906 in Houghton Library, Boston], 39-40.
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missions as "the most stupendous undertaking, which has ever been conceived by men, 
which in fact, could never have been concei\ ed by men apart from divine revelation and 
command."^’ Therefore, they tRily relied on the New Testament and the teaching of the 
Christ and believed that their enterprise was divine. This thesis argues that this belief 
considerably encouraged them for further missions, and affected their approach towards 
the natives of Istanbul in the way that they were like apostles and the natives in the city 
were those in need of their teaching.
Jeremiah Evarts, a founder of the American Board, later remembered the first 
meeting of the American Board,
One thing was prominent and universal, viz, a deep sense of the sublime 
position and devout consecration of this missionary band... In the right sense they 
were marked men, well suited to the emergency... The feeling was. Try it; if the 
project fails, it would have, from such men. an honorable burial.^
Initially, at least. New England missions to the Near East were a matter of manly
honor. Providentially, the project did not fail. It e.xtended worldwide in a very short time,
including Istanbul, where the missionaries thought the ABCFM could be successful to
civilize and evangelize what was to them the most heretic and entangled nations. From the
outset, the American Board wanted to infiltrate the Near East because “it seemed
intolerable to its founders that Christianity's birthplace should be forever in the grip of
Islam, or left to exhibit a form of Christianity, ancient and entrenched, but for the most
part lifeless.”*
C. H. Patton, The Business o f Missions (New York; iVlacmillan, 1924), x.
 ^ Edward Warren Capon. Anierieun Board History Manuscript (Boston: ABCFM, 1908?), 116-117.
 ^ William E. Strong, The Story o f the American Board: The Centenary o f American Foreign Missions 
(Bo.ston: Pilgrim Press, 1910), 80.
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In a missionary concern. Istanbul was the heart of the Near East, but the Istanbul 
station first had to appear inconspicuously, not drawing attention of the local authorities. 
Lydia B. Dodd advised David Greene to "be calm.” She continued.
There were hints of possible houses that might be at our disposal, but no 
business could be done, and definite inquiries in any particular direction, only 
seemed to show that we had better be quiet.'^
As Cyrus Hamlin’s autobiography and Historical Sketch of the Missions o f the American 
Board in Turkey in 1872 divulged, the American missionaries did not show their true 
colors in the beginning. “The first generation [of missionaries] came for information.” '^
However, the ABCFM missionaries soon after the 1830s began to try to reform 
the indigenous Christians, i.e. non-Protestants, and keep the Muslims informed of their 
evangelical Christianity. In a pamphlet. Reverend James S. Dennis, D.D., a Professor of 
theology, commented on this attitude,
God has given us the gospel... Let it be one of the watchwords of our 
church in these closing decades of the 19''^  century, that Christ, the Child of the 
Orient and the divine heir of her tribes and kingdoms, shall possess his 
inheritance... The spell of twelve centuries shall be broken. The voice from the 
Arabian Desert shall no longer say to the church, of the living God -thus far and no 
further. The deep and sad delusion which shadows the intellectual and spiritual life 
of so many millions of our fellow-men shall be dispelled, and the blessed life- 
giving power of Christ’s religion shall supplant the dead forms and the outworn 
creed of Islam."
Coincidentally, the Ottoman leaders enacted a series of reforms to rejuvenate the 
state at the same time that the American missionaries were first appearing in Istanbul. The 
Imperial Edicts of 1839 and 1856 granted freedom to Ottoman subjects regardless of their
"Letter from Mrs. Dodd to Dr. Greene [1906]” Services at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary o f the 
Establishment o f the American Mission at Constantinople. 61-62.
Historical Sketch o f the Missions o f the American Board in Turkey (Boston: Published by the Board, 
1872) [ABCFM Pamphlet B in Andover Harvard Theological Library, Boston], 9-14; Cyrus Hamlin, My 
Life ami Times (Boston: Congregational Sunday-School and Publishing Society, 1893)
" Rev. James S. Dennis, D.D., Islam and Christian Missions (New York: Funk and Wangalis, 1889) 
[Reprinted from The Missionary Review o f the World. August 1889, ABCFM Pamphlet D in Andover 
Harvard Theological Library, Boston]
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religious affiliation. Perhaps reflecting their familiarity with religious freedom in America, 
the ABCFM missionaries believed that the provisions of “equal duties and privileges 
among all Ottoman subjects under a common citizenship, regardless of their faith and 
languages“ promoted their missionary activities.'" As a result, abandoning their previous 
approach, they began to overtly preach, teach, and welcome conversions.
The evangelical American Protestant missionaries came to Istanbul to preach to 
what they considered the nominal Christians of the Eastern Churches with the Gospel truth 
and to educate Muslims.' ’ They anticipated that their missions in Istanbul would bring 
about the restoration of the nominal churches and an intellectual, social, and cultural 
revolution. In practice though, the American missionaries in Istanbul brought New 
England traditional thought as well. In their opinion, the United States had inherited from 
their Puritan fathers and their pilgrimage such a superior creed and intellectual elitism that 
had to be embraced by the natives of Istanbul one day. That is, the United States as the 
most civilized and true believer nation of the world should pilot the world and the world 
should practice evangelical Protestant Christianity: this was their errand. All these had 
simply appeared in New England and become the religious attitude there.'■*
The ABCFM missionaries wanted to Americanize Istanbul to some extent, but 
“Americanization” implies an unusual meaning here. First, the Americanization of 
Istanbul was a social and cultural adaptation of American thinking to the natives of the
'■ For the tangible consequences o f  the Imperial Edicts during the Tanzimat Era, see Salahi, R. Sonyel, 
“Tanzimat and its Effects on the Non-Muslim Subjects o f  the Ottoman Empire” Tiuizimat'in Yildomimii 
Uluslantsi Sempozyumu (Ankara: Turk Tarih Kurumu, 1994), 353-358. For a missionary perception o f the 
proclamation o f Tanzimat, see E. D. G. Prime, Forty Years in the Turkish Empire: or. Memoirs o f  Rev. 
William Goodell. D.D. (New York: Robert Carter and Brother, 1876), 229-247.
Cyrus Hamlin, The Oriental Churches and Mohammedans (Boston: ABCFM, 1853) [Missionary Tracts 
No. 11, 8 15.L9 in Widener Library, Boston]
'■* Keith W. F. Stavciy, Puritan Legacies: Paradise Lost and the New England Tradition. I630-IS90 
(Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press. 1987), 19-197.
city. That is, Americanization, or civilizing and "correcting the infidel and anarchic” as the 
missionaries themselves expressed in their works, was a "social phenomenon”, involving 
intellectual and cultural work, rather than a plan to open new corridors to American-style 
democracy or American markets.*'^ That is, it was not principally concerned with the 
political and economic advantages of the United States. The essence of the missions was 
intellectual, and the missionaries were interested in politics and economy only in terms of 
their work to civilize those in the Near East.
Second, the American missionary enterprise was utterly based on a New England 
tradition. Since Congregational, Presbyterian, and Reformed churches in New England 
that established the ABCFM in 1820 as an interdenominational society mainly consisted 
of white Protestant volunteers willing to preach abroad, the American missionaries from 
Boston to Istanbul had no Negro or Catholic coworkers. Non-Anglo-Saxon Christians 
could be followers, but not leaders. Although other races could be nurtured, and help them 
in their missions, missionaries in Istanbul thought that only White Anglo Saxon 
Protestants could pass the others through St. Peter’s Gate after these others with their 
guidance experienced redeemed life in this world.
The ABCFM missionaries solicited those apt to enhance the American influence in 
the Near East. In search of further funds for the Robert College in Istanbul, George 
Washburn wrote,
Robert College “has acquired a worldwide reputation as a model 
American Christian College... The people of the East have manifested their 
confidence... [and] all the Christian churches of the East are in sympathy with 
it... the Trustees earnestly appeal to friends of the College, and to all those who
Brewer Eddy, The Social Aspects oj the American Board’s ITork (Bo.ston: ABCFM, n.d.) [817.83 
A.B.C.F.M. (Box) in Andover-Harvard Theological Library. Boston]
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benefit in the power of a Christian education or who care for American influence 
in Europe and the East, for funds."'
Such appeals indicate that the ABCFM missionaries wanted and made use of fundraisers 
and supporters for their missions in Istanbul. The only benefit from the ABCFM missions 
in Istanbul for the American administration and policymakers was perhaps the middle- 
ground developed by the missionaries for compromise between Americans and the 
Ottomans, especially native Eastern Christians. A missionary articulated that they were ’‘a 
cause of improvement of the religious and moral standards of natives... [and provided] a 
fully harmony between the views of Americans and the natives."'^
Moreover, the target audience of the missionaries was not just the students nor any 
particular group. The missionaries welcomed everyone in the Istanbul station and the 
neighboring areas. A missionary informed his colleagues,
I suggested to the new Bishop of Smyrna... to lead the religious societies 
existing in Asia Minor... and form a Union of Christian associations and start 
conferences among them. ‘
The ABCFM missionaries in Istanbul occasionally contradicted the Prudential 
Committee of the ABCFM in regard to the missionary works on the field. Once the 
ABCFM missionaries landed in Istanbul, they saw that the directions sent from the 
ABCFM center in Boston were not applicable in the field and they resisted the 
acknowledgement of evangelical religious tradition. For instance, the Prudential 
Committee of the ABCFM suggested many names for Robert College (before it received
Letter from George to his wife Henrietta. New York, Jan. 28, 1890, Papers of Cyrus Hamlin and 
George Washburn [73 letters to Henrietta (Hamlin) Washburn, 1863-1910, n.cl.; letters 69 to 73. [In 
Houghton Library, Boston]
Letter from Elion Leon to George Washburn, Constantinople, July 28, 1910, Papers of Cyrus Hamlin 
and George Washburn [Manuscripts presented by .Mrs. Basil D. Hall, 1878 Main Road, Westport Point, 
MA, received: Aug. 28, 1963, available in the Congregational Library, Boston]
Letter from Elion Leon to George Washburn, Constantinople, July 28, 1910, Papers o f Cyrus Hamlin 
and Geon^e Washburn.
its name) like the American College and the Anglo-American College. But Cyrus Hamlin 
insisted it be named Robert after the donor of the funds. Yet, while the Board wanted 
Robert College to teach in native language and have native and American teachers in the 
same numbers, Cyrus Hamlin strongly opposed the Board in Boston. Hamlin claimed that 
Robert College had to be American and Christian in atmosphere. He argued that its 
struggle was against the infidels and corruption. The only way for liberating the natives of 
Istanbul was to set the college in unison with such principles of New England religious 
tradition as egalitarianism, progressivism. pursuit of individual salvation and intellectual 
formation, American analytical and inquisitive research and teaching methods (at the 
expense of the Near Eastern way of teaching, which wanted the students to be “obedient” 
and not critique their teachers), and Protestant Christian values. These were the only 
means not only for earthly happiness but also for salvation.'"*
As a matter of fact, the ABCFM missionary enterprises in Istanbul during the 
nineteenth century had the inducements Cyrus Hamlin had just noted. They were 
intellectuals, but perhaps not freethinkers. Their pious, patriotic, and ambitious families 
brought them up to be the advocates of a New England Christian spirit. In the Divinity 
schools of Harvard and Yale universities, they contemplated how the world and men could 
be recovered. They learned and taught how to give people hope for salvation. The 
previous generations of theologians in the United States had already conceived a national 
enterprise to influence the globe for something better, or the best. Now, a flock of 
missionaries launched the campaign to civilize and preach to the world. Some came to
' * For Hamlin's ideas, sec Cyrus Hamlin, My Life ami Times. For Hamlin’s suggestions about the future o f  
Robert College, see Charles T. Riggs. “The Making o f Robert College" I vol. (Istanbul, n.d.) [*73 M -  
100 ABC S; Histories of the Board aiulJndiriilintl Missions in Lamont Library, Boston]
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[stanbul, represented a '‘superior American and Protestant Christian life,” and called the 
people to the Gospel truth.
Like the British Missionary Society, the American Board established such public 
institutions as schools, hospitals and churches. In some cases, they even combined 
philanthropy and enterprise. Haroutine Mugurditch Dadavrian wrote to Anson Phelps 
Stokes,
The more I think about the importance of a pioneer engineering school, 
with a Christian atmosphere, upon the future of the Turkish Empire, the more I 
realize the need of such an institution. You can imagine the field it will have when 
you remember the fact that Asiatic Turkey alone is three and a half times as large 
as Germany and is by far the richer in undeveloped natural resources.
The directors of the American Board told the missionaries, before departing from
New England for the Near East, '‘In no man is knowledge more really power than the
schoolmaster and by none is more valued, by none more certainly used.”"' The American
missionaries argued that they did not exploit the Oriental Christians and Muslims in the
Near East. A missionary in the field noted, the missions in the Near East did not ‘‘draw
any members from them [the Eastern churches] in order to build up our own [an American
Protestant church]”. Instead, the American missionaries intended to proselytize only
‘‘those who called upon them or whom they might meet as they went here and there.” "^
The American missionaries never aimed to set up officially a recognized Protestant
millet with American protection. American missionaries made efforts to spread what they
saw as a superior intellectual and religious credo throughout the Istanbul station. Before
Cyrus Hamlin, the founder of Robert College, left Boston for Istanbul, the American
Dadavrian, Haroiitinc Mugurditch, (1878-'.') to Anson Phelps Stokes; New Haven, 7 January 1909, 
Papers o f Cyrus Hamlin ami George Washburn, 1850-1915.
■' The Missionary Herald: Reports from Ottoman Syria. IS 19-1870. Eds. Kemal Salibi and Yusuf K. 
Khoury (Jordan, Amman; Royal Institute o f Inter-Faith Studies, 1995), 3rd v., 64.
'■ William E. Strong. The Story o f the .-Unerican Board: The Centenary o f American Foreign Mi.ssions, 92.
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Board instructed him, “You are not sent among these churches to proselytize... Direct 
your whole force to the principal post and when that is taken the others will fall at once.”“’ 
The principal post of the American missionaries was education and preaching in the 
Istanbul station, and thus civilizing the natives of the city perhaps in unison with the 
United States.
The Ottoman government intended that the imperial edicts proclaimed by the 
Sultan during the Tanzimat Era would provide freedom from state and other external 
influence in the religious practice of established groups. Such religious freedom was not 
individualistic but for the various communities. The American missionaries interpreted the 
edicts in a different way, believing that the edicts gave them the right to proselytize the 
Ottomans as they pleased."^
The American missionaries in the Near East called themselves the Bible men and 
the natives as the nominal Christians and infidels. As The Missionary Herald reported to 
the American Board Center in Boston.
The Eastern churches in the Middle East, whose doctrines are obscured by 
human inventions... [sacrificed] the controlling power inherent in the Christianity 
of the New Testament... and all the purpose of revelation... [They have] no more 
tendency to meliorate the human character than paganism; and perhaps even a 
retributive hardness of heart and spiritual folly may be induced upon the 
ecclesiastics by their profane manner of treating worldly things. [Consequently, the 
American Board sent its missionaries to confront these inventors of evil things.]
In another report. The Herald explained reasons why Turks despised Christianity,
The worst obstacles which a missionary meets with are the contempt of 
Christianity or the prejudice against it, which the people feel, from having 
observed the immoral lives from countries nominally Christian, or from the
■’ The Missionary Herald: Reports from Ottoman Syria. ISI9-IS70, Kemal Salibi and Yu.suf K. Khoury 
eds. 3rd v., 162.
Salahi, R. Sonyel, “Tanzimat and its Effects on the Non-iVluslim Subjects o f the Ottoman Empire,” 353- 
358.
The Missionary Herald: Reports from Ottoman Syria. IS19-IS70, Kemal Salibi and Yusuf K. Khoury 
eds. 2nd v.. 164-165.
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unmeaning ceremonies, the bigotry, and the manifest hypocrisy of professedly 
Christian ministers and churches. The heathen, and so do the Mohammedans, 
easily see that such a religion has no good effect on the temper and conduct of its 
professors.'^’
Therefore, not the Muslims but the nominal Christians because of their religious 
faults were guilty for the inferior socio-cultural structure of the Near East.
The American missionaries had the impression that Eastern Christianity gave 
Muslims a false idea about Christianity. The missionaries considered it essential that 
Eastern Christians should acquire a dignity that would allow Muslims to approach them 
neutrally, if not positively. As The Missionaiy Herald noted as early as 1839,
The Mohammedan nations cannot be converted to the Christian faith while 
the oriental churches existing everywhere among them as the representatives and 
exemplifications of Christianity continue in their present state."’
Therefore, the American Board instructed the missionaries before traveling to the
Near East: ‘The object of our missions to the oriental churches is first, to revive the
knowledge and spirit of the Gospel among them; and secondly by this means to operate
among the Mohammedans."'^
At the beginning, the American Board was not sure o f how to conduct its missions 
in the Near East. The missionaries of the British and Foreign Bible Society argued that 
Muhammad was a charlatan. In 1860, the American missionaries, similar to British 
missionaries, published in ’‘the Bible House at Constantinople" bulletins claiming the 
fraudulency of Muhammad and his belief system. For instance, two pamphlets reviewed 
by Missionaiy Herald were Proofs of the Falsehood of the Mohammedan Religion and
The Missionary Herald: Reports from Ottoman Syria. IS 19-¡870, Kemal Salibi and Yusuf K. Khoury 
cds. 2nd v., 253.
Edwin M. Martin, The Hahhards of Sivas (Simld Barbara: Fithian Press, 1991),95.
The Missionary Herald: Reports from Ottoman Syria, ISI9-I870. Kemal Salibi and Yusuf K. Khoury 
cds. 3rd v., 360.
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'^^ ızan Al-Hak. the Balance of Truth. In this case, the missionaries did not blame the 
Muslims but Islam and its prophet because they went after Muslims, not just Eastern 
Christians and did not want to bother their addressees."'’
The Ottoman government and Muslim subjects reacted in various ways to the 
missionary accusations against Islam and its prophet. First, the central government sealed 
off several American missionary stations because it thought the missionary operations 
were a threat to the public order. In the Ottoman provinces, missionaries were more at 
risk. To illustrate, in 1827 Joseph Wolf wrote a pamphlet addressed to the Muslims of 
Alexandria, urging them to repent and become Christians. When the local governor 
received a copy of the pamphlet, he had Wolf flogged and then expelled.
As far as the Istanbul station is concerned, a tangible consequence of the American 
missionary movement during the 19''’ century was civic disturbance. The natives 
sometimes overreacted to the American missionaries. They harassed the missionaries, the 
local churches typically threatened their followers with excommunication if they contacted 
the missionaries, and the local governments took preventive measures to stop them from 
preaching and especially converting the people.
In reality, the American missionaries did not convert so many from the Eastern 
Churches and even fewer Muslims in the entire Near East. For instance, the stations in 
Muscat, a city in Oman, converted only 5 Muslims within fifty y ears.H ow ever, the 
successful of the ABCFM missions was broader than conversions. The introduction into
Charles Trowbridge Riggs, History o f the Work o f the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign 
Missions in the Near East and More Especially in Turkey, 1819 till 1934 (ABCFM 31:4, Unpublished, 
n.d. in Houghton Library, Boston), 25.
Jeremy Salt, Trouble Wherever They Went: American Missionaries in Anatolia and Ottoman Syria in 
the 19th Ce/Jliz/'v (Bellagio. Italy: Middle East Institute Conference, 2000) [Online] Available: 
httn:/\vww.ciaonet.or!’/coniymeiOI/saiOI .html^rnotcXI [Accessed; 14 October 2002]
Stephen Neill..-/ History o f Christian A/m/o/js (London: Penguin Books, 1986), 311.
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the Near East of New England tradition, which relied on evangelical Protestant values, an 
inquisitive educational system, and American culture from food habits to family relations, 
and more important, the representation of an evangelical Protestant Christianity were the 
main concerns for the ABCFM missionaries. On the other hand, the Ottoman Muslim 
subjects usually accused the missionaries when the Ottoman Empire began to fall apart. 
For instance, they believed that Robert College caused the loss o f Bulgaria during the 
early twentieth century because it educated and supported individual freedom among the 
Bulgarians.’'
Despite the persecutions and harassments among the missionaries in the Near East 
prior to the establishment of the Istanbul station, the ABCFM missionaries were sure of 
their compliance. While Henry T. Perry prayed, "We all are members of the broken Body 
of our Lord Jesus; that we suffer with Him, that which He in His infinite wisdom wills it 
best to give to us,” a missionary expressly stated his optimism,
Under the pagan emperors fiery persecutions were endured and the Gospel 
still prevailed. But in these persecutions it usually was only some of the principal 
persons or at least a part of Christians that were put to death. Perhaps a few 
conversions should take place and be followed by immediate martyrdom the blood 
of the martyrs would again prove the seed of the church and the persecutions cease 
from their opposition... Possibly some great political revolution is to open the door 
for the free preaching of the Gospel to the followers of the false prophet.”
Although the missionaries in Istanbul did not undergo pervasive persecution, they
were harassed considerably and,
[They were] likely to be offended and even outraged by them [the 
Muslims] and the Ottoman government would not tolerate open proselytism 
whatever ‘rights’ the missionaries thought they had under the Ottoman law. All of
E. KirschirliogliL Türkiye'de Misyoner Faaliyetleri.
"  Henry T. Perry, Diaries, Box 1 [the year 1891 in the first box and the year 1911 in the second box, ABC 
55: 39 volumes in two black boxes, in Houghton Library, Boston]: The Missionary Herald: Reports from 
Ottoman Syria. IS19-IH70, Kemal Salibi and YusufK, Khoiiry eds. 1st v., 251.
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this put the missionaries in the position of watchers at a banquet gazing hungrily at 
food they were prevented from eating.”*
The cynical attitudes of the American missionaries toward the Ottoman 
administration often came to the fore in their memoirs and letters. Moreover, the 
American missionaries shared the idea of European diplomats that only foreign pressure 
could make the Ottoman government conduct a series of reforms. In so doing, the 
missionaries supported the European powers to e.xert pressure on the Ottoman State to 
modernize.’’
Why did the ABCFM missionaries came to the Near East? As the American 
missionaries said, their desire to serve God brought them to the Near East where the 
Gospel truth first emerged but became spoiled later. For the Ottomans of the time, the 
missionaries were “covered with sheep’s clothing but within are ravenous wolves.” ’*’ The 
Ottomans thought that missionaries were acting clandestinely; hoping to change the 
Ottomans’ way of thinking, in order to eventually capture their homeland. As Stephen 
Neill noted, “Christian missionary work is frequently understood by the people of Africa 
and the East not as the sharing of an inestimable treasure but as an unwanted imposition 
from without, inseparably associated with the progress of the colonial powers.” ’^
In reality, the ABCFM Annual Reports, Missionary Herald, its monthly 
magazines, the Pamphlets, and the Historical Sketches of the Missions written by the 
missionaries themselves often mention religious zeal and charity concerns that led the
Jeremy Salt, Trouble Wherever They Went: American Missionaries in Anatolia and Ottoman Syria in 
the 19th Century.
’■ E.D.G. Prime, Forty Years in the Turkish Empire: or Memoirs o f Rev. William Goodell, D.D., 147; 
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missionaries to the Near East and Istanbul in particular.’’^ American Protestant 
missionaries did intend only to enlighten the natives at their stations. But they also 
unconsciously represented an American lifestyle and Christo-centricism during the 19‘'’ 
century.
In addition, the ABCFM missionaries often became involved in international 
political and diplomatic affairs in order to facilitate their mission to Istanbul. From the 
start, the missionaries had close relations with British and American governments.’'^  As a 
result, their consular protection by the British and American governments put pressure on 
the Ottoman government in various circumstances such as when they needed special 
imperial edicts to facilitate their missionary establishments."^*^
The ABCFM missionaries believed that the inhabitants of the city of Istanbul had 
to realize liberty, equality, and pursuit of individual salvation, and the attitude of 
expectation for personal salvation similar to them. In order to achieve such a progress, the 
American missionaries had to take the lead in the Near East. In accordance with a New 
England Evangelical Protestant tradition, they believed, "Only Western man was wise and 
good and members of other races... might share in this wisdom and goodness. But 
Western man was the leader and would remain so for a very long time, perhaps forever.”'*'
The ABCFM missionaries overall determined to change the society and culture of 
Istanbul and they thought it would be in a positive way. As a result, their missions to 
Istanbul symbolized a significant movement of New England's religious interventionism
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and intellectual progressivism. In addition, their self-buoyancy, idealism, adventurism, and 
social virtues were affected by the American outlook of the time. The missionaries thought 
that the “others" and their “society" in Istanbul had cormpt religions and institutions. On 
the whole, the ABCFM missions to Istanbul were a movement intended to have charitable 
results, but also had other consequences, both productive and pernicious.
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CHAPTER III:
TAKE THE CROSS BACK ONTO THE HOLY LANDS INTO THE 
HEATHENS’ REALM: AMERICAN PROTESTANT MISSIONARY 
ACTIVITIES IN ISTANBUL DURING THE EARLY NINETEENTH
CENTURY
If the “Gospel life " can make a strong impression upon this city the dynamic of it will be 
carried into every hamlet of distant Kurdistan.'
— David Brewer Eddy
The American missionaries envisaged fiinctioning in Turkey, particularly the city 
of Istanbul, because they believed that Turkey was the key to Asia and Istanbul was the 
political and economic capital, and social and cultural hub of the Near East, from where 
the Gospel light, taith and wisdom would radiate.' As an old missionary explained it in 
plain and precise terms, Istanbul “became the center of our [missionary] work in Turkey 
in 1830” approximately twenty years after the establishment of the American Board of 
Commissioners for Foreign Missions. ’
Even the ABCFM was a relative latecomer to the region. Other Christian 
missionaries worked diligently among the natives of Istanbul for two centuries prior to
' David Brewer Eddy. iVlial Ne.\t in Turkey: Glimpses o f the American Board's Work in the Near East 
(Boston: The American Board, I9l.t), 86.
■ S. C. Barlett, D.D., Historical Sketch o f the Mi.ssions o f the .American Board in Turkey, I; Henry Otis 
Dwight, Constantinople and its Problems: Its Peoples. Customs. Religions and Progress (New York: 
Young People's Missionary Movement, 1901), 15-46; also .see Appendix III.
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the arrival of the missionaries of the American Board/ Perhaps the first missionary to 
Istanbul was a young German missionary, Peter Heyling, entrusted with evangelizing the 
"Nominal Christians" of the Eastern Patriarchates. In 1630, Heyling came to Istanbul 
and intended to restore the Gospel truth in the Oriental Greek and Armenian churches, 
but he died a few years later.’'
Following the German Evangelical community, the British Foreign Bible Society 
and Russian Bible Society undertook the missionary work in Istanbul, and together 
translated the New Testament into ancient and Modem Greek in 1810 and into 
Armenian in 1814. Providentially, H. Lindsay, the chaplain to the British Embassy in 
Istanbul, had the Greek and Armenian Patriarchates approve of the New Testament's 
new translations. During the years between 1820 and 1826, more than thirty thousand 
copies of the New Testament in Greco-Turkish, Armeno-Turkish, and Judeo-Spanish 
were sold.^’
The United Brethren, the first American transatlantic missionary association, 
charged Christian Friedrich Wilhelm Hocker with a special mission to Abysinnia. On the 
way to his field, Hocker first visited Istanbul in 1754 and became the first missionary to 
acquire travel clearance by an imperial edict from the Grand Vizier, a rescriptum from
E.D.G. Prime, Forty Years in the Turkish Empire: or Memoirs of Rev. fViHitim Goodell, D.D., 126-148.
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the Sublime Porte to the Vali at Jeddah, and a right of passage through an official letter 
from the Vali of Istanbul to the Sheriff at Cairo.'
Yet. after its establishment, the ABCF.VI energetically ventured into the Ottoman 
Empire. Pliny Fisk and Flarrison Gray Otis Dwight first went to the Near East in the 
early 1810s. Their primary concern was to send the American Board in Boston regular 
reports concerning the level of ignorance in specific regions and some locations 
qualified to commence a mission. In 1829. Fisk and Dwight requested the Prudential 
Committee of the American Board, which was '‘charged with the all-important task of 
keeping its [the American Board’s] world-wide missionary operations solvent,” to 
launch a station in Istanbul.They had behind their request the idea that the Near Eastern 
missionary work headed from a station such as one in Istanbul could be influential in 
order that the people of the East would break free from the deep darkness in whose 
privation they had been living so long.'^
Station or Sub­
station
Harput,
Aleppo, and 
Bitlis
Antep, Adana, 
and Tarsus
1
!
Persia and 
Syria
Balkans Istanbul 
and Izmir
Other
Stations and 
non-
specified
sub-stations
Number o f
Recorded
Mi.ssionaries
32 40 50 53 74 150
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Table- Number of Missionaries in the Near East Missions during the nineteenth century. 10
This study seeks to correct misperceptions of other studies of Near Eastern 
missionaries. Several scholars argue that the Ottoman Empire was attractive to 
missionaries because of its advanced geo-strategic, financial and economic, and 
religious development. In fact, the missionaries did not single out the Ottoman Empire, 
as other stations in India, Syria, and Africa were established simultaneously with the 
Istanbul station. Others, meanwhile, argue that that the missionaries “found the 
conditions in the Ottoman Empire similar to the ones in their homeland.” ' ’ But only 
religious zeal and charitable objectives with a heavy dose of intellectual philanthropy 
derived from a New England Puritan tradition seems to have galvanized the missionaries 
for their transatlantic missions. Many missionaries did not know what to expect in 
Istanbul, and did not earn more income than they had in the United States. They also 
never found in the fields in the Near East the conditions similar to those in the States. On 
the contrary, they endeavored to adjust to the conditions in the field.'"
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In April and May 1830, Harrison Gray Otis Dwight and Eli Smith scoured the 
Near East, and paid a short visit to Istanbul on their way to the Black Sea Region.'^ 
During their stay in Istanbul, Charles Rhind, the U.S. representative to the Ottoman 
Empire at that time, helped them obtain an imperial edict for travel clearance in the 
Ottoman Empire. This edict, for the first time in the history of American-Ottoman 
relations, allowed them to travel “not as British subjects but as Americans.” Dwight and 
Smith also heard in Istanbul that the last two Evangelical clergymen had left Istanbul a 
few weeks earlier.'“^ Therefore, they requested the American Board’s Executive 
Committee to send missionaries to Istanbul immediately.''
The American Board per curiam assigned William Goodell as its first 
representative to Istanbul so as to found the Istanbul station. The Board chose Goodell 
for several reasons. Goodell was the choice of denominational consensus. The Second 
Great Awakening had released various new denominational religious congregations in 
the United States, including the Congregationalists, Presbyterians, and the Reformed 
Church, all of which initially held their own separate national parish institutions. But by 
the early nineteenth century, denominations cooperated around foreign missions. As a 
result of this cooperation, the American Board appeared and selected Goodell because of 
his great organizational skills, deep evangelical religious attitudes, and proficiency in 
Near Eastern languages.
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Deeply enthused by the Second Great Awakening and commonly affiliated with 
Congregationalists, young theology graduates of the universities like Dartmouth, 
Williams, Brown, Andover, Yale, and Union had become increasingly interested in 
transatlantic missions to preach and teach heathens. The American Board believed that 
Goodell, a graduate of Dartmouth, could start a young, energetic, and educated 
missionary team for the Istanbul station. He could rely on New England’s evangelical 
Protestant community to generously bolster up any Christian mission to Istanbul, the 
capital of the infidel beholders of the Holy Lands.'
Goodell also had prior experience. The Goodell family with Isaac Bird and his 
family operated at the American Board’s station at Beirut between 1822 and 1823. 
Goodell learned intermediate Turkish, Arabic and Armenian with elementary Greek in 
Beimt. Although enjoying his language training and living among the miserable people 
of Beirut, he stopped the language classes and in 1827 departed with his family from 
Beirut for Malta because of the political tunnoil in the Ottoman Empire. But before he 
departed, he translated and published the Armeno-Turkish version of the New
Testament, and started to translate the Old Testament into Armenian. I X
Once Dwight and Smith recommended the American Board to establish a station 
in Istanbul as soon as possible, the Board requested the Goodell family to leave Malta,
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and Goodell to take up the duty of establishing a pennanent and influential station in 
Istanbul. The Goodells moved to Istanbul June 9. 1831. His memoirs interestingly note 
that his wife and other female companions were the first American women ever seen in 
Istanbul.
Istanbul had long been a cosmopolitan city when William Goodell arrived. He 
estimated that more than half a million Turks, roughly 150.000 Greeks and Armenians, 
some 50.000 Jews, and a few thousand Europeans and other nationals resided in 
Istanbul.''^ But once in Istanbul, he observed that all the residents of Istanbul were 
ignorant, and literacy was limited to men of note."^
It was not easy to establish the Goodell household. Soon after the Goodell family 
found a fashionable house in Beyoğlu, where foreigners often resided, they experienced 
a city-fire in August 2, 1831."' The first resident missionary family of the American 
Board in Istanbul lost their property including books, clothes and medicines. They 
relocated to Büyükdere to share the large house of Dr. James E. Dekey, who had come 
from New York to study the Asiatic cholera, Henry Eckford, whom the Ottoman 
government employed to superintend the reconstmction of its navy burned at Navarino 
(1827), and Charles Rhind, whom the American government sent to negotiate a 
commercial treaty with the Ottoman Empire the previous year. In the same year, 
Commodore David Porter arrived in Istanbul as Charge d’Affairs of the United States,
’ E.D.G. Prime. Forty Years in the Turkish Empire: or Memoirs o f Rev. iVilliam Goodell, D.D., 126-127. 
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and later became the minister to the Sublime Porte. He helped the Goodell family settle 
in his own house in Buyiikdere according to Goodell's petition.'"
Soon after William Goodell rented a new house in Buyiikdere, he started the 
Istanbul station among the Armenians. During the rest of the early nineteenth century, 
the ABCFM missionaries in Istanbul decided to focus on the Greeks and Armenians, 
"the Anglo-Saxons of the East”, whom the Board thought were a noble, active, and 
enterprising race but darkened and intoxicated by the wrong applications of their church 
leaders."’
Goodell called upon the Armenian Patriarch for his co-operation to found 
popular schools on an improved plan, that the Oriental Christian communities might 
send schoolmasters to learn the new method. In response.
The patriarch assured him of a love for the missionary and his 
country so profound that if Mr. Goodell had not come to visit him, he 
must needs have gone to America to see Mr. Goodell! He promised 
again and again."’*
The Armenian Patriarch never helped Goodell. Instead, he moved in opposition 
and an Armenian persecution of evangelicals began in 1839."'  ^ Hovhannes Sahakian, 
Boghos Physios, and other evangelical Armenians were exiled and the missionary 
publications in Armeno-Turkish sent from the press at Malta to Istanbul were burned. 
Goodell appealed to the Prudential Committee of the American Board to provide some
*■ Rufus Anderson. D.D., LL.D., History oj the Missions o f the American Board of Commissioners for  
Foreign Missions to the Oriental Churches, 95.
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missionary companions, and on 5 July 1832 the American Board sent Harison O. 
Dwight and four more missionary families to fortify the Istanbul station.
Although Dwight landed in Istanbul to work for the Armenian community 
without delay, he could not expand the Armenian mission on account o f Ottoman 
bureaucratic and Patriarchal interventions."^’ Alliance between the Ottoman 
administration and the Oriental Patriarchates was strong in benefit of both sides. On one 
side, under the millet system, the Ottoman administration aimed to keep under control 
the non-Muslims by means of alliances with their religious leaders. On the other, the 
patriarchs intended to preserve and even increase their influence relying on the Ottoman 
authority."^
The ABCFM missionary work in Istanbul was therefore “surrendered for the 
sake of political power” during its early years of establishment."*^ The Armenian 
Patriarchate accused the American missionaries of being “satanic heresiarchs from the 
caverns of hell and the abyss of the northern ocean.” and appealed the Ottoman 
government for deportation of the American missionaries from the Ottoman Empire. It 
even declared a holy crusade to expel the missionaries out of Istanbul.
In contrary, the American missionaries thought that the patriarchs always 
exploited a “despotic power,” and their fierce campaign of intimidation and persecution 
became an “anathema” addressed to all the Protestant missionaries including British and 
German missionaries and well as the ABCFM missionaries perhaps because the
E.D.G. Prime, Forty Years in the Turkish Empire: or Memoirs o f Rev. William Goodell. D.D., 147; 
Marcia and Malcolm Stevens, Against the Devil's Current: The Life and Times o f Cyrus Hamlin. 94.
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American missionaries thought the attacks of the Patriarchate especially addressed to
Protestantism."'^
When the Armenian Patriarchate supported by rich Armenians of Istanbul asked 
for the e.xile of American missionaries from Istanbul, the Ottoman Empire was 
stmggling against Mehmet Ali Pasha and his rebellious movement in Egypt during the 
1830s. The Ottoman Sultans often deferred decisions of internal affairs once during 
times of security threat against the Ottoman dynasty and central authority. In this case, 
Sultan Mahmud II did not respond to the plea of the Armenian Patriarchate. Instead, 
Mahmud gathered auxiliary men and money from the Ottoman subjects so as to face the 
rebellious Mehmet Ali Pasha. '“
Sultan Mahmud II still eventually issued an expulsion order for all Protestant 
missionaries mainly because of the connivance of the Russian Ambassador, and the 
ever-growing insistence of the Greek and Armenian Patriarchs. However, the expulsion 
order never went into effect perhaps because Istanbul suffered a seeond city fire that left 
some 50.000 people homeless.’' Probably more important, the Sultan ‘AbduT-Mecid, 
who soon replaced Mahmud II, showed a more liberal attitude towards the American
missionaries.
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Thus, the missions among the Greeks. Turks and Jews also developed missions 
to Armenians. William Goodell and other missionaries like William G. Schauffler 
opened twenty mutual education schools for Greeks, including the school for girls 
mnning in GoodelTs own house. The missions to the Greeks and Jews cast in their lot 
with the mission to Armenians. In response to the ABCFM enterprises, the Greek Holy 
Synod at Istanbul threatened excommunication against every Greek who sent their 
daughters to missionary houses or schools. "
The Grand Rabbi of the Jews in a similar vein did not like the American 
missionaries operating among Jews by distributing copies of the Psalms from the Bible. 
The Rabbi denounced the Psalms in all the synagogues in Istanbul. While 
acknowledging that the Psalms in the Bible were of great religious value, he claimed that 
the Americans were wasting their money and property. Therefore, they decided that 
Jews should buy no publications of the Americans, even though the Rabbi thought, “they 
were as holy and high-quality as those Moses made on Sinai.'”^
Unlike the Greek Patriarch and the Jewish Rabbi, the Turkish attitude toward the 
American missionary institutions was positive early on. The Turks welcomed and even 
helped Goodell set up two schools targeting particularly Turkish pupils in Beşiktaş and 
Üsküdar. Soon the missions among the Greeks and Turks began yielding good results 
since both communities enjoyed the American missionary institutions while the Greek 
Patriarchate and Muslim religious leaders reacted to them. At the same time, the 
Armenian and Jewish missions were suspended, if not abandoned totally, largely
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because the Armenian patriarch succeeded in exciting his community against the 
missionaries and the Jews attached considerable importance to the declarations of their 
Rabbi.''
Yet the ABCFM missionaries found on an individual level a remarkable 
audience among all Ottoman subjects. For example, Hovhannes Der Sahagian and 
Senekerim Der Minasian. two .Armenian students, and Panayotes Constantinidis, a 
Greek pupil, supported the American missionary activities. A Greek printer that Goodell 
asked to print Arabic translations of the Bible by Eli Smith and Cornelius Van Dyck as 
well as various pamphlets of the American Board did so, regarding the missionary 
activity with interest, great respect and sympathy. All these people later became the 
native-co laborers of the missionaries after their conversion to Protestant Christianity 
despite the fact that the Greek and Armenian Patriarchs allied to excommunicate the 
members of their religious community in contact with the ABCFM missionaries, and 
Armenians and Greeks who converted to Protestantism were ostracized by their local
communities as a result. .16
In addition to Armenians and Greeks, the Turkish Muslim community of 
Istanbul, which the American missionaries considered as the believers of a “broken 
cistern”, seemed to be the highly responsive. William Goodell noted in a letter, “Almost 
everyday day, too, I am visited more or less by the Miislumans. I could very profitably 
devote my whole time to them.”
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William Goodell did not operate among the Muslims though. The American 
Board commissioned Henry A. Homes in 1835 as the missionary among the Muslims. 
Homes, having devoted most of his early two years in Istanbul to practicing Ottoman 
Turkish, translated a few Psalms into Ottoman Turkish and taught Ottoman Turkish to 
the missionaries’ children. Although his work among the Muslims kept yielding good 
results, he had to return to Boston in 1850. because his health was not good enough to 
work anymore. ’’
Although Cyrus Hamlin wanted to work in a field in Africa or China, he and his 
wife Henrietta A. Hamlin landed at Istanbul in the spring of 1839 and commenced 
missionary work soon to comply with the orders from the Prudential Committee of the 
American B oard .P erh ap s the most influential missionary in Istanbul after William 
Goodell, Cyms Hamlin became the educational representative of the American Board in 
Istanbul.’’
During his second year in the Istanbul station, Hamlin founded a school for boys 
next to his house at Bebek (from European Istanbul at the south of Rumeli-Hisari 
looking into Bosporus), which the missionaries later called “the Boarding School at 
Bebek.““*^ The school enrolled almost fifteen students during its first year of 
establishment and doubled its registered students the following year. Afterward, the
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school would become Bebek Seminary, where theological, academic and language 
instructions were given, and then moved to Marşovan where it continued its scholarly 
function in Istanbul as Robert College after 1863/'
The ABCFM changed the Boarding School at Bebek to Bebek Seminary on 
purpose, supposing that the Istanbul station needed a seminary first. The American 
missionaries believed that it was a great decision after seeing the graduates of Bebek 
seminary work as their co-laborers and become evangelical Christians. For instance, 
Simon Tavitian and Sdepan Schamavonian, two diligent and successful students of 
Bebek seminary, served the Protestant community in association with the American 
missions. Simon became the pastor and minister of the missions at Bitlis and İzmit while 
Sdepan led the Protestant community and missions at Haine, near Diyarbekir. Another 
case was Alexander Jejizian, who was ordained as the pastor of the evangelical church 
of Adapazarı and appointed as the minister of the missions in that field for thirty-one
4 2years.
This thesis argues the ABCFM missionaries did not work in the Istanbul station 
to convert as many to Protestantism as possible. Especially during the first half of the 
nineteenth century, the initial efforts of the ABCFM in the Istanbul station did not claim 
to convert “Nominal Christians of the Orient and the Muslims”, nor were they intended 
to establish institutions of their own and hold public services. They instead prayed in 
their homes and attended the services in the Greek and Armenian churches. Their main
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concern was to protect the rights of the existing Protestants in the Ottoman Empire.'*' 
Goodell addressed the residents of Istanbul. "You have sects enough among you already, 
and we have no design of setting up a new one. or of pulling down your churches, or 
drawing any members from them to build up our own."’*'*
In unison with the American Board's expectations, American missionary 
enterprise in Istanbul between the years 1830 and 1850 often dealt with printing and 
distributing books, psalms, and pamphlets, under the strategy that the Gospel truth could 
be spread through written sources in native languages. After the sources were translated 
into native languages, missionaries thought they could better contact the locals and 
preach to them more convincingly.*'
On July 1, 1846, the Ottoman administration recognized the Protestants as millet, 
or a separate religious group in its realm. Before this, the American missionaries had 
difficulties with printing and publishing simply because the Greek and Armenian 
Patriarchs complained to the Ottoman government, reproaching the American 
missionaries whenever they wrote or translated religious documents and papers into 
Armenian and Greek.**' However, the Turks allowed private printing presses in Istanbul 
during the early nineteenth century, and even helped the missionaries to print them.
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because they thought the authors had the right to publish in their presses any material so 
long as the materials belonged to them.'^'
During the 1850s, there were primarily three printing institutions in Istanbul. The 
first was a hundred and ten year old Matba'a-i Amire, or Imperial Book Printing Office, 
with six presses and the missionaries had access to this government printing press. By 
the 1850s, it had published one hundred and fifty works in Armenian and Greek fonts. 
Second, there was an office designed to issue Takvim-i Vekayi, or the Turkish Official 
Newspapers, twice a month. And a third press pertained to the News Courier of a British 
enterprise named Churchill.
In addition, there were five foreign funded presses as well as four Greek and 
three Armenian printing presses. The American missionaries often applied to the 
Turkish presses to print their translations and private owner presses to publish their 
Psalms and pamphlets. Therefore, the Patriarchates could not stop missionary 
publications.
Ruftis Anderson, Corresponding Secretary of the American Board, and Joel 
Hawes visited Istanbul in 1843 to check the missionaries’ progress.'*’^ They advised the 
missionaries in the Western Turkey Mission, particularly in Istanbul and Izmir, to reduce 
the work among the Greeks and to concentrate on the Armenians because the individual 
Armenians showed much greater interest and sympathy with the Gospel truth and holy 
teachings, despite their Patriarchate." '^^
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William Goodell as the spiritual and administrative leader of the missionaries in 
Istanbul accepted the new course the American Board ordered in Istanbul. He even 
confirmed what Rufus Anderson and Joel Hawes recommended. He said:
If this work of God go forward in the same proportion for ten 
years to come, as it has gone for ten years past, there will be no further 
occasion for any of us to remain here, unless it be to assist you in 
bringing to a knowledge of these same precious saving doctrines of the 
Gospel the Greeks and Jews and others around you.
In 1845, Goodell’s house became the center of education again, with the title of 
‘‘Female Boarding School." Eight girls came to the Boarding School in GoodelFs house 
during its first year. Ms. Goodell trained them to housekeep and sew and Harriot Lowell 
taught them basic science and literature.''^ The American missionaries decided to extend 
the school next year with the help of Mrs. Van Lennep, new appointee from Izmir to 
Istanbul for the school. However, the growth of the school was delayed because Mrs. 
Van Lennep passed away, and Mr. Van Lennep returned to Boston.'^'
The American missionaries sustained their activities in Istanbul during the year 
1845. and the Patriarchates of the Oriental churches kept up their accusations and 
criticism. The Annenian Patriarchate issued two documents of excommunication against 
evangelicals in 1846.'* Oddly enough, Horatio Southgate, who came to Istanbul as a 
missionary of the American Episcopal Church, defended the Patriarch and its 
accusations of the evangelicals. In Southgate’s opinion, it was wrong to dispute with the 
established churches and such actions could harm the harmony of the society.
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Meanwhile, he justified his own missionary activities to be peaceful and in accordance 
with the Patriarchs.'^’
The Armenian Patriarchate expelled Amienian evangelicals and missionaries' 
friends from the Armenian community, and cut off any civil and religious rights 
pertaining to them to comply with the Ottoman law, which divided people into religious 
communities and often relied for decisions on the leaders and regulations of those 
religious communities. This meant that the Armenian evangelicals had no protectorate 
according to the Ottoman codes because they no longer belonged to any particular 
Ottoman millet.''^ In the end, on July 1, 1846, the Armenian evangelicals established a 
church of their own with the help of American missionaries, particularly Harrison G.O. 
Dwight.^^ This church became the First Evangelical Armenian Church of Constantinople 
and an Armenian evangelical congregation of thirty-seven men and three women within 
the church, in accordance with New England congregational practice, elected 
Apisoghom Hachadoorian, an old student of Peshtimaljian College, as the pastor.'^ ’^ Soon 
after the establishment of the church, the Free Church of Scotland recognized
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Hachadoorian, afterwards called Utudijan. as the pastor ordained by the American Board 
and Evangelical Armenians.'^
Two years after its establishment, the First Evangelical Armenian Church of 
Constantinople supported by the American missionaries had about a thousand Armenian 
members, and many more sympathizers with this new religious m ovem ent.'In  1847, 
the Grand Vizier, who earlier secured the rights of the members of the new church under 
imperial orders, issued a new imperial edict that outlawed any further persecution of the 
Protestants in the Ottoman realm. Upon the recommendation of the British Ambassador 
Sir Stratford de Redcliffe, Sultan 'Abdu'l-Mecid issued an imperial edict that restored 
the rights under the millet system of the members of the newly established church as a 
separate millet. '^^ The Missionaiy Herald remarked in 1846,
Early in March, Reschid Pasha, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
called up the Armenian Patriarch, and charged him to desist from his 
present course. This was an important point gained. It was now 
virtually decided, that the evangelical subjects of the Porte could have a 
civil existence in Turkey, without being under the spiritual dominion of
the Patriarch.60
While the American Board sent various missionaries to operate among the 
Armenians and Greeks of Istanbul between the years 1830 and 1850, William G. 
Schauffler was the only representative of the American Board appointed for the missions
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among the Istanbul Jews. Schauffler joined British missionaries’ efforts, rather than 
establishing his own operation. Christian Frederic Schwartz of the London Missionary 
Society was working among the German-speaking Jews at the time Schauffler arrived in 
Istanbul. Alexander Thomson, another missionary from the United Free Church of 
Scotland, also had been acting among the Jews with his colleagues. As the only 
missionary of the ABCFM, William G. Schauffler decided to cooperate with the 
missionaries of the United Free Church of Scotland. Meanwhile, Schauffler finished the 
translation of the Bible into Hebrew-German and Hebrew-Spanish in 1849.^'
Fires broke out again in Istanbul, this time in the Pera quarter of Istanbul from 
1847 to 1848. The fires burned the possessions of William G. Schauffler, Henry A. 
Homes, and Harrison Gray Otis Dwight. However, the chapel and the Girls’ School near 
the fire survived and kept functioning. After the fires, all of the missionary 
establishments and houses moved to Bebek, except the Girls’ School and William 
Goodell’s family house.^’"
The first ABCFM missionaries in Istanbul frequently moved their establishments 
and houses for two main reasons. First, fires were frequent and plagued all residents of 
the City of Istanbul. Second, it was difficult for the foreigners to find buildings to 
occupy. A missionary noted, “Once the foreign tenants moved in, unscnipulous 
landlords often raised the rents to exorbitant levels, forcing yet another move and more
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time away from missionary duties.” For example, for these reasons, the Goodells moved 
their residence thirty-three times within twenty-nine years.
Greek residents of Istanbul also were interested in the activities o f the American 
Board even though the Greek Patriarchate criticized the American missionary activities 
and warned its subjects of excommunication. While the Armenian mission resulted in 
persecution by the Annenian Patriarchate and excitement among the Armenians, the 
Greeks began enjoying the Turkish service preached by William Goodell.^’’^
Moreover, in 1846 a few Greeks asked Van Lennep to open a service in Greek. 
Van Lennep promised to preach to the interested Greeks short lectures after the services, 
rather than opening a particular Greek service. In 1850, the American Board 
missionaries in Istanbul recommended Mr. Van Lennep to particularly focus on the 
Greek mission, stating that the initiative he took for the Greeks for the previous five 
years looked promising. Besides, they decided to accept the Greeks just like the 
Armenians to the seminary at Bebek.^’’^
Soon after the year 1850, the Greeks attending Turkish services reached the 
number of forty and those participating in the Seminary became seven. Elias Riggs, 
American missionary to Izmir, visited Istanbul the same year. Riggs returned to Izmir 
after preaching in Greek during three Sunday services, and his lectures found remarkable 
support among the Greeks. The missionaries in Istanbul requested that the American
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Board’s Executive Committee transfer Riggs to Istanbul, but it refused after Goodell
argued that Riggs’ removal from Izmir would weaken the missions there/’*^’
During the early 1850s, the missions spread to various sub-stations near Istanbul. 
The missions in Edime, Bursa, Yozgat, and Rodos began functioning as the sub-stations 
of Istanbul. Although the American Board did not design these substations in advantage 
of any particular society over another, the time and place of missions required certain 
arrangements. For instance, Demirtas, a province of Bursa, was a Greek village where 
the establishment of missionary institutions seemed profitable. The American Board sent 
a few missionaries to search the region and later established the Bursa station.*’'
The ABCFM missionary activities in Istanbul during the early nineteenth century 
gave the impression of being particularly designed for Armenians, but as a matter of 
fact, they did not concentrate on any particular millet or race. Instead, the ABCFM 
activities in Istanbul illustrated that the American missionaries wanted as many stations 
to open, as many materials to publish, and as many people to contact as possible.*’* They 
relied on their adaptability to circumstances they encountered.*’*
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CHAPTER IV:
A GREAT ERRAND INTO THE EAST: AiVIERICAN PROTESTANT 
MISSIONARY COMMITMENT IN ISTANBUL DURING THE
LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY
“The Two Grand Inquiries Ever Present in Your Minds Will Be. 'What Good Can be 
Done? And By What Means ? ' What Can Be Done for the Jews? What for the Pagans? 
What for the Mohammedans? What for the Christians?
During early 1896, Arthur Tappan Pierson, the editor of the Missionary 
Review of the World, encouraged the American Protestant missionary cause to make 
transatlantic voyages,
“Since Cliristianity had made America the great nation it was, 
the nation owed Christianity a debt, namely, ‘proper and lawful 
endeavors to reconstruct all other governments upon the basis of the 
Christian religion’, including displacement of pagan fetishes, Buddhist 
prayer wheels, Turkish crescents, and Romanist crucifixes.”"
Pierson set down the American missionaries for the restoration of the errant Christians 
and guidance of the ignorant non-Christians to the safest course. ’
The ABCFM missionaries founded their most influential institutions in Istanbul 
during the late nineteenth century. The missionary institutions in Istanbul since the
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1850s such as the Bible House, the Boarding Schools for girls and boys in Bebek and 
Üsküdar, the Language School at Constantinople, and the houses of the missionaries as 
education and preaching centers were archetypal. They had a Christian atmosphere and 
style just like the missionaries had set their mind to. During the late nineteenth century, 
the Evangelical American Protestant missionary enterprise gained its fullest momentum 
in Istanbul, where '‘superstition was in abundance.
To the American missionaries' benefit, the hostility by the Patriarchates came to 
an end with the Fenncin-i Islahat, or the Imperial Edict of Reforms, of February 18, 
1856, which promised equality for all those living in the Ottoman realm.^ Thereafter 
American missionaries fortified their printing presses, hospitals, and educational and 
religious centers with new missionaries from home and with a growing local population 
either converted or turned sympathetic to the missionary enterprise in Istanbul. Since 
there was no solid resistance, they could set up institutions at their will, and filled those 
institutions with a noticeable audience.*'
The Istanbul station lived its golden age during the late 19*'’ century soon after 
the Everett and Benjamin families with Hinadale, West, and Haynes followed the 
Goodell, Schauffler, Dwight, Hamlin, and Riggs families to work in the city of Istanbul
■* The missionaries later renamed these institutions aceording to the departments. For example, the Bible 
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and its natives.^ In October 1852, Nathan Benjamin moved the printing press from Izmir 
to Istanbul. When the families of Benjamin and Elias Riggs departed Izmir for Istanbul, 
the missions in Istanbul grew stronger. While \^an Lennep left Istanbul for Tokat, two 
missionary women, Maria A. West and Melvina Hayness, also joined the missionary 
team of the Istanbul station. The objective of West and Hayness in Istanbul was to run 
the Girls' Boarding school after Harriet Lovell, the director of the school, married Cyrus 
Hamlin in 1852 and could not always be at school anymore.^
The missionaries of the American Board experienced bureaucratic harassments 
in July 1854. While eight Turks who converted to Christianity through the American 
missionary efforts were arrested and placed in solitary confinement, the missionary 
bookstore in Bebek, where the American Board and the British and Foreign Bible 
Society together worked and printed the missionary material, was sealed off by the 
Istanbul police.^
John P. Brown, the American Charge d'Affaires in Istanbul, applied to the 
Ottoman government of Istanbul in the name of the missionaries to re-open the 
bookstore. The Ottoman attorney responsible for Istanbul declared that the police shut 
down the bookstore because the works o f Dr. Pfänder, a missionary to the Church 
Missionary Society of the United States, had broken the law when he published various 
pamphlets accusing the Muslims of different faith, ignorance and illiteracy.'*^
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The dispute between the American missionaries and the police was taken to the 
court. When the court conducted a hearing Ahmad Ağa, who was in charge of the 
bookstore, before being imprisoned, testified that the missionaries’ work was not 
dangerous to the social order of Istanbul and he converted to Christianity not because of 
the missionary compulsion but at his own will. At the end of the case, the bookstore was 
re-opened and offered back to the missionaries.''
The missionaries noted this event with particular interest. The Station Report of 
Istanbul in 1865 looked for the reason for the deterrence of their works by the 
government and concluded.
The Turkish authorities [were] led to take these steps far more 
by a movement among their own people, looking outward [to] a 
reformed Mohammedanism than by the conversion of a few individuals 
to the Christian faith. Both however were regarded as forms of 
developments of Protestantism, and therefore the adherents of simpler 
gospel truth, who are liable to imprisonment and exile equally with 
those whose scheme of reform w'as considered dangerous to the 
Turkish Government.'*
The outbreak of the Crimean War in 1854 alarmed American missionaries. The 
missionaries thought that the Russians would strive to take over Istanbul and support the 
Greek Orthodox Church and suppressing other religious communities. When the Russian 
army crossed the Danube towards Adrianople in July, 1854, the war formally began. It 
panicked the missionaries for how it might influence the missionary work in Istanbul.' ’
Charles Trowbridge Riggs, History o f the Work o f the American Board o f Commissioners for Foreign 
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As well as the Crimean War, the American missionaries in Istanbul in the 1850s 
were concerned with the losses, notable events, and the visits of the ABCFM leaders. 
First, Jeal S. Everett and Nathan Benjamin, both of who had undertaken important duties 
during lifetime, passed away.'^ Second, in August, 1854. the Dwight family moved to a 
new house in Yeni Kapı, in the old Istanbul, where Ottoman governors allowed 
foreigners to reside for the first time. Last. Ruflis Anderson, the secretary of the 
American Board, visited Istanbul in November 1855 and soon organized a committee 
among the missionaries in Istanbul, Izmir and Salonika in order to discuss the American 
Board’s missionary work in the Near East.
The discussion of Rufus Anderson with the missionaries in the field concluded 
that Elias Riggs and his family should go back to the United States because Riggs had 
become seriously ill. The Riggs family returned the United States in 1856 never to come 
back again. However, Riggs at home continued to help his missionary friends in 
Istanbul. For instance, he had the Annenian Bible published in a printing press and 
taught Hebrew to missionaries on the way to the field in the Union Theological 
Seminary in New York. Meanwhile, three more representatives replaced Riggs. I. 
Fayette in 1855, William Trowbridge and Edwin Bliss with his family in 1856 Joined the 
Istanbul station. While Fayette became the Treasurer of the Istanbul station, Trowbridge 
began working and preaching among the Turks and Bliss took the place of Riggs to
work among the Greeks 15
“Substance o f an Address by the Chairman. Dr. Edward Riggs" Services at the Seventy-Fifth 
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After the Crimean War and with the efforts of the influential British Ambassador 
Stratford de Redcliffe. the ambivalent attitudes of the Ottoman government towards the 
American missionaries temporarily turned to benevolence. Also, the converts of faith 
through the efforts of American missionaries no longer had to worry about their lives 
and rights as Islahat Fermanı and the Treaty of Paris in 1856 promised the safeguard of 
religious liberty.'^’
After Sultan 'Abdu’l-Mecid promised religious liberty in the Imperial Edict of 
Reforms in 1856, the American missionaries intensified their missions and shared the 
results of their work in pamphlets with the members of the American Board in Boston.'^ 
For instance, Selim Efendi, who learned Christianity in Salonika and was baptized in 
Istanbul as Edward Williams, began preaching and baptizing among the Turks. Although 
the numbers of converts were not remarkable, the case of Selim Efendi rejuvenated the 
hopes of the missionaries in Istanbul for more converts. Another vivid example of 
converts that the missionaries admired and usually referred to was the case of 
Shemseddin, who was a Mohammedan imam and hafız, a Muslim prayer leader and a 
Muslim that memorized the Koran. He later studied in a missionary college in Izmir.'**
On April 26, 1856, Cyrus Hamlin went to the United States for three years of 
work at the center of the American Board in Boston.''^ Meanwhile, William Clark 
replaced him in leading the lectures and works in Bebek Seminary. When Hamlin
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resumed his work in Bebek Seminary, he and Goodell, upon one recommendation from 
the Board, added two more stations to the Istanbul mission.*’’
In 1856, the Southern Armenian mission, and the other, the Northern Armenian 
mission a year later. While Istanbul was still the center of the Northern Armenian 
mission and guided the Izmir. Tokat, Sivas. Erzroum, Kayseri, and Harput stations, the 
Southern Armenian mission was separated from Istanbul and contained the Antep, 
Maras, Urfa, and Halep stations.
The American missionaries next prepared and planned to adjoin a Bulgarian 
mission to the Istanbul station. Elias Riggs had worked among the Bulgarians during the 
1840s and sometimes preached to them in the Bulgarian language, but there was no 
particular missionary working among Bulgarians. In 1857, the American Board 
members in Istanbul determined to open very soon the Bulgarian mission for the sake of 
Bulgarians residing in Edime, Manastır, Filibe, and Sofya. The Bulgarians became an 
official target audience for those missionaries operating in Istanbul, and the Board 
appointed Charles F. Morse as the leader of the Bulgarian mission.*'
The American missionaries assigned for the Central and Eastern Turkey missions 
first visited Istanbul to collect infonnation about the Ottoman lands, people, and 
language.■■ For instance, the American Board sent Oliver Winchester and his wife to the 
Erzuroum mission in 1857. However, they first came to Istanbul to have a basic training 
in the language, observe the missions in the field, and get advice from the missionaries
Marcia and Malcolm Steven.s, Against the Devil's Current: The Life and Times o f Cyrus Hamlin, 126- 
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there. For about one year, they stayed and taught in the Female Boarding school in 
Istanbul.“'
The weather, nourishment, and clothing customs in the Ottoman Empire did not 
resemble those in the United States. Various missionaries returned to the United States 
when their health could not adjust to the Istanbul climate. In 1858, William Hutchinson 
and his family arrived in Istanbul to work in the Turkish department o f the Bebek 
Seminary. However, Hutchinson became ill and had to go back to the United States. 
And, two years earlier, Elias Riggs had left Istanbul for the same health problems.“'*
In July 1858, George Washburn, perhaps the most influential missionary in 
Istanbul after William Goodell and Gyms Hamlin, came as the treasurer and business 
agent of the American Board in the Istanbul station. On April 14, 1859, he married 
Henrietta Hamlin, the daughter of Cyrus Hamlin.'^ But the Hamlin family could not 
celebrate the marriage because Elizabeth Riggs, Harriet Lowell and Susan Hamlin had 
just passed away because of scarlet fever, handicapping the administration of the Hasköy 
School for Girls. The American missionaries in Istanbul altogether attended the funerals 
and interred the lost missionaries into the Feriköy Cemetery, which the Board had 
acquired two years earlier in name of the Protestant communities of Istanbul.'*’
The American missionaries began to operate among the Muslims more 
efficiently during the late 19'*’ century. As Harrison Gray Otis Dwight wrote in a column 
of the Missionaty Herald in 1859,
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The case of a young Mohammedan who became convinced of the 
taith in Adrianople, and was sent here under arrest, on charge of having 
denied the faith and become a Protestant, has recently attracted much of 
our attention... He was put in charge of a Turkish colonel and sent here 
by the military authorities, as he was a cadet. But it afterwards turned out 
that the colonel himself had been reading the New Testament and was 
very favorably disposed... he immediately gave orders to have the young 
man well treated, and now he is at his ease... The work among the Turks 
is looming up, and if not hindered by some untoward event, or by our 
neglect and sluggishness, it w'ill by and by assume very large proportions. 
That the Turkish officials through the country have been instructed not to 
persecute Mohammedans who embrace Christianity, is very evident."^
This period of religious liberty in the Ottoman Empire led to an increase in the 
American missionary efforts in Istanbul. Now, Cyrus Hamlin asked the American 
Board’s Executive Committee in Boston to extend the scope of missions by establishing 
a high-quality English medium college. But Rufus Anderson did not like the idea of 
founding the schools for pupils because he thought the Bebek Seminary and the 
missionaries in Istanbul should keep preparing the preachers and abandon the idea of 
educating boys and girls at school ages.'^
The American Board decided to respond to Hamlin’s proposal to higher 
education establishment in Istanbul. However, it w as unsure of its place since the sales 
of land and the expenses of construction seemed to be expensive. In 1856, Christopher 
Rheinländer Robert, a rich business man from New York City, came to Istanbul on a 
visit. Arriving during the Crimean War. Robert’s visit was serendipitous. Shortly before
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the war, Cyrus Hamlin had bought a bakery shop and started selling bread to the people 
in Istanbul. But, the outbreak of war caused an increase in government controls and 
quadmpled the price of flour, getting Cyrus Hamlin into debt of six thousand dollars by 
early 1854. After the British and French veterans arrived in the hospitals of Istanbul, 
however, Hamlin began selling several thousands of loaves a day, not only recouping his 
losses but also giving bread as alms to those in need."'^
During his stay in Istanbul, Christopher R. Robert was attracted by the 
missionary care for the British veterans of the Crimean War. In the harbor, he noticed “a 
boatload of attractive-looking bread, going over toward the Asiatic side of the 
Bosporus”, and asked who made and would deliver it. The porters said that “this was 
some side-line undertaken by the American missionary so as to furnish the British sick 
in the military hospital.” After having a long conversation with Hamlin about his further 
plans to run the American missionary work in Istanbul, Robert consulted two business 
associates, David Coe and Milton Badger, and agreed to fund Hamlin and the American 
Board to establish a high school in Istanbul to educate the pupils.
So, C. R. Robert pledged twenty to thirty thousand dollars on condition that he 
would not be identified and remain anonymous, and Cyms Hamlin would take charge of 
the institution. The American Board was unwilling to pay for science books and 
laboratory devices because it believed they would not support “vernacular education.” 
Hamlin decided to accumulate on his own necessary amount of money for books and
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materials for laboratory devices. In the end, the Board approved the Robert College 
founded by C. R. Robert of New York under a charter granted by the Legislature of New 
York and appointed Hamlin as its first director.'' Then, it became perhaps the best 
institution after the “Bible House at Constantinople” that the American ever 
established.’"
The opening of Robert College in teaching and preaching among the residents of 
Istanbul in the houses of the missionaries, and the establishment of three local churches 
among the Armenians all professionalized the Istanbul mission and reflected its growing 
success. However, the 1860s witnessed the rise of financial disputes between the 
missionaries and the growing Protestant community in Istanbul.’’ Through the 1880s, 
American missionaries in Istanbul debated Armenian Christians over how to control the 
funds the American Board sent for the Istanbul station.
Many Armenians argued that they should have a share in the flinds of both the 
churches and the fund from the American Board on the ground that the churches 
belonged to the Armenian Protestant community and the American Board provided 
funding not for the missionaries' own e.xpenses but the Protestant community in
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Istanbul, which was then basically composed of the Armenians.’’^ The American 
missionaries did not agree with this Annenian party. Instead, they argued that the church 
funds and the financial support from the American Board in Boston belonged to the 
American Board itself and only the members of the American Board in Istanbul could
decide on the financial matters of religious and administrative affairs. 36
In the end, church councils and the committees of reconciliation were gathered to 
solve the tension between the Station and the Protestant community of Istanbul. 
American missionaries and Armenians at last negotiated a decision that the missionaries 
would determine how to exploit the funds only by the approval from the Protestant 
community, mainly the Armenians, of Istanbul. Some members of the Armenian 
Protestant community did not agree with the final solution though, and one Armenian 
Protestant church determined to be free of the missionary influence.
The U.S. Civil War hampered the work of the American missionaries. The 
American Board in Boston worried about funding the missionary work in Istanbul 
during the war. Therefore, the American Board requested its missionaries in Istanbul to 
be extra cautious of financial expenditures. It even wanted them to quit various 
enterprises such as establishing any further sub-stations or distributing the missionary
materials generously
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Some of the missionaries in the field believed that the best way to protect the 
American Board from the financial uncertainty generated by the Civil War was to resign 
or go back to the United States. Thus, such missionary families as Clark, Hutchison, 
Dunmore, and Ball returned to the United States and worked at home while American 
Bible Society took the responsibility for fiinding a few missionaries in Istanbul like 
William G. Schauffler and his family. ’^
In their correspondences with the ABCFM center in Boston, the American 
missionaries in the Istanbul station wrote about the measures to reduce the effects of the 
financial uncertainty generated by the U.S. Civil War,
We have taken measures to reduce materially the expenses 
of the seminary and the boarding school and of our native agency -  
making some of these changes, indeed, not on account of pecuniary 
pressure, but on general principles of economy and missionary 
policy, and some of us have voluntarily reduced our salaries, $25,
■ $50, or $100, hardly knowing what retrenchment can be made in 
family expenses, to meet this reduction. ’^
The Board could continue its work abroad with full force once the war at home 
was over and it improved its financial standing. However, the deaths of various 
missionaries and their associates affected the future of the ABCFM missions in Istanbul 
as badly as the American Civil War. The missionaries' failures or deaths impeded the 
missions in Istanbul since it essentially depended on their individual successes. While on 
his furlough, Henry G. O. Dwight passed away in a railway accident in January 1862 in 
Vermont, only two years after his wife. The Wife of George W. Wood died in March
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1862 and in July 1863, Emma Louise Riggs, a seventeen year old daughter of Elias 
Riggs lost her life in Istanbul. Another death in July 1865 belonged to Harry Washburn, 
a small son of George Washburn. Cholera, which was a serious epidemic illness at that 
time in Istanbul hit her as well as Stephan Ağa, the Head of the Protestant Chancery."**^
On 28 June 1865, William Goodell, the pioneer of the American missionary 
works in Istanbul, announced that his strength would not allow him to continue to 
operate in the field. Therefore, the missionaries, not only of the American Board but of 
the British and Foreign Bible Society as well, organized a farewell gathering in honor of 
the Goodell family at the Hotel d ’Angleterre.
The Station Report in 1865 records that almost all the foreigners residing in the 
city of Istanbul joined this large gathering."*' After Alexander Thomson from the British 
and Foreign Bible Society read the plenary address, Charles S. Hanson and other 
missionaries offered Goodell various precious gifts. At the end of the party, E. Joy 
Morris, the United States Minister honored Goodell with a silver service medal. Goodell 
departed Istanbul for Philadelphia, where he rested for two years until his death on 17 
February 1867.'*"
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This study further argues that the leading missionary that encouraged and 
developed the missionary publication in Istanbul was Dwight. While writing about his 
experience and recommendations for the missionaries in Istanbul later on, Dwight said.
If Turkish or Greek or Armenian men and women in Turkey 
are ever to be stirred in any large sense to intellectual and spiritual 
life, the impulse must come through books issued at Constantinople.
If the view already given is tme, of the lacks in both these directions 
seen among the peoples of the city, a burden of responsibility falls 
upon missionaries as educated Christian men and women. The 
missionary societies should concentrate at this one point all necessary 
means and forces for making the press instruct and help the people of 
this Empire.'*’
This signaled a decision by the missionaries to adapt their strategy from 
evangelism targeting unbelievers' hearts and passions to evangelism targeting 
unbelievers’ minds and intellect. In this direction, Elias Riggs, William G. Schauffler, 
Edwin E. Bliss, George F. Harrick, and Andrew T. Pratt spent substantial time during 
the late nineteenth century in preparation for publication of books, psalms, and other 
religious materials in Armenian, Bulgarian. Greek, Hebrew, and Turkish. For the 
purpose of printing, Pratt came from Antep to Istanbul in 1868 and served in the 
bookstore for four years. Milan H. Hitchcock, another missionary from the Ceylon 
Mission, departed for Istanbul to publish in Armenian.'*'*
The Istanbul station weakened during the 1870s when various missionaries 
familiar with the station and qualified in native languages broke away for different 
stations. Upon the recommendations of the American Board, the missionaries in Istanbul 
transferred Theodore A. Baldwin to the Izmir station, George F. Herrick back to
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Marsovan, and Henry Schauffler, the son of William G. Schauffler, to Phillippopolis. 
The Board now appointed Henry O. Dwight to replace George Washburn in the 
administration of Robert College from 1867 to 1872 soon before Washburn returned to 
the United States.'*’^
The Annual Meeting of the Istanbul Station also determined to separate the 
mission among the Bulgarians from regular missionary work in Istanbul. Approved by 
the Prudential Committee of the American Board, the Bulgarian mission was separated 
and Elias Riggs became its leader. The Bulgarian mission contained the Bulgarian 
population of Adrianople, the areas from Eski Zaghra through Phillippopolis to 
Samokov, and gained permanent pennission from the Istanbul station for the 
publications in Bulgarian. In leading the Bulgarian mission, Riggs did not have to leave 
Istanbul, so he stayed with his family and directed the missions from there.
In addition, the 1870s became the woman’s decade for the Istanbul station. 
George Washburn read a paper "On the Extension and Organization of Female 
Missionary Labor” at the opening of the Annual Meeting of In his speech,
Washburn outlined three missionary works available for the missionary women in 
cooperation with male missionaries in Istanbul; education and instruction of girls, visits 
to the houses of the resident women, and organization of a special unit for care and 
support of the sick and old population of the city. Last, Washburn recommended that
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just a female missionary center could work all these missions in cooperation with the 
missionary men in the field/^
Once the American Board in Boston discussed Washburn’s paper, which 
illustrated there was a need and great opportunity for female missionaries on the field, 
the American Board’s Executive Committee decided to send Julia A. Rappleye in 1870 
and Mary L. Wadsworth, M.D., in the following year. The American Board expected 
them to open a “Home” mission, which was called so because their missions would 
essentially teach local girls to do housekeeping and become a good wife and mother in a 
domestic atmosphere. In 1871, they educated and tutored two students in the Home 
School at Üsküdar, and the number o f students reached thirteen the following year.'^^
The Constantinople Station stated that the female missionary experience during 
the previous two years of professional work,
...has made a profound impression upon the people, and, in a 
suitable location, might no doubt be rapidly filled up. It is a thorough­
going, efficiently and enthusiastically conducted girls’ high school, and 
must succeed. The exceeding difficulty of finding a native teacher 
qualified for the place is a testimony for the necessity of the school. Miss. 
Wadsworth’s labors in caring for the imnates of the Home, as well as in 
an increased practice outside promise the success they deserve, which is
not small.4 9
The first female missionaries founded the female branch of the American Board 
in Istanbul once they arrived in Istanbul in 1870. The scarcity in the number of female
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missionaries caused the female missionary enterprise in Istanbul not to be able to meet 
the expectations of Washburn. For instance, the female missionaries taught and tutored 
the girls often and cared for patients in their homes, but there were no female missionary 
who could preach. Cora W. Tomson and Alexander Van Millingen arrived in Istanbul 
after a few years and they began evangelistic visits and some preaching among the 
neighbors and pupils' parents. But by and large, the greatest help came not from the 
American Board in Boston but from the male missionaries in the field who had a close 
relation and helped women organize an extensive mission among native women.
The medical department of the female missionary works in Istanbul ended when 
the American Board appointed no missionary in place of Mary L. Wadsworth after her 
marriage to Dr. Bogian, an Armenian physician. The Board transferred Ellen Richardson 
from the Brousa station to Istanbul to strengthen the female missionary position there, 
however, her marriage to John W. Baird also led to her departure from Istanbul to 
Marşovan in 1873. Charlotte L. Noyes came to Istanbul in 1872, but she had to return to 
the United States after her health failed in Istanbul. Julia A. Rappleye made the longest 
stay and service for the Istanbul station, but she also left Istanbul in 1876 when the 
Board appointed her to open a school for the Greek girls in Brousa.^'
During the 1870s, the ABCFM missionaries often decided to take action when 
the conditions required, and the best institutions and acts of the missionaries sometimes 
appeared by a flash of wit. For instance, I. G. Bliss was sailing aboard a ferryboat on his
■ “Letters to Dr. M. G. Clark (Secretary o f ABCFM)” In Papers of the ABCFM [ABC 16.9.3; Reel 591]; 
“Letter from Mrs. Coffling” [101 Latta Avenue, Columbus. O., 6 March 1906] Services at the Seventy- 
Fifth Anniversary o f the Establishment o f the American Mission at Constantinople, 63-64; also see 
“Memorandum Regarding Possible Lines o f Cooperation Between Constantinople Woman’s Language 
and Robert College” ABC 8: Histories o f the Board and Individual Missions [In Houghton Library, 
Boston]
■' Cornelia Lyman Barlett, Diaries, IS70-IS9S vol.2 (1879-1874); E.D.G. Prime, Forty Years in the 
Turkish Empire: or Memoirs o f Rev. iVilliam Goodell. D.D.. 195-200.
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way from downtown to his house in Hasköy when he heard people talking about him 
and other Americans in the Annenian language, which he knew very well. One asked 
another if he knew those people and what sort of people they were. His friend replied.
They seem to be a good sort of people, but they don’t know how 
to work; the Catholics have a house of their own, and you know where 
to find them, but these people are sometimes here and sometimes there.
And Bliss improvised, ‘"Yes, that is just what we need -a  place where people will
know where to find us; and then what a help it would be in the general work.” He
communicated with other missionaries in the city soon after. All agreed, and sent letters
to the Bible Society in New York to raise funds for it. Later, the American Bible Society
provided fifty thousand dollars and Ira F. Pettibone drew up a plan for the building.’^*
The Bible House at Constantinople would become the most effective missionary
establishment in Istanbul, acting as the agent and the official center of the American
Board “to induce the people to buy and read Bible in these different languages of the
people.” It also published the Missionary Herald, an illustrated monthly magazine, an
annual report of missions, devotional books, Sunday school cards and leaflets, textbooks
for all grades of schools, a weekly family newspaper, and a monthly-illustrated paper for
children in three languages. It contributed to American Board Almanac, and delivered all
of these worldwide in India, the Ottoman Empire, Persia, Russia, and United States.^ ’
Henry Otis Dwight, Constantinople and Its Problems: its Peoples, Customs, Religions and Progress, 
258-260; Samuel M. Zwemer and Arthur Judson Brown, The Nearer and Farther East: Outline Studies of 
Muslim Lands and o f Siam, Burma, and Korea. 93; David Brewer Eddy, What Next in Turkey: Glimpses 
of the American Board's Work in the Near East. 73.
‘"Letter from Mrs. I. G. Bliss” [Washington D.C., 12 March 1906] Services at the Seventy-Fifth 
Anniversary o f the Establishment o f the American Mission at Constantinople. 36-37; David Brewer Eddy, 
What Next in Turkey: Glimpses o f the American Board's Work in the Near East. 83; Charles Trowbridge 
Riggs, The Work of the American Board Among the Greeks. 24; Charles Trowbridge Riggs, History o f the 
Work o f the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions in the Near East and More 
Especially in Turkey, IS 19 till 1934. 35. The prices o f  the missionary publications were between 5 to 80 
cents per copy. Sometimes, the missionaries sold their press releases free o f charge when the consumer 
was really poor and seemed very willing to read. For more, see Catalogue of Missionary Publications
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The Annual Meeting of the Western Turkey Mission in 1872 was the most wide- 
ranging and well attended meeting in the history of American missionaries in Turkey. 
With the visits of various prominent missionaries from the American Board in Boston 
like Langdon S. Ward and religious scholars like Prof. Flake of Chicago Seminary, the 
missionaries in Western Turkey celebrated the functioning of the Bible House with full 
capacity and the female missionary enterprises, which continued despite numerous 
difficulties.
George Washburn hosted a welcome party for the guests at Robert College and 
the American missionaries in Istanbul organized a one-day conference, which discussed 
such spiritual and practical topics as individual dedication to Christ and the possible 
ways and appropriate methods to work with children. A conference where all natives 
and missionaries were cordially invited became the first public platform to draw the 
missionaries and the natives closer together.
In the year 1873 when Istanbul celebrated the thirteenth anniversary of the 
succession of Sultan 'AbduT-‘Aziz, the American missionaries in Istanbul opened the 
Kocaeli sub-station upon the recommendation of Justin Parsons, the only missionary that 
worked in Kocaeli until then and by the approval of the Committee and In te rim .S o o n  
after, George W. Wood and Milan H. Hitchcock accompanied him. The Kocaeli station
(Boston: American Board o f Commissioners for Foreign .Vlissions, n.d.) [817.81 ABCFM Box no.l in 
Andover Harvard Theological Library]; also Appendix XI. XIV, XV.
“Estimates o f Western Turkey Mission for 1872 by J. H. Pettibone, Caesarea. ”, “Annual Tabular View 
for the year 1872 by J. H. Pettibone, Caesarea, May 1873“, and “Minutes o f Annual Meetings” Papers o f  
ABCFM [ABC 16: Reel 588 16.9.3]
Report o f the Constantinople Station for 1864, In Papers o f the ABCFM [ABC 16; Reel 582 16.9.3], 
300-306; Marcia and Malcolm Stevens, Against the D evil’s Current: The Life and Times of Cyrus Hamlin, 
356. A discussion on whether uniting the Brousa and Kocaeli stations or adding the Brousa station to 
Lstanbul like Kocaeli occurred when Sanford Richardson like Parsons wanted companions for missionary 
work in Brousa. At the end, the Brousa station did not see more missionaries coming, but it remained as an 
independent station; Rufus Anderson, D.D., LL.D., History o f the Missions o f the American Board of 
Commissioners for Foreign Missions to the Oriental Churches, 123.
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became separated from Istanbul again after five years in December of 1878, perhaps 
because it now had sufficient number of missionaries to am the work there after John E. 
Pierce and two more missionaries came to Kocaeli. However, the Board for the last time 
regained Kocaeli to Istanbul in November 1890 when the missionaries on the ground 
complained that they alone could not undertake the work at Kocaeli.
The annexation of the Kocaeli station to Istanbul mission brought about 
interesting and important consequences for the future missionary work. For example, 
after the American Board added Kocaeli to the Istanbul station, a school for girls also 
appeared in Kocaeli in July, 1873, under the leadership of Laura Famham and with the 
help of Electa C. Parsons. The school functioned efficiently in Kocaeli and graduated 
many local females till its removal to Marşovan in 1886.'^
In addition, the American missionaries now grew closer to the Bithynia Union of 
Armenian churches, which since its foundation in Brousa in 1865 had been an influential 
church union funding the churches in Istanbul and opening new churches like the one in 
Adapazarı. Once, the Bithynia Union of Armenian Churches decided to open a school of 
theology and hoped Scottish religious brethrens would fund it. The American 
missionaries did not approve it simply because the seminary, which moved from 
Istanbul to Marşovan, had already been doing the duty of training theologians. Instead, 
they thought the Armenians needed a high school for boys, but decided not to dispute 
with the Bithynia Union. In the end, the Union established the theology seminary in 
Kocaeli.^**
S. C. Barlett, D.D., Historical Sketch of the Missions o f the American Board in Turkey, 8.
E.D.G. Prime, Forty Years in the Turkish Empire: or Memoirs o f Rev. iVilliarn Goodell, D.D., 220-228. 
S. C. Bailctt, D.D., Historical Sketch o f the Missions o f the American Board in Turkey. 22-24.
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The Ottoman administrators sometimes worked against the American missionary 
work during the late 19''’ century. '^^ For instance, the Sheikh al Islam, Muslim religious 
leader in the Sublime Porte, saw a missionary selling for twenty akcas the Holy 
Scriptures in Turkish just above the Galata Bridge. He bought a copy of Matthew in 
Ottoman Turkish and delivered it to the Sublime Porte in an angry manner, asking who 
allowed such publications to be sold. Those in the Porte made no answer, and soon the 
Ottoman government started an investigation among the foreigners and printing presses 
in the city including the embassies. The investigation resulted in an imperial order that 
prohibited the (missionary) sales of the Scriptures in Turkish printed in Arabic fonts.^’°
The American missionaries also shared the troubles of the Ottoman Empire in 
1876. The revolts in Herzegovina and Montenegro a year earlier against increased taxes, 
and the economic deficiency bothered both Sultan ‘AbduT-‘Azîz and the residents of 
Istanbul. When the Ottoman government did not pay the coupons on loans in October 
and May 1876, increasing the public tension, Serbia determined to go to war against the 
Ottoman Empire. The American missionaries considered canceling the Annual Meeting 
of 1876 on account of high risks for those traveling to Istanbul from other stations.*’'
After ‘Abdu’l-“Azîz died and Murad V mled for a short period of time, ‘AbduT- 
Hamid II became the sultan. Soon after, Serbia in July 1876 and Russia in March 1877 
went to war against the Ottoman Empire. Missionaries found the ongoing events.
Henry Otis Dwight, Constantinople and Its Problems: Its Peoples. Customs, Religions and Progress., 
194-195.
Henry Otis Dwight, Constantinople and Its Problems: Its Peoples, Customs. Religions and Progress, 
36-38,216-217.
Annual Tabular View for the year 1875 by O. Dwight, Constantinople, January 1876; Annual Tabular 
View for the year 1876 by O. Dwight, Constantinople, January I 1877; Report, by G. F. Herrick and G. 
W. Woods, Constantinople, May 30 1877; Report o f the Publishing Department o f the Mission to Western 
Turkey for 1876, by Edwin E. Bliss, Constantinople, April 17 1877, Papers o f the ABCFM [ABC 16; 
Reel 588 16.9.3]; Stanford Shaw and Ezel Kural Shaw. History o f the Ottoman Empire and Modern 
Ti/rAev, 72-74, 195-211
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political and financial turbulences o f the Ottoman Empire were hard to cope with/'^ The 
American missionaries noted in the Annual Meeting of 1876,
We are in the midst of political disturbances and financial 
disasters, the course and end of which cannot be foreseen... The condition 
of things is unfavorable to the support of schools and pastors by the 
people; but in respect to hindrances from governmental sources it has 
brought favorable results. The attempt, long preserved in, to bind the 
Word of God in the language of the dominant race has been signally 
defeated... Applications repeatedly denied, -as for a firman for Aintab 
College, for a permit for erection of houses for professors in Robert 
College, etc., and in regard to the civil position of the Protestants as 
compared with other non-Mussulman communions in the Empire, -have
been granted. 6.’i
The problems the American missionaries went through in the year 1876 
continued the following year as well. Political hindrances and financial burdens simply 
to run the missionary institutions. let alone to undertake new establishments, 
discouraged the missionaries. The churches and charities in America had leveled off in 
their donations and gifts to the American Board. Therefore, the American Board ended 
the year 1876 with a debt of thirty one thousand dollars.
The political tension between the Ottoman Empire and its provinces in the 
Balkans disrupted the missionaries’ Bible translations and establishment of churches in 
the Balkan Peninsula.^“* For instance, in 1876, Henry O. Dwight and Theodore A. 
Baldwin had to stop for hours in a police station on their way to Bulgaria in order to
“Letter from Constantinople 26 may 1877” In Papers o f the ABCFM [ABC 16: Reel 589 16.9.3]
Bernard Frederick Nordmann, American Missionary Work among Armenians in Turkey, 1830-1923, 6-7.
Report of Constantinople Station 1876 July 5 and Report o f  Constantinople Station 1876-77 June 7 
1877 In Papers o f the ABCFM [ABC 16: Reel 589 16.9.3]: N. G. Clark, Genera! Survey o f  the Missions o f  
the American Board o f Commissioners fo r  Foreign Missions Presented at the Annual Meeting at Hartford, 
October 1876 (Boston: Beacon Press, 1876): and N. G. Clark, Genera! Survey o f the Missions o f the 
American Board o f Commissioners for Foreign Missions Presented at the .Annua! Meeting at Providence, 
October 1877 (Boston: Beacon Press, 1877) [Both are available in Andover Harvard Theological Library] 
Edward B. Haskell D.D., The Lure o f the Missionary Adventure (Boston: American Board o f  
Commissioners for Foreign Missions, n.d.) [817.83 Pamphlet ABCFM Box in Andover Harvard 
Theological Library]; Charles Trowbridge Riggs, The Making o f Robert College.
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provide some boxes of books and Psalms. The police on the border released them only 
after the American embassy intervened in the case.' '^'
Other difficulties facing the American missionaries during the late 19"’ century 
had often to do with sickness disability and deaths. The refugees from the European 
Provinces of the Ottoman Empire introduced into Istanbul contagious diseases like 
smallpox, leprosy and typhus. The missionaries usually cared for the patients suffering 
from these diseases in Istanbul when they themselves did not catch the disease. They 
rented a house near the Bible House and turned it to a hospital building. Later on, with 
the medical missionary work of Milan H. Hitchcock and Issac G. Bliss, this hospital 
served some eight to nine hundred patients a year.'"’
The American missionaries in Istanbul frequently visited the outstations near 
Istanbul as supervisors. Until 1878, the information collected from Istanbul and various 
outstations indicated that the missionaries proselytized even more than fifty Muslims, 
who dedicated themselves to Christ and began working for the Gospel truth.^^ However, 
they could hardly tour among the outstations during the years between 1876 and 1878 
basically due to the war in the Balkans and the conditions of war emergency. The war 
threatened to dismpt the missionary schools. But the other schools outside Istanbul of 
various religious and ethnic congregations including the Armenian theological school at 
Adapazarı, the American missionary schools and establishments like Robert College, the
E.D.G. Prime, Forty Years in the Turkish Empire: or Memoirs o f Rev. William Goodell, D.D., 233-237. 
David Brewer Eddy, What Next in Turkey: Glimpses o f the .American Board’s Work in the Near East,
74.
67 Cyrus Hamlin. Among the Turks (London: 1878). 91
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Bible House, and the Home School for Girls in Üsküdar remained open, functioning at 
full strength/’^
Although the turbulence in the Ottoman Empire hit the missionary endeavor in 
Istanbul to a lesser extent, the American missionaries postponed the Annual Meetings of 
1876, 1877, and 1878 just in case. Still, the Istanbul station was considered safer than 
outlying regions, and it received influential missionaries deserting their former stations. 
In August 1877, Lewis Bond and George D. Marsh and their families departed Eski 
Zagra for Istanbul because the former destroyed city became a dangerous ground for the 
missionary operations anymore. Also, the missionaries at Samokov sent their families to 
Istanbul, believing that their wives and children would be at safe there.'“’'^
The 1876 Report of the Istanbul Station mentioned the growth and successful 
consequences of the American Protestant missions to Istanbul. The missionaries had 
started a Bible lesson in the Greek language in the Bible House and and more than 30 
Greeks from Galata and Pera attended those services. The American Board had 
transferred Charles H. Brooks in 1876 from Manisa back to Istanbul to work among the 
Greeks, and Brooks started worship services and Bible lessons among small groups of 
Greeks at Beşiktaş, Kadıköy, Fener, and Bebek. After two years, he started the week-day 
Bible class in Beşiktaş, and George Kazakos, one of his close companions, became the
leader of the established Greek Evangelical community in Istanbul. 7 0
Joseph L. Grabill, Proiestcint Diplomacy and the Near East: Missionary In/hience on American Policy, 
/.K/0-/927, 70-71, 165-166.
“Report o f Constantinople Station 1876 July 5”, “Report o f Constantinople Station 1876-77 June 7 
1877”, “Report o f Constantinople Station 1878”, “Tabular view o f the Armenian Schools o f 
Constantinople June 25 1877”, “Report o f  Constantinople Station 1879 Constantinople may 27 1879”, “U. 
H. Hitchcock, Report o f Constantinople Station 1880 July 6 1880”, and “a paper/ report about the 
Constantinople Horne,” Papers ofthe ABCFM [ABC 16: Reel 589 16.9.3]
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At the end of the nineteenth century, missionaries in Istanbul could even 
occasionally conduct theological discussions with Muslim scholars. In 1879, Ali 
Effendi, a Turkish Imam giving Islamic lectures in the Ayasofya Mosque after he moved 
from India and settled in Istanbul, attended a Turkish service on Sunday in the Bible 
House. Ali Effendi asked Avedis Constantian, the pastor preaching the service, for a 
discussion of Islam and Christianity.^'
The two theologians conducted a religious conversation that went on for two 
hours. Although the Sunday lesson ended, both the pastor and imam stayed in the Bible 
House with about a hundred listeners. The discussion continued during the next five 
Sundays. The pastor Constantian let the discussion carry on perhaps because he thought 
that a comparison of Christianity and Islam would bear consequences favorable to the 
Protestant community of Istanbul including the missionaries.^'
However, the missionaries and the Protestant community of Istanbul sometimes 
saw that the promotion of their faith led to official and public harassments and 
persecutions. For instance, the discussion between Constantian and Ali Effendi came to 
an end when the Ottoman administrators of Istanbul arrested and imprisoned a Turkish 
Hoca on ground that he helped Dr. Koelle of the British and Foreign Bible Society to 
publish a Turkish translation of “Christ as the Word of God”. Although it is not clear 
what the Turkish scribe went through after his arrest, the missionaries became more 
careful about using the press and working among the infidels in an explicit way.
A public persecution occurred while Justin Parsons and Garabed Dudukian of the 
Bağçecik station were returning home in summer of 1880. When close to İznik, a
“Report o f Con.stantinople Station 1879 Constantinople may 27 1879 by U. H. Hitchcock” Papers o f the 
ABCFM [ABC 16; Reel 589 16.9.3]
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Turkish mob stole their valuable possessions and killed them both. Investigators caught 
three nomads and charged them with murder. The Kadi of Istanbul sentenced to death 
one nomad after his confession soon after the robbery, and imprisoned the other two for 
fifteen years.'’
The funerals of Dr. Parsons and Dudukian and his companion proved a great 
testimony among all the Protestants of Istanbul and its vicinity to Parsons’ lifetime 
devotion to preaching the Gospel truth and promoting the word of God. Those who 
talked in memory of Parsons and his companion, including even the Armenian Patriarch 
further complained about the worsening public unrest and inhumanity all over Istanbul.
Despite these predicaments, the American missionaries did not give up working 
their missions in Istanbul, nor did the American Board in Boston stop sending more 
missionaries to the f i e l d . I n  January 1880, Susan M. Schneider and Martha Jane 
Gleason arrived in Istanbul for the purpose of working among the female population of 
the city. As soon as they settled, Gleason began learning Armenian and Schneider 
attended classes to practice her Turkish, which she had learned for more than ten years 
during her previous stay in the Marşovan station.
The new missionaries typically stayed in the houses of the missionaries already 
settled in Istanbul.G leason and Schneider first stayed in the house of the Hitchcock 
family until they moved to a newly hired house in Gedik Pasha. There, in October 1880, 
they together opened a Sunday school for about sixty women, which a few weeks later 
began rotating the houses of native women participating in the school. As more women
George F. Frederick, "The First Missionaries to Turkey'’ Services at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary o f  
the Establishment o f the American Mission at Constantinople, 44.
James P. McNaughton, "Turkey’s Triple Tragedy" In The Man from the Field.
"Letter from FI. N. Barnum” [Fiarpoot, 2 April 1906] Services at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary o f the 
Establishment of the American Mission at Constantinople, 9.
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came to say their monthly prayers in the home of Gleason and Schneider, the mission 
among the women of Istanbul grew to a hundred, and thus, Mr. Kazakos, a Greek local 
pastor, began preaching particularly among the Greek women.^^’
The women in Istanbul responded to the female missionaries perhaps more 
positively than their counterparts to the male missionaries. With the help of Milan H. 
Hitchcock, the female missionaries in 1881 funded by the Protestant community of 
Istanbul and together with the Protestant Church of Istanbul founded the School at Gedik 
Pasha, a very effective missionary establishment in Istanbul, after it became obvious that 
the missionaries could not address the growing numbers of attendants in the lectures and 
services in the rooms of the Bible House. Despite many difficulties, the School at Gedik 
Pasha served successfully not only for the girls studying there, but also for the mothers 
of the students, their neighbors, and all concerned by way of conversations and dinner, 
in discussions about their private lives and daily affairs, as well as religion.
The ABCFM Annual Meetings of 1883 and 1884 sometimes caused 
encouraging results for the future of the missions. All missionaries from all over Turkey 
providentially agreed that they needed a better cooperation of all Protestants in name of 
Christ and His teaching, and decided that the Armenian Protestant Church could now 
assume the work of preaching the Gospel and enlightening the infidels and the American 
missionaries would turn back home only when the city of Istanbul became a peaceful
Charles Trowbridge Riggs, History o f  the Work of the American Board o f Commissioners for Foreign 
Missions in the Near East and More Especially in Turkey. ISI9 till 1934, 30-33.
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7Splace to welcome Christianity. " These meetings were important for two reasons. First, 
the missionaries put on a firm countenance during these meetings and decided that they 
would keep evangelizing the Near East anyway. Second, they showed their missions had 
an end. They would withdraw when Istanbul turned into a land of peace for Christians.
During the 1880s, the American missionaries in Istanbul founded new 
institutions and strengthened their old establishments with the help of the American 
government and politicians to expand their enterprises. For instance, "Milel-i Gayr-i 
Miislime ve Ecnebiyye Okulları Müfettişliği'’ under the Ottoman Office of Public 
Instmction ordered the missionaries to terminate day schools including the Gedik Pasha 
School on grounds that, according to new regulations of education, it was neither a 
mekteb-i ’umûmî, a public school, nor a mekteb-i husûsî, a private school. However, the 
order did not take effect once Oscar Straus, the American minister in Istanbul, made 
necessary interference in name of the United States. In 1890, the State of Massachusetts 
also granted the Home School at Üsküdar a charter that reorganized the school as the 
American College for Girls at Constantinople.^'^
Anna B. Jones in 1890 and Martha J. Gleason with Arma Smith in 1891 began 
regular missionary works at Gedik Pasha School. Meanwhile, the Vlanga Church of the 
Greeks moved from Yeni Kapou to the Gedik Pasha quarter near the school after Stavros
N. G. Clark, Anniuil Survey of the Work o f the American Board Presented at the Annual Meeting o f the 
Board at Detroit, Michigan, 1882-1883 (Boston: ABCFM. 1883) [.ABCFM Box no.2 in Andover Flarvard 
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Commissioners for Foreign Missions in the Near East and More Especially in Turkey, 35; The Field, the 
Force, and the Work, 1881-1882 (Boston: ABCFM, 1882) [Pamphlet 817.83 ABCM No:3 Available on 
request from Harvard Depository Brittle in Andover Harvard Theological Library, Bo.ston]
Düstur, Tcrtib 1, vol. II, 184-219; Selçuk Aksin Somel, Das Gnindschulwesen in den Provinzen des 
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Michaelides replaced George Kazakos on his death in 1890. After H. O. Dwight, Ira F. 
Pettibone and Joseph K. Greene died, and Charles A. S. Dwight and Charles S. Brooks 
resigned, there was no missionary to preach particularly to the Greeks. In this case, the 
removal of the Church to the Gedik Pasha, where many American missionaries settled, 
added to the missionary work among the Greeks. Now, the missionaries in Gedik Pasha 
preached to the Greeks in their church, anytime they were not busy. '^*
İzmit with Bardızağ and Adapazarı, which was under the responsibility o f the 
Istanbul station between the years 1873 and 1878. became a part of the Istanbul mission 
again in 1891 after John E. Pierce withdrew as the missionary in charge of the missions 
to İzmit during the previous year. The Istanbul mission now possessed an extra three 
churches, fourteen substations, about nine hundred students at Sunday School, eighty 
seven students at Boys’ High School at Barzidag, and fifty five students at Girls’ School 
at Adapazari.
With the addition of the İzmit station, the American missionaries to Istanbul with 
a target population of almost two million became the largest station in the Ottoman 
Empire outnumbering even the provinces like Syria, Beimt, and the Balkans. However, 
the expansion in the region also created new challenges. The missionaries that 
established the missions now began either resigning or passing away, and the financial 
conditions and number of missionaries available was unable to respond to the needs of 
the Istanbul mission with its newly combined substations, Adrianople, Rhodes, 
Dardanelles, İzmit, Bardızağ, and Adapazarı.
Istanbul experienced an earthquake in July 1894, which disaipted the American 
missionary activities. Three Robert College professors were taking pictures of the
SI) David Brewer Eddy, What Next in Turkey: Glimpses o f  the American Board's Work in the Near East, 89
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ancient prisons of Anemes during the earthquake, which hit the Grand Bazaar and its 
vicinity. Although the earthquake did not injure them or other missionaries, it wreaked 
havoc on the Gedik Pasha School and damaged the Bible House and the Girls’ College 
at Üsküdar.''*'
As indicated before, another difficulty was the shortfall of personnel available in 
Istanbul. The Annual Report of 1894 urged the missionaries in Istanbul to occupy more 
places and find more ways to contact people. The mission to the City of Istanbul 
experienced a marked decline once a variety of previous missionaries left the station due 
to financial troubles or their discomfort of age or illness. Therefore, the missionaries in 
Istanbul realized that the missions could not continue so long as they were not 
consolidated and their financial standing did not improve.**'
The financial troubles and shortage of manpower triggered various fresh 
missions connected to the Istanbul station during 1894 and the years ahead. For instance, 
the missionaries of education working in the Bithynia High School launched a summer 
school for Christian workers. The preachers and teachers together taught the participants 
music, English, Turkish, Biblical interpretation, church history, hagiography, hygiene, 
physics, and arithmetic. Although both the missionaries and the students were fond of 
and benefited from the courses, the summer school closed after the first year due to the 
lack of funding and insufficient number of missionaries.
During the late nineteenth century, Ottoman bureaucratic hindrances and Muslim 
community pressure rarely exhausted the patience of the American missionaries in the
Charles Trowbridge Riggs, History of the Work o f  the American Board o f Commissioners for Foreign 
Missions in the Near East and More Especially in Turkey, 1819 till 1934, 52.
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initial steps of the missionary establishments and practice. Therefore it was unusual 
when the missionaries, having waited for more than a year for the Ottoman 
government's permission to erect a new building for the Vlanga Church in Old Istanbul, 
realized in 1895 that the Ottoman administration would not consent to the founding of a 
church perhaps because it would offend the Muslim population of the Old Istanbul and 
its vicinity. Thus, a group of young missionaries and of the Protestant congregation of 
Istanbul snapped one night and constructed a small building with a roof of canvas and 
tiles on the top.*^  ’
The police could not destroy the building because those who built it stayed inside 
with great insistence. Therefore, the police placed a watch-box in front of the building to 
make sure that no fiirther entries and additions be made. The building served the 
missionaries’ purposes particularly for Sunday classes until 1904 when it became 
unusable. The congregation emptied this edifice and destroyed it in 1911 when an 
Imperial order secured the building of a new church instead.
The houses were the most effective and worthwhile places for missionary 
preaching, teaching, and industrial training. The missionaries in their homes often 
addressed the girls of Istanbul and applied observational teaching methods. Their 
audience usually learned about religion and art from the missionary point of view. The 
way they lived and made daily routines influenced their students’ perceptions, and
S4cultural and social mindsets.’
 ^’ Charles Trowbridge Riggs, History o f the Work of the American Board o f Commissioners for Foreign 
Missions in the Near East and More Especially in Turkey, IS 19 till 1934, 48-49; The Work of the 
American Bible Society in the Turkish Empire from the Seventy-Seventh Annual Report, 11 May 1893 
[Pamphlet BV 2370. A5 Z9I in Andover Harvard Theological Library, Boston]
Henry T. Perry, Diaries. Box 2.
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Johanna Zimmer who came to work at the Girls' School at Üsküdar knew that a 
religious and ideal life could better be taught in homes. Therefore, she took eleven girls 
to her home, teaching them sewing and preaching the Bible lessons. Later, boys began 
arriving in Zimmer's house, and the Woman's Board provided her with a new larger 
house. In 1893, Zimmer with Nichaelidou and Peet were teaching both males and 
females. While girls learned arithmetic, Armenian. Greek, and French, and practiced 
sewing, mending, and dress cutting, boys practiced chair-caning, made lampshades and 
picture frames, and studied carpentry as well as science and art.
The missionaries always preached the Bible and included the Bible study in their 
curricula. They also formed an acquaintance with the parents of their students and their 
neighbors. In 1894, seventy-five men and women were attending Sunday school; in 
1895 the number was twice that. In addition, Zimmer and other missionaries who 
worked both at school and in their homes at Üsküdar kept visiting the parents of their 
students, their neighbors, and the poor of the City of Istanbul until Zimmer returned to 
the United States in 1900.^^
The Annual Report of the Western Turkey Mission in 1896 commented on the 
pernicious political, economic, and social condition of the Ottoman Empire.*^* The 
Report stated.
The Carnival of robbery, massacre and outrage with marks with 
lurid color the closing months of 1895 in Asiatic Turkey, visited all the 
Eastern part of the Mission, and left behind its legacy of suffering and 
dread. Constantinople, the center of political life, of diplomatic 
discussion, and of governmental action, was the first to suffer 
disturbance... The occasions for the intervention of our government to
The Field, the Force, ami die IVork, 1893-1 S94\ The Work of the .American Bible Society in the Turkish 
Empire from the Seventy-Seventh .Annual Report, 11 May 1893.
Charles Trowbridge Riggs, History o f the Work o f the .American Board o f Commissioners for Foreign 
Mi.ssions in the Near East and More Especially in Turkey. 1819 till 1934. 69.
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protect the persons and property of the missionaries and to guard the 
recognized rights of their enterprise have been greatly multiplied, and 
the care of these matters, for three of the missions in Asiatic Turkey, 
has devolved on the gentlemen residing in Constantinople.^^
The public tensions in the Ottoman Empire in 1895 led the missionaries in
Istanbul to contact the American and British ambassadors and to help the Armenians
monetarily. The American and British go\emments asked the missionaries in Istanbul
for information concerning the troubles that happened to the Ottoman subjects and
foreigners alike. Henry O. Dwight infonned those officials and friends in the United
States of what was happening in the Ottoman Empire. However, his explanations
became controversial when he exaggerated the Ottoman ill treatment of minority groups
and alleged the Ottomans were persecuting such minority groups as Armcnians.’^’^
The missionaries began raising funds to provide the Armenians with provisions 
and victuals,*^ and distributed bales and food and clothing boxes to those that they 
deemed needy. Although the Ottoman government thought that the American 
missionaries did not have a right to help the minorities within the Ottoman realm, the 
missionaries used the approval of the Armenian Patriarchate as a proof of their right to 
help their brethren.
The every-day troubles, particularly among the minorities such as Armenians and 
the social turbulence of the 1890s had a direct influence on the missionaries as well as 
their congregation. United State officials believed that the missionaries should leave 
Istanbul, because the society had become so bankrupt that the local people would attack
"Letters”, "Estimates", "Memorantlum”, "Minutes", and "Tabular Views” Papers o f the ABCFM [ABC 
16: Reel 607 16,9.3]
Henry Otis Dwight, Constantinople and Its Problems: Its Peoples. Customs. Religions and Progress, 
30-31,33.
James P. MeNaughton, "Turkey's Triple Tragedy" In The Man from the Field.
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any foreigner not known by them.'” For instance, mobs attacked and plundered the 
house of Martha Jane Gleason and J. W. Laura Seelye at Haskoy, where Sunday school 
and Bible classes were held and school and church services were conducted. Still, the 
Ottoman Empire paid compensation for the damage done to the American
missionaries.'*'
George Washburn, the President of Robert College at that time, believed that the 
Ottoman government was responsible for this civic turmoil, and that the Kurds who 
came to Istanbul from Anatolia shortly before the turmoil were the agents of the 
Ottoman rulers to attack the non-Muslim millets. Soon, the missionaries grew to mistrust 
the Ottoman authority, deciding that the Ottoman Sultan and Sublime Porte had turned 
hostile and begun intimidating the non-Muslim subjects. More accurately, their missions 
suffered from the Ottoman financial problems and the shortage of manpower to maintain 
the domestic peace.'*'
In terms of the missionary support from home. US official papers indicate that 
the American government’s protection of the missionaries, and their consular immunity 
from arrest and freedom to publish and preach in Istanbul did not appear until the last 
decades of the 19‘'' century. Before, the American administration became involved only 
piece-meal, through its representatives in Istanbul, after the missionaries had requested 
diplomatic help against the Ottoman applications that handicapped their activities. From 
the 1880s on, the American missionaries directly contacted Washington D.C.'*’
Henry Otis Dwight, Constantinople and Its Problems: Its Peoples, Customs, Religions and Progress, 
29-30, Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States. 6 December 1897, (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1898). 571-583.
Başbakanlık Osmanli Arşivi, Hariciye Kısmı, Dosya: 2803. Gömlek: 2, 15 July 1890.
Cornelia Lyman Barlett, Diaries. IS70-I89S vol.5 (1894-1898): Appendix VI.
Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States, 6 December 1897, (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1898), 571-583, 898-911; Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations o f the
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Furthermore, the American administration came to rely on the missionary experience 
and information to form its foreign policy with the Ottoman Empire. For instance. 
President James Garfield declared in 1881 the Ottoman Empire as an unsafe realm after 
two missionaries were killed in the field, affecting American travel and trade with the 
Near East.'^^
The last notable missionary address to the people in Istanbul during the 19''’ 
century was in March 1899 when George Crubb and Edward C. Millard of the British 
Evangelicals together with the American missionaries talked to the Protestant 
Community of Istanbul and lectured on four successive Sundays. They also visited Pera, 
Üsküdar, Hasköy, and Bebek, and advised the missionaries in the field on various topics 
such as how to interpret the latest events and in what ways the missions should continue 
and attract new followers of Christ.
As the address concluded, the spiritual motives and results showed various 
changes in the late nineteenth century from earlier. Although the Ottoman Empire 
underwent troubles times, the improvement of morality among the missionary 
addressees and the great by-products of missionary work like education and medicine 
became vital in missionary concern and would win ’‘popular approval in increasing
measure’’ during the next century. 95
United States. 9 December 1891, (1892), 749-767:77/6* Treaty Rights of the American Missionaries in 
Turkey. 8 April 1893: Joseph L. Grabill, Protestant Diplomacy and the Near East: Missionary Injhience 
on American Policy. 1810-1927, 43-46; Stanford Shaw and Ezel Kural Shaw, History o f the Ottoman 
Empire and Modern Turkey. 239; Appendix V.
Başbakanlık Osmanli Arşivi, Hariciye Kısmı, Dosya: 68, Gömlek: 44, 14 March 1882.
Eddy Brewer. The Social Aspects o f the American Board's Work, 1.
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CHAPTER V:
EPILOGUE
Look not Persons into the Past. It Comes not Back .Again. Wisely improve the Present.
It is Thine: Go Forth to Meet the Shadowy Future, Without Fear and With Manly 
Heart.'
— Henry W. Longfellow
Istanbul was the capital of the Ottoman Empire and the political, economic, and 
social center of the Near East. Therefore, the American Board’s representatives could 
easily appeal to the British and American diplomats in Istanbul, train their colleagues for 
further missions towards the rural and Anatolian hinterland and test their future agenda 
in the cosmopolitan and sophisticated milieu of Istanbul.'
A few scholars are mistaken while they argue that the notion of “evangelical 
Protestantism,” which the ABCFM promoted in the Near East, focused on 
“instantaneous conversions” during the 19''’ century, and the missionaries failed in their 
missions because there were not many conversions.’ As the missions to Istanbul laid 
bare, the missionaries did not make such a deliberate effort at conversion. In fact, it was 
the effects of their activities that led to the conversion. The missionaries often let their 
addressees decide to convert. In this way. they regarded themselves like the apostles that
' A Mi.ssionary prayer from "Pilgrim Place in Claremont” (Tokyo: ABCFM Treasures) In Theda Belle 
Phelps, Commonplace Book (n.d), v .l. envelope I, p .l2  [.ABC 76. * 73 M-lOO, in Houghton Library, 
Boston]
' David Brewer Eddy, What Ne.xt in Turkey: Glimpses o f the .American Board's Work in the Near East, 6 1 - 
62.
' Robert W. Stookey, "The Holy Land: The American Experience, the Christian American Concern” 
Middle Ea.st .Journal 30 ( 1976): 3 5 1 -368.
carried the Gospel to as many people as possible who might choose to Follow. As Joseph 
K. Greene summarized in 1866.
The missionary, too, is a messenger from without, called by 
God to proclaim his truth and to carry to others the impulse to a new 
and spiritual life; but history tells us of no nation converted to 
Christianity, or reformed and quickened in its spiritual life, save by the 
instrumentality of men of its own flesh and blood.^
It is accurate that the numbers of converts were not substantial. But those who 
once converted to Protestant Christianity represented an evangelical way of Christianity 
as the missionaries wished. Moreover, various former graduates of missionary 
institutions and converts led "the Student Volunteer Movement of the Turkish Empire” 
soon after its establishment in the 1910s. They encouraged and supported the 
missionaries further, and often helped the missionaries on the field.’^
The American missionaries meant to refurbish Eastern Christianity relying only 
on the Gospel, and the missionaries always endorsed a simple, non-omamented and 
primitive fonn of Christianity.*^* This was perhaps a reason for why they did not approve 
the existing Patriarchates in Istanbul and their ostentatious religious practices with 
ostentation. The Christian life they offered was intended to break the peoples away from 
their old churches.^ In the end, such Protestant churches as in London appreciated 
American missionary work for the Gospel in the Ottoman Empire.^
■' Jo.seph K. Greene. “Our Native Co-Laborers” Services at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary o f  the 
Establishment of the American Mission at Constantinople, 53; Duty o f American Christians to the 
Heathen (Boston: Published by the Board, 1866) [Pamphlet 817.83 ABCFM no:3 Available on request 
from Harvard Depository Brittle]; Facts Up-to-date Regarding the American Board. 1920-1922, 2.
S. Ralph Harlow, Student Witnesses for Christ. 3-11.
James S. Dennis, Islam and Christian Missions. 9-21.
 ^ Henry Otis Dwight, Constantinople and Its Problems: Its Peoples, Customs. Religions and Progress, 
139-158.
 ^ Appendix VIII.
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Personal correspondence of the ABCFM missionaries to Istanbul helps 
understand the roots of American-Ottoman relations, and the missionaries’ attitudes 
towards heir predecessors, relatives, and fellow countrymen in the United States. For 
instance, the missionaries that arrived later in the Istanbul station highly respected and 
were inspired by the previous missionaries, most of whom were their grandfathers.'^
The American missionaries often informed their families and friends at home 
about the missions to Istanbul and their personal circumstances."^ They kept aware of 
political, economic, and social events in America, and sent to America letters about 
Ottoman conditions, which were published in the Missionary Herald and other 
American newspapers, thus providing important public information about the Ottoman 
Empire to Americans."
The American missionaries in Istanbul paid particular attention to their use of 
language. They tried to speak with faultless accuracy and precision and as purely as 
possible because they thought it would influence their audience and enable the 
congregations of their missions to understand them better. For instance, George W. 
Dunmore advised George F. Frederick, "Don't use Arabic words [to Turks], use Tartar 
words [the language of the person you speak to], so a hamal [street porter] can
 ^ See letters 69 to 73 written to Henrietta Hamlin Washburn, 1863 to 1910; 59 letters to [Mrs. E.H.] 
Washburn, 1858 to I901and letter from George Washburn to Anna Washburn, Istanbul, 15 Oetober 1899, 
In Papers of Cyrus Hamlin and George Washburn. 1850-1915; Sen ices at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary 
o f the Establishment of the. American Mission at Constantinople, 2: “Letter from Rev. G. C. Raynolds” 
[London, 6 March 1906] Services at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the Establishment o f  the American 
.Mission at Constantinople, 23; “Letter from Rev. Dr. George Washburn, Ex-President o f  Robert College” 
[New York, 17 February 1906] Services at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary o f the Establishment o f the 
American Mission at Constantinople, 48.
Letter from George Washburn to Mrs. George Hamlin Washburn, Robert College, 1 March 1903, 
Papers of Cyrus Hamlin and George Washburn. 1850-1915.
" Letter from Cyrus Hamlin to Rev. Dr. Aiken. Istanbul, 28 January 1839; from John S. Kennedy to 
George Washburn, Maine, 29 August 1906; from Leon Elion to George Washburn, Lstanbul, 28 July 1910,
Papers of Cyrus Hamlin and George Washburn. 1850-1915; al.so Appendix XVI.
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understand” In literary works, the American missionaries’ contribution was manifold. 
For instance, the missionaries in Istanbul usually wTote the hymns and inspired the 
Christian songs of the Istanbul station. Translations and the references to Christianity in 
the newspapers, pamphlets, songs and religious extracts of the region successfully 
appealed to the missionary audience in the city of Istanbul.' '
As a result of the missionary enterprise in Istanbul during the nineteenth century, 
the ABCFM missionaries in the field introduced new technologies into the Near East 
and acquired a reputation and appreciation among the natives. For instance, a trader with 
the help of Cyrus Hamlin introduced the telegraph to Sultan Abdul Medjid for the first 
time.'"' In terms of the Ottoman perception of missionaries.
It is reported in Constantinople that 40 years ago tourists were 
advised by guides and residents to see the old walls about the ancient 
Stamboul, the Hippodrome, the Cisterns, the palaces of the sultan, and
, Dr. Hamlin. 15
The missionaries had several cultural impacts. For instance, the working of 
female missionaries seemed to be an innovative idea for the Ottomans of Istanbul at the 
time; because the Ottoman women typically had to stay at home doing what the men told 
them to do, housekeeping and looking after children and pleasing their husbands. The 
female missionaries, on the other hand, worked outside their homes, teaching and 
preaching to many female natives.'*^ " Along with the use of houses as centers of missions.
'■ George F. Frederick, “The First Missionaries to Turkey” Services at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of 
the Establishment o f the American Mission at Constantinople, 45.
Eddy Brewer, The Social Aspects of the American Board's Work, 11.
“Letter from H. N. Barnum” [Harpoot, 2 April 1906] Services at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary o f the 
Establishment o f the American Mission at Constantinople, 15.
A newspaper column by James L. Barton, D.D., The Congregationalist, 2 August 1900 [In the 
Congregational Library, Boston]
New Turkey (Boston: American Board o f Commissioners for Foreign Missions, n.d.) [Pamphlet BV 
3160. Z9]; Betiil Başaran, Reinterpreting American Missionary Presence in the Ottoman Empire:
9 4
the missionaries’ educational investment in women resulted in various innovative ideas 
in advantage of the natives of Istanbul.
In essence, the American Protestant missionaries in Istanbul were remarkably 
family-oriented. In regard to the Istanbul station during the nineteenth century, all the 
missionaries came to Istanbul married with children. As records reveal, only thirty-one 
missionaries out of 129 recorded missionaries on the field of Istanbul were single and 
two-thirds of the thirty-one singles who operated in Istanbul at the turn of the twentieth 
century were the woman missionaries who began to flow into Istanbul.'^
In the early nineteenth century, American missionaries believed that “educated 
women were needed mainly as wives for the native pastors.’’ But, the late 19''’ century 
saw new female establishments with the leadership of women missionaries, which 
changed the idea and convinced the ABCFiM missionaries that educated and intellectual 
women could lead other women and their children as well as themselves."^ The wives of 
male missionaries were missionaries themselves and their houses became the most 
effective place of missionary activity in nineteenth-century Istanbul.'*’
Houses, especially boarding ones, were the real places where missionaries 
worked for the Gospel truth. Ottoman officials at the close of the 19‘'’ century prepared 
an official report informing the Sublime Porte of the American missionaries who turned
American Schools and Evolution of Ottoman Educational Policies. ¡820-1908; Henry Otis Dwight, 
Constantinople and Its Problems: Its Peoples, Customs. Religions ami Progress, 86-125.
See Appendix II.
“Qualitlcations o f a Missionary's Wife'’ In E.D.G. Prime, Forty Years in the Turkish Empire; or 
Memoirs of Rev. William Goodell. D.D.: Marcia and Malcolm Ste\cns, Against the Devil's Current; The 
Life and Times of Cyrus Hamlin, 153.
Edward B. Haskell D.D., The Lure of the Mi.ssionary Adventure (Boston: American Board o f  
Commissioners for Foreign Missions, n.d.) [817.83 Pamphlet], 3-5: Charles C. Tracy, "‘Salient Points in 
Mission History” Serx-ices at the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the Establishment of the American Mission 
at Constantinople, 67.
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"'Otheir homes into churches." It was true in many ways. For instance, the diary of Penka 
Racheva, a Bulgarian female student at the Istanbul Home, illustrated that the 
missionaries were working for the Gospel Truth even in their homes, and preaching and 
religious services were held there everyday. She later became the chair of the Robert 
College Alumni Association in Bulgaria. The missionaries’ main objective was to 
represent evangelical Protestantism among the Ottomans and the Eastern Christians in 
particular, and the missionary houses became the most perfect place to represent the 
outward fonns of Protestant evangelism and to preach its religious principles.^'
Public health conditions available in Istanbul were the most nagging hardship in 
tenns of the missions to Istanbul, not official harassment. After their missionary journey 
from Boston through Izmir to Istanbul, which took seventy-five days, the American 
missionaries had various physical difficulties in adjusting to Istanbul.^' As the 
missionary correspondences illustrate, the missionaries struggled to adapt to the weather 
conditions and climate. Their papers even tell about the natural deaths and show the 
missionary complaints about life-threatening epidemics, bad nutrition, and the frequency 
of city fires, more than the Ottoman preventive measures against their activities.' ’
The values, practices, and daily life were so different in Istanbul from New 
England that the ABCFM missionaries were sometimes confused in what way to behave, 
the American or the Ottoman. However, they did not give up their roots in American
Başbakanlık Osmanli Arşivi, Hariciye Kısmı. Dosya; 71, Gömlek; 23, 26 December 1890.
Carolyn McCue Got'fman, “Masking the Mission; Cultural Conversion at the American College for 
Girls” In Altruism and Imperialism: The Western Religious and Cultural Missionary Enterprise in the 
Middle East (Middle East Institute Conference at Bellagio, Italy, August 2000); al.so Appendix XIII.
■■ "Substance o f an Address by the Chairman, Dr. Edward Riggs” Services at the Seventy-Fifth 
Anniversary of the Establishment of the American Mission at Constantinople, 6.
■’ Two Letters from H.B. Mattarsian to George Hamlin Washburn, Pera, I February 1910 and 26 February 
1915; Letter from George Washburn to Anna Washburn. Istanbul, 16 April 1899, Papers o f Cyrus Hamlin 
and George Washburn. IS50-I915: Cyrus Hamlin, My Life and Times, 200-205.
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ways.""  ^Their schools, published materials, houses, public preaching with songs, hymns, 
teachings, use of American English and native languages, sense of humor, their 
everyday affairs and most important their religious thought, all illustrated and 
represented a transatlantic and American identity. In so doing, the missionaries also 
introduced American values and culture deliberately, or not.
A few last remarks regarding the e\angelical .American Protestant enterprise in 
Istanbul and its consequences during the nineteenth century should address changes in 
the Ottoman and American governments' attitudes toward the American missionaries, 
and the tangible consequences of the missions to Istanbul. First, the Ottoman official 
attitudes toward the missionaries changed during the late nineteenth century in that the 
Sultan granted the ABCFM missionaries the rights and privileges to develop their 
schools because of pressure from Britain and the United States, or in line with the 
reformation attempts to fortify and modernize the Ottoman Empire. Second, the 
American government especially after the late nineteenth century began to support 
steadily its missionary citizens in Istanbul.
Instances like Hamlin’s establishment of the bakery in Istanbul and the idea of 
founding an engineering school showed that the missionaries to Istanbul attempted to 
integrate into the economic and industrial life of Istanbul. This reflects the missionaries’ 
broad view of religious missions to encompass commerce and industry. In addition, it 
reflects their adaptation to circumstances different than anticipated in Boston.'^’
Henry Oti.s Dwight. ConsUwiinople and Its Problems: Its Peoples. Customs. Religions and Progress, 
159-197.
“■ See Appcndi.x V.
Appendix XII.
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Last, soon after the nineteenth century, there were a hundred and forty eight 
organized Protestant churches in the Near East with fifteen thousand five hundred 
members. Most of them were opened as a result of the missionary activity. Missionary 
schools educated native pupils both male and female. Relying on the statistics from the 
field, Eddy estimated that twenty five thousand students studied in missionary village 
schools. He argued that they were "the leaders o f the next generation."'^
There was truth in Eddy’s words. For example. Halide Edip Adivar, a Turkish 
graduate of the Üsküdar Home College for girls, became a leader of Turkish freedom 
movement shortly after the First World War. Her famous speech of independence in 
Sultanahmet Square during the “Izmir Protest Meeting of Invasion”, encouraging many 
women as well as men to get involved in the Turkish War of Independence, was a 
reflection of her exposure to a New England evangelical tradition. In her life she also 
exhibited various other attitudes cultivated by missionaries: racism, egalitarianism, 
consensus-building, pragmatism, and esteem for hardwork. Overall, she illustrates an 
example that the leaders of the next generation were the students of the American 
evangelical Protestant missonaries.'^
Adivar was a Turkish woman who promoted evangelical Protestant values for 
Turkey. There are interesting similarities between her novels Kubbede Hoş Seda and 
Yeni Turan, and missionaries’ image of Paradise Lost. While Kubbede Hoş Seda and 
Yeni Turan analyzed the past and re-envisioned the paradise in which Turks believed
David Brewer Eddy, What Next in Turkey: Glimpses of the .American Board’s Work in the Near East, 
77; Carl Marx Kortcpeter. “American Liberalism Establishes Bases; Robert College and the American 
University o f  Beirut” Journal of the American Institute for the Study o f Middle Eastern Civilization 1 
(1980): 22-37.
Halide Edip Adivar, The Turkish Ordeal (New York, London: The Century Company, 1928); İzmir'den 
Bursa'ya Hikayeler. Mektuplar ve Yunan Ordusunun Mesuliyetine Dair Bir Tetkik by Halide Edip, Yakup 
Kadri, Falih RıtLı and Mehmed Asım (İstanbul: Akşam, 1919 [H. 1338]); Halide Edip Adıvar: Yaşamı, 
Sanatı, Yapıtlarından Seçmeler M. Uyguncr ed. (Ankara: Bilgi Yayınevi, 1994).
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they all would eventually be happy and in peace. Paradise Lost found a place in the New 
England Puritan tradition, on which the American missionaries to Istanbul always relied. 
Paradise Lost represented the paradise in which missionaries believed all the evangelical 
Protestants would eventually meet Christ and live in high spirits and peace.
Although the ABCFM missionaries to Istanbul highly appreciated the 
conversions among the inhabitants of the city of Istanbul, they could not succeed in 
proselytization substantially. But they accomplished more than that. They lived an ideal 
Christianity as they conceived it, contributed to the reformation of the Ottoman Empire 
and led most of their target audience to become sympathetic to them at least. Later 
during the twentieth century, their native friends, the graduates of their schools like 
Adivar, a few converts, and the missionary establishments promoted many missionary 
principles originated from the Puritan New England tradition. ’*^
Halide Edip Adivar. Yeni Turan (Istanbul: Atlas Kitabevi. 1973): Halide Edip Adivar, Kubbede Kalan 
Hof Suda: Hikayeler.Mensur Şiirler. Sohbetler (İstanbul: Atlas Kitabevi. 1974); Keith W. F. Stavciy, 
Puritan Legacies: Paradise Lost and the New England Tradition, 1630-1890 (Ithaca and London: Cornell 
University Press, 1987).
Fuad Şaban. Islam and Arabs in Early American Thought: The Roots of Orientalism in America 
(Durham, N.C.: Acorn, 1991).
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Homes, Henry A. [1835 to 1850]
Honiss, Lillian J. [1927 to 1939]
Isley, Mrs. M.N., Mildred M. [1920 to n.d.] 
Isley, Merrill N. [1920 to n.d.]
Jones, Anna B. [1890 to 1931]
Kinney, Mary E. [1907 to 1930]
Kreider, Mrs. H.H., Hettie [1926 to 1941] 
Kreider, Herman H. [1926 to 1941]
Ladd, Mrs. D., Charlotte H. [1836 to 1869] 
Ladd, Daniel [1836 to 1869]
Lord, Agnes M. [1881 to 1905]
Lucas, Gladys M. [1932 to n.d.]
Lyman, Mrs. J.K., Bessie M. [1913 to n.d.] 
Lyman, James K. [1913 to n.d.] 
Markham, Mrs. R.F., Evangeline [1920 to 1939] 
Markham, R. Finney [1920 to 1939] 
McNaughton, Mrs. J.P., Rebecca [1885 to 1931]
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McNaughton, James P. [1887 to 1931] 
Melvin, Helen E. [1883 to 1894] 
Newell, Mrs. Fannie B. [1881 to 1898] 
Nolan, Myrtle [1920 to 1924]
Nosser, Marian A. [1925 to 1928] 
Noyes, Charlotte L. [1872 to 1875]
Odell, Elsie J. [1927 to 1939] 
Olmstead, Susan H. [1889 to 1898] 
Parsons, Ellen C. [1875 to 1883] 
Parsons, Mrs. J.W., Catherine [1850 to 1898] 
Parsons. Justin W. [1850 to 1880] 
Patrick, Mary M. [1871 to 1913] 
Peabody, Mrs. J.. Mary L. [1841 to 1864] 
Peabody, Josiah [1841 to 1864]
Peet, Mrs. W.W., Martha H. [1881 to 1920] 
Peet, William W. [1881 to 1925] 
Pettibone, Ira F. [1855 to 1893]
Prime, Ida W. [1884 to 1911]
Putney, Ethel W. [1915 to n.d.] 
Rappleye, Julia A. [ 1870 to 1881]
Riggs, Mrs. C.T., Mary R. [1900 to 1946] 
Riggs, Charles T. [1900 to 1946]
Riggs, Mrs. E., Martha J. [1832 to 1887] 
Riggs, Elias [1832 to 1901]
Ryan, Mrs. A.C., Edith H. [1911 to 1921] 
Ryan, Arthur C. [1911 to 1921] 
Sanderson, Edith M. [1923 to 1929] 
Schauffler, Mrs. H.A., Clara [1865 to 1872] 
Schauffler, Henry A. [1865 to 1872] 
Schauffler, Mrs. W.G.', Mary R. [1831 to 1858] 
Schauffler, William G. [1831 to 1858] 
Shank, Dora F. [1929 to 1934]
Sheldon, Marion E. [1886 to 1939] 
Spaulding, Mrs. W.A., Georgia [1871 to 1874] 
Spaulding, William A. [1871 to 1874] 
Tomson, Mrs. Cora [1873 to 1879] 
Trowbridge, Isabella [1900 to 1937] 
Wadsworth, Mary L., xVI.D. [1871 to 1883] 
Washburn, Mrs. G., Henrietta E. [1859 to 1868] 
Washburn, George [1858 to 1868]
Wells, Helen A. [1925 to 1929]
West, Sarah E. [1853 to 1862] 
Williams, Cornelia P. [1879 to 1925] 
Wood, Mrs. G.W., Martha B. [1841 to 1853] 
Wood, Mrs. G.W., Mary I. [1855 to 1862] 
Wood, Mrs. G.W., Sarah A.H. [1869 to 1897] 
Wood, George W. [1838 to 1887]
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Woodward, Sarah E. [1929 to 1946] 
Yarrow, Harriet [1927 to n.d.]
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A p p e n d i x  HI
A letter by Dr. Herrick from Istanbul [29 February 1869] quoted from Papers of the 
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions Microform [Reel no: 583]
Let me attempt, though it has often been done, to give some idea of the spiritual 
atmosphere and spiritual soil where we are called to labor. For comparison with 
Constantinople take New York. The population is about the same in each; each is the 
commercial center of a country of some thirty-five millions of people. You must, 
however, add Washington to New York to make it the political center also. Now regard 
each as a field for Evangelical Christian labor. First, consider the obstacles. Have you a 
heterogeneous population? So have we, to a far greater extent; and while the various 
populations of New York assimilates, here it does not. Politically, religiously, and 
socially, men are here found in separate hostile clans and camps. Have you Romish 
influences? So have we, and that too sustained directly by one of the most influential of 
embassies. Have you worldliness? We have it in a form far more engrossing, more 
universal, and more sordid. Have you vices which attend high civilization:— e .g. pride 
of knowledge, luxury, false refinement, and growing effeminacy among the rich and 
well-born. We have pride of knowledge without the knowledge, luxury and waste of 
which the imperial establishments are the most bloated and appalling example, with no 
solid wealth -  luxury and wealth of the few built upon the crying oppression and misery 
of the many. Our refinement is gaudy Paris, more grossly, cheaply, and meretriciously 
decorated. Have you a growing class of indolent, place-seeking, labor-hating parasites in 
the community? We have such class, already so large that it has no room to grow, - 
venerable mushrooms, represented on the one hand by the polite, gentlemanly hanger-on 
of great men, and on the other, by the swarm of dirty, lazy, beggarly idlers that throng 
around any door where they may hope for a piece of bread earned by the sweet of other 
brows than their own. Has New York political scheming? Add Albany and Washington 
to New York, throw the “Eastern Question” into the seething cauldron; take out all but 
the fewest grains of patriotism, moral principle, and the fear of God; lose conscience out 
of life of the masses, and you have the political atmosphere and influence of 
Constantinople. Have you materialism in philosophy, liberalism in religion, and both 
culminating in indifferentism? We have materialism more gross and unintelligent, and 
an indifferentism more hopeless, because enslaved to a cringing fear which governs the 
outward conduct, and masked under the profession of a state or national faith.
Now for the forces enlisted in behalf of truth and righteousness. What have you in New 
York? Of Evangelical churches how many? Of Bible, Missionary, and other Christian 
societies, how many? How many Christian hospitals, asylums, homes? How much of lay 
activity?
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-Sabbath schools, union prayer meetings, city-mission enterprises? And with all these, 
do Christian men feel that the cause of Christ, of faith and a pure Gospel is very near its 
hour of victory in New York? Is any man ready to crown or to be crowned with laurel 
yet? Now look at Constantinople. For the native population, there has been erected out 
but one church or chapel. There are some si.x or eight places “Where prayer is wont to be 
made,” in private houses or school-houses...
Constantinople, February 29, 1869 
Dr. Flerrick,
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A p p e n d i x  IV
[Rev. R. Anderson] ‘'Mr. Anderson’s Commission and Instnictions as Agent to the 
Mediterranean, November 15, 1828" \n Papers o f the ABCFM [ABC: 8.1. Instmctions 
to Missions in ABC: 8 Miscellaneous]
To M. C. Jackson, and others (including W. Goodell):
Beloved brother.
One of you is destined to the mission in Asia Minor; the others go to the missions in 
Syria and the Holy Land. The field included in the plan of these missions embraces all 
the countries in Western Asia, lying on this side... Ararat, the Caucasus;— in other 
words it is Asiatic Turkey— the most interesting portion of the earth, both for historical 
and religious associations. 15 years have elapsed since we first entered this field; and we 
now have stations at Jerusalem, in the Holy Land; at Bayreuth, in Syria; at Smyrna and 
Brousa in the Western districts of Asia Minor, and at Trebizond on the Northeastern 
Turkey, to which Mr. Jackson is destined. We have stations also on the Bosporus, in the 
metropplis of the Turkish Empire;—all stations function well...
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A p p e n d i x  V
Two Official Letters from Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States. 
6 December 1897, 910-911.
The Secretary of State to Minister Leishman
No; 930 
STATE
DEPARTMENT OF
Washington, November 11, 1905
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch. No. 1171, of the 9th ultimo, in 
further relation to the interference by the Turkish authorities with the colportage of 
Bibles in Turkey, and reporting that, while the vigorous representations made by you 
and the British ambassador have had the effect of restraining the Ottoman Government 
from making any further efforts to enforce the restricting order issued by the grand 
vizier, you have not as yet been successful in securing an official reply to your identic 
notes, and the embargo placed upon several colporteurs has not been officially raised.
You will continue to press the matter on the same lines as your British colleague, 
keeping in touch with him, in view of the identity of interests involved.
I am, etc.,
Elihu ROOT.
The Secretary o f State to Minister Leishman
No: 943 
STATE
DEPARTMENT OF
Washington, November 24, ¡905
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch, No,l 191, of the 4"’ instant, 
inclosing a copy of recent correspondence between you and the Porte on the subject of 
the colportage and unrestricted sale of the Bible in Turkey.
The Department commends your note to Tewfik Pasha, in which you take exception to 
the manner in which certain regulations were to be applied, for the reason, as you say, 
that while the stipulations mentioned in the note of the Porte would appear to be Just, the 
right to determine the necessity of putting such restrictions into operation could not 
safely be left in the hands of local officials.
I am, etc.,
Elihu ROOT.
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A p p e n d ix  VI
Two Ottoman Imperial edicts issued during the reign of Sultan ‘Abdu’l-Hamid II, 
concerning the American missionaries and their establishments. Cited in E. 
Kırşehirlioğlu, Türkiye’de Misyoner Faaliyetleri, 145, 149-150.
A Firman, 11 Cumadalula 314, 9 Teşrin-i Ev\el 312 (Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi,
Yıldız Saray-ı Hümayunu Başkitabet Dairesi. No.5225)
Bebek’te bulunan Robert Koleji nam mektebin müdiri ile mualliminin Rumeli 
Hisarı civarında meskun bulunan Ermenilerin hicretlerini teshil ile 
beraberbunlara muavenet-i nakdiyede bulunmakda oldukları mesmu-ı ali 
buyurulduğundan bu babda komisyon-u mahsus ifası vesayayı mukteziyye 
kılınmak üzere bermantuk-ı emr ü ferman-ı hümayun-u mükukane beyan-ı 
keyfiyetine ibtidar olunur. Olbabda emr ü ferman hazret-i veliyyülemrindir.
Serkatib-i Hazret-i Şehriyarı 
Tahsin
A Ferman, 23 Cumadalula 322, 28 Temmuz 321 (Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi, Yıldız 
Saray-ı Hümayunu Başkitabet Dairesi: No.3754)
Seviyyi sami-i sadaretpenahilerine leffen irsal kılınan telgrafnameler 
Amerikalıların harekatı hakkında birtakım işaat-ı muzırrayı havi olmasıyla ve 
böyle şeylere meydan verilmemesi Bab-ı Aliye ait vezalften bulunmasıyle iktiza-yı 
halin ifası bermantuk-ı emr ü ferman-ı hümayun-u Hazret-i Hiiafetpenahi tebliğ 
olunur.
Tahsin
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An Original Copy of “Constitution and By-Laws of the Turkey Mission Including 
Amendments and Improved Changes and Suggestions, up to July 1926” 
(Constantinople: Printed by Zellitch Brothers, 1926) [Pamphlet BV3160 Z91]
CONSTITUTION.
A ppendix VII
‘v>.(KaiCAN ftOA.RO OF C O M İilSStO M E SK  
FC?R
F O S îa G îf  M lS â iO Î iS  I sTî R & E î :
4
AiU :<-i.u 1. 'Ihe oiUsioii s!iai! have litc
— a Cliaiiiitan, Rccorc!ni>;^
SecucUi^y, I'ield SciaeUiry, 'l‘i casurcr, Aftsistcuit 
I roa-iWier. wvo Aaditors. a I.ihr:iri:u? ; also a
( "i ;  an  lN it i. .a t io n a l  C A n n i-
cih a I h.aiui (lomiuiltee, a Coinmitiec on Hjc
Sdiool, a Hoard of MaiiJ«^ers of (he 
o; KeH^iou, arui a Com:niUta; ad InleriiM. 
I hr'30 sha:I he chosen ar.miaHy by balloi : — Uic 
Ciuiimiaii one y e a r  in  iu iva n ce , Ihc Recordin^^ 
S^ c^reiary at the cottmienceuu*nl of the Animal 
and. lire reinainin;» cfficejs io\cards its
dose.
Aur. 2. The Recordiin^ Secretary shall keep 
a recorvl of ail the doiu};;;? oF the Amiwal Meeting 
and of t!ie ONHiniticc ad interim, preserve on file 
ail tlic* documents of the iMission, conduct its 
oriiciai corrcspoiulctrcc, prepare the Antmal 
l abular Viev/ of the Mission and forward it to the 
Missionary House, a copy being retained for 
cxaruinalioii at the succeeding Animal Meeting.
Art. 3. The FidJ Secretary» shall have siich 
cx‘ cuiivc fuuclioiis as are speciiically delegated to 
him by the Mission or tin; Committeead inieriin. Me
—  3  —
s’uall obtain first-haiui information coiiccrniin; the 
work and pmbictns of ail staiions, and make iliis 
infoniuition available to the Mission, theCommiUee 
nd Interim, ami Mie Hoard. He shall visit the Stations 
ii5 frcqncnUy as possible wiili :i view to coordin­
ating their work and infoiming himself as to 
conditions tliercin. He shall keep In touch with 
missionaries on vacanon with a view to tlieir 
rclnni to the field; a!.so witii die Hiurd offices 
with regns’d to nev; !y ap]>ointrd mi<si<m..nics and 
(iieir fitness for specied lines of work. Copies of 
the correspondence of die Recording Secretary and 
of the Tieid Secietary shall he redpiocaily 
exchanged betw^een thdr offices.
Art. 4. Tile Ticasurer shall make an immul 
report to the .Mission, nnd a scmi'-.innmd report to 
the Missionary House, concerning ail funds 
entrusted to his care.
Art. b. The Auditors sJiaH carcfnliy exainine 
die scmi-amuLii acconrds of the Treasurer with 
vonchciS, and shall endoisc on said accounts their 
opinions respecting ihein, and sha'i lefjort to the 
.Mission anmially or ofieiier, iubHininp liie Mission 
ns j(' i!ie ivsult of their examinaiion.
A n r .  0. jr Iv. th e  i ln iy  o f t ’ ;e C ^ o n a b ile e
c;i i ’u h lic a h i >i lo  s io 'c : irn ^ n J  the t '^ u in g  1);=::; th e
press of works anfjroved for publication, and to 
preseni to the Mission an Animal Report.
A rt. 7. The Rdneationrd Council shall consist 
of nine members, three of whom shall retire each 
year, their places being filled by election by the 
Mission. This Council shall be charged with die 
developinont of |x>licy and tcchnk|ne in ccUtcational 
affairs of the Mif s^ton, on apjiroval of the Mission. 
The Cuainnan shall be a member of the Coni- 
mhtee :ul Interim,
.Art, $. The Health C'oimnittee shall arrange 
foran animal medical examination of every member 
of the Mission. Any e.xception to diis rule shall 
he with the knowledge and consent of the Medical 
Secretary of the Board. Tiie Chairman of die 
Ho;ii:h Commitîce shall be elected at Aminal 
Meeting. He shall appoint his own Committee.
Art. 0. The Committee on the Language 
School, in cooperaliou witli representatives of such 
other organisadons as m.ay now or hereafter be 
entitled to ¿liare therein, sliall h.ive general over- 
‘iig ’nl of the management of tlic Mii s^İon Language 
Sciiool aiul its courses of sîndy, ami shall grant 
(TMtifiodes to tliose who successfully complete the 
afaigned wv^ vk. Thay shail p:TScnr an Anır d 
iU pert to d'c Mia:ko:u
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A fiT - V \  T i ie  Bn.-;rd o f (>f the 5 i lio o i
of R elig io !! :i!:a]l c x m :i >^  a g c n tra l ¿uptii in lcn d v n cc  
over il ,  a ile n d in g  th e  cxaniiM atious an d  d ir e d in g  
as !o  the course o f study, rules o f d is c ip liiu o  Cxj^ea- 
d itu rc  o f funds, stial! issue certinentes o r d ip lo m a s , 
etc., a n d s lu ill m a k e .u i A n n u a l R c p n r 'to  the M iss ion .
A r t . 11- T ile  U b ra r ia n  shal! keep a cu m id e te  
catalogue of ah the bo-.»k< h id o iig in g  (o tiic  Mir>:>ion 
IJbrars ' and slndi ))iv-s:nt an A n m ird  R eport to ihe  
Missivni. and a n a n g c  lo r  tiio c irc n ia l 0;i tr' l>t>oks 
in the various statirais.
A k i .  12. T h e  ( lo m m ilic c  ad in te r im  sludi have  
a u th o rity  to act in b e lia li or the M iss ion  in the  
in te rva l betvi'cen liie  A n n u a l M c e liiig s , It  s lia ii he 
their d u ty  to co in in iiin e a te  to a ll the stations  
measures a d o p lcd  by titen i iro m  lim e  to tim e , and  
to rep o rt the same in fu ll to the M ission  at its 
A n n u a l M e e tin g . iM enibers o f llic  M iss ion  v is itin g  
C o u s la n tiiio p le  fro m  o il ie r  stations are e iit i l lc d  to 
attend  the m eetings o f the C o m m itte e  ad In te r im .
A k t . 13. I t  shall be the  d u ty  o f each S ta tio n  
to present at t lie  A n n u a l M e e tin g  a re p o rt in  d u p li-  
c a te o f the w o rk  w ith in  its bonneis, an rl an es tim a te  
o f Ih.c p ro b a b le  a m o u n t o f funds needed fo r  local 
perso im cl, sc!\ ?ois, c lc ., d u r in g  th e e ik u iin g  c a le n d a r  
Vv. r; also to fo rw ard  to the Rccordiin >^ SecrUr^rv: 
-  S —
.'! !hc M i'.-a U i h r llm  T a b u la r  V ie w , an a n n u a l 
schedule o f its aifaiiis, as swon as pi>ssii;lc a fte r  
ja m ia ry  fi:;d.
A k t . Id . Ih u  lim e  and  p lace b»r h o ld in g  the  
A n n u a l M e e tin g  or the M ission s iia ll be d e s ig n a te d  
b v ;! ie C o in in i: ic ; :a d  In lc iim ,a fte r  c o n s n lia t io n  w ith  
the sta tions as far as p ra d ic a b l^ . Tlic C o m m itte e  ad  
h 'lc r i'U  d iad  ib o ,  th ro u g h  a R o^gram  C o u n n ittc e  
or dc b u irc iy  arrange fo r  the P ro g ra m
ot the A n m iM  M e u in g . f ix in g  the day an d  iio u r  
of such iin p o ru u u  events as m e  A n n u a l s e rm o n , 
and sessions w iiit  ‘ he n a tive  C h u rc h  U m c n , and  
p re p a r in g  the list of c o rre sp e n d in g  m em bers , w iio  
shall be in v ited  in advance.
A r t . 15. Each station is e n tit le d  to  be re p re ­
sented at the A n nua l M e e tin g  by on e  d e ie g a ie , and  
an a d d itio n a l de legate to r every th re e  m e m b e rs  o f  
the s ia tion  o r m a jo r fia c tic n  tiie rc o f. T h u s , a 
station h a v in g  three or fo u r m em bers  is e n tit le d  to  
tw o  delegates, five  to seven m e m be rs , to  th ree  
delegates, etc. E x -o ffic io  delegates represen t the  
e n tire  Mission., and  should  no t also be c o u n te d  in  
V. : le n n in in g  the o f the d e le g a tio n  f*o n i th e  
sratiou to  w h ic ii they beP. le . T h u s :  a  s ia lio n
-  9 _
h a v in g  Iw cn iy  m em bens o f w h o m  fo u r  are  e x -o ff id o  
delegates, sh ou ld  elect its d e leg a tio n  on the basis 
of sixteen m em bers .
W o m e n ’s w o rk , and the w o rk  o f special in s ti­
tu tions, s lio u id  o n iin a r tly  be re p ré s e n ta i w ith in  th e  
l im its  o f  the re ^ td a r  s ta tio n  ilc lcga tion . A l l  m e m ­
bers o f the M iss io n , w h e th e r men o r w om c m  are  
e lig ib le  as delegates.
A r t . 16. N o  new ly ap p o in te d  m issionury slirdl 
have a vote a t the A n n u a l M e e t in g  u n t il a fte r  
h a v in g  been fo r  one year a m e m b e r o f the M iss io n .
A r t . 17. O n  questions as to  the e x p e n d itu re  
o f funds, and tiic  lo c a tio n  o r  re tire m en t o f m ission­
aries, a tw o -th ird s  vo te shall be re q u ire d ; in a il 
Ollier cases a m a jo r ity  shall decide .
A r t . 13. T h e re  sh all be a M id -y e a r  C o u n c il 
of the Mis-^ioii, to  m eet in  D e c e m b e r o r Ja n u a ry , 
to be com posed o f (1 ) the m em bers o f the  C o m ­
m ittee  ad in te r im , and (2 )  a represen tative o f each 
station not represented on th e C o m m it ic e a d  Im e r irn , 
O llie r  m em bers o f the M ission m ay a tte n d  the 
m eetings and take p a rt in  the discussions, but 
w H tiom  voie. íT a te n in l dC ega les  fro m  the A m e ttc an  
i i 'T ird  y -rs o u n d  in tiie  b .d u . B u lg a ria , ana C a u ­
casus areas, m ay be scut nt the  d is cre tio n  o f  th e  
w o rk e rs  in  tliose areas. I t  is u n d e rs to o d  th a t the  
M iss io n  v / i l l  meet the travel expenses o f a ll 
delegates.
A r t . 19. T h is  C o n s titu tio n  m ay be a m e n d e d  
at nny A n n iia i M e e tin g  o f the M iss io n  b> v o le  o f  
tw o -th ird s  o f tile  delegates ap p o in te d  to  a tte n d  
such m eeting .
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BY-LAWS.
Akt. L Kwry incinbiT oi the Mis^inn Moi n 
ilolcj^ato, uiKl alîu> îKcnîbcr:> or r;lliv:r ul iiic
/V B .C .b .M  w h o  m ay be present u tnc A n iu ia l 
A ic d in ^ , shall ha vca  r i - a l  lo  ciig:»v;c in d iv ;us:.iuns  
and 1«) a d  on  C '>nn;nt*cr>: uiid each A în ınn l A w d -  
in*: has the n u îi’ o riîy . shonM  n by
n n a n i i n » , t u s  c * ' ! ; s o u i .  l=* e \ L i i v :  l i i c  i u ; a ‘ i n  v o ü ü ; : ,  
on aiiv  or aU qnesnon -. to j.‘ : n5;;a:l -aş o* liie  
preseiH. 'The M issio ii may .d-i'» invm ; 
o ilie r  in d iv id u a ls  to sit as a>ire:-p^''ndiiixj m em bers. 
T h e  T rea su re r of tiie  M U ;-io!i, t'-e As>is’ant t r e a ­
surer, if tlicr*e l:»c one, the Recornm*.: becrotrmy. İne  
h ie lii S ecretary , the C h a irn u n  of tiie I ’lib hcation  
C o u u u iltee , the iV e s id e u i ot ih e S e lio o i of R e lig ion , 
and the D ire c to r  o f ilie  Language S clioo i. shall be 
tX ’Of/icnci d d e g a lc i to the A nnua l M e e tin g .
A r t . 2 , T i ic  ( lo iu m itie e  on the D  jdvCl shan 
be ap p o in te d  by the M id -y e a r  C ounc il preced ing  
each A n n u a l M e e tin g . N e a r t'ne ec im u encem enl 
o f the A n n u a l M e e tin g  the fo ilo w iiig  S tan d in g  
C o m m ittee s  s lia ll be a p p o in te d , on n o m im u io n  by  
the C o tm n itie e  on the D o c k e t:
Î ,  C o îU în itıe e  on R elig ious Exercises (i jh a ir .  
l in n , the A iu iu a i PreacnerA
-  12 —
d. C-;:l: v'U iTmih ,i>:d Moa^ urvi
j). C o in m itic e  on the Press.
4. ‘ ./m im itie c  on L ducaliou .
T  C* mi r ; i r r o c  o n  F i ’ iam: -: .  
i': i ' t o  wr i t e l(> t he bio usc .
7 .  C o i u : r : : b . e  to veriit; to B i b l e ,  r i u c t ,  a n d  
other Socieiie:o
s. y,oU i'n ;i:ee on N c ju iu a lio n s  
A;, r. i. A in p o lity  of the uuiui>er vtho ha^c. 
a iy o o ie d  a - d-eegn^c- a* rife M e e tin g  m ust be 
pieseiit to h n m  a qu o ru m  for d a ily  business.
A u r .  4. I '  1 qu o ru m  be assembled at the  
app*-iu tcd  h o iio  and the C h a in n a u  be absent, the  
M e e tin g  shall nppoiiU  a chairm an p ro  tem pore.
A u T . 5. i: :i qu o ru m  bo not assembled at the 
ap p o in te d  hour, any tw o m em bers sltall be co m -  
[)otent to  a d jo u rn  from  tim e to tim e,
A u t . 6, T h e  business o f e,ich A n n u a l M e e tin g
s lid i be conducted  in the fo llo w in g  o rd e r;—
C n lli itg  the m eeting  to o rd e r b y  the  C w / r -  
m an, or, in  h is  absence, by ih.e S ecretary  
o f the S ta tio n .
O p o n iitg  o f M eetin g  b y  prayer.
R eceiv ing the names o f llie  delegates a p p o in t-
[cd.
C h o ic e  o f R ecord ing  Secretary.
-  13 -
R e a d in jf o f thm M in u te s  of the last .Meeting  
o r o f extracts th ere from .
R eading  o f loiters from  the M issioit H ouse  
o r of extracts th e re P o m .
R eport of the r .o m m itte e  ad lu te riin .
R eport o f tlie  C o m m itte e  on tire D ocket, and  
A p p o in tm e n t o f S ia n d in g  C o m m ittee s .
R eports o f the  Stations.
R eport o f tlie  School o f R elig ion .
R eport o f th e  C o m m itte e  on R ih lic n tio n .
R eport o f the C o m m iito e  on the Laug iiage  
School.
R eport o f the T reasurer.
R eport o f the L ib ra ria n ,
R ead ing  o f tlie  A n n u a l T a b u la r  V ie w .
Readimg of the .Annua! Estimates.
Business la id  over from  the preceding M c et-
ing.
M iscellaneous Bitsincss.
R eporis  o f S tan d in g  C o m m it Ices.
C ho ice  o f the officer.> and com m ittees p ro ­
v ided  fo r in  A rtic le  I o f tlie  C o n stitu tio n  
and o f a Rreacher fo r  the succecdiipg 
A n n u a l M e e tin g , with, his substitute.
R ead ing  and  an un ıd îu en l o f the M in u tes .
A d j'H irn u ie : i w iiii SİL.^inq and P rayc/.
A.^t , 7. M em bers  desirous of leav ing  before  
the a d jo u r iim e m  of tlic  .M eeting m ust ap p ly  to th e  
M e e n iig  fo r  penm CsIon.
,Ar t . 8 . A t tim  fina l nd jo itrn m e tit, a fte r s in g in g  
and pi aver, the C h a irm a n  o r  some one ap p o in te d  
by h im  siiali p rcu ounce the A p o s to lic  B e u e d id io n ,
P A  R L I A ^\ l i N  r A R Y  R I J  I. .E5.
A ll q ncstio iH  o f p a riia m e iila ry  procetlure shall 
be d e te rm in e d  by R obert's Rules o f O rd e r, o f w h ic ii 
inc lo liovving R .i b r ie f su m m ary .
A r t . 1. T h e  C h a irn u u i sliaü decide questions  
of o rd e r; In u  if any m em ber th inks  the dcci’^ ion o f  
the C h a ir  to be incorrect, he can appeal to the  
M e e lin g ,
A u r .  2  W lic u  the Chrd.nnau has declared .n 
vote, any m e m b e r w h o  lhiuk.s there has been a 
niislnke, m ay dcm aiKl tiia t the votes be counted.
A r t . 3 . A s a  general ru le , the speaking o f a 
m em ber m ust be e itiu T  in the w ay o f in lro d n c tio u  
to a d is tinct m o tio n , or upon some d e fin ite  p io p o -  
s iiio u  a lready su o m iitc d  and nuder consideration .
A r t . 4 ,  N o  disenssiou shall  take place on a 
m o t i o n ,  im til  ii has beuii secvmded. a n d  repeated 
b • the C l;-t;  ¡nan.
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A lîT . î .  A î îy ın o t io i i  nnıs* hc rc^!ıu:;*(i io  \v rii~  
in ;;, it ille  U ıa irm .n ;  «m' any m e m b e r ru ju e ü i ir.
AR'C. n. A  n i'i l io n  m ade an d  seconded ca im o t 
be wiiiidrav^'H after debate lias iakeu place veid iout 
tl'.e leave <ai [\m M e e lin e ,
A l i i .  7 . Vv'hi‘n a p ro p o s itin ii is i i iu k r  d e b a ie  
Uij liio tio ii can he le cc ived , except a m rd ion  U> 
aiiie iu l, to e o n m it,:- .)  postpone, to lake îiıe  pvovi«eis 
quosiion , or to a d jo u rn
A r ]‘. r i ic  in o iio ii last m ade is the (m iy  one  
u nder c o u s id ira tiiu i, and is the first to be voted  
upon , V ' tİKit. w ltcn  several rnotionv are !>efore llic  
M e e tin g , ihe o rd e r in veliicli liie y  are to be voted  
upon shall usually  be (he tvverse rn tin: o rd e r in 
vehid i they vrere m ade.
A r t . Q. a  itjo tio n  to  a d jo u rn  is alveays in  
order, except tlia t, w hen  a m e m b e r is speakinn , \i 
cannot be m ade b a t w ith  Ins consent.
A r t . 10. A m e n d m e n ts  m ay he m oved on nny  
m o tio n , and  an am e n d m e n t m ay also be pro|vo$ed  
to  a m o tio n  o f a m e n d m e n t.
A r t . I L  W h e n  a m o tio n  u n d e r debate co n ­
tains several parts, an y  m e m b e r m ay call fo r a  d iv is ­
ion  o f tile  question , an d  then the vo le  sh a ll be 
taken on each part separately .
,  - 1 6 -
not in  o th e r cases, unless the M e e tin g  be e q u a lly  
d iv id e d , w hen , if  he does n o t choose to vo le , the  
m o tio n  is lost.
A r t . i s . T h e  yeas and  nays on an y question  
shall be recorded , w hen req u ired  by on e  th ird  o f  
the  m em bers present.
Art. 19. N o  m e m b e r can be in te rru p te d  in  
speaking, unless on a question  o f o rd e r, o r to c o r­
rect m istakes.
-- ! 1 -
AUi .  \'L T ile  Prcvh.Kb (^uesuo ii shall be in  
this fo rm — S hall ihe m nin q uestion  be n o w  p u t?  
an d  u iit l i  it is decided , it shall p re c lu d e  all a m e n d -  
m eld  an a  debate on liie  m a in  q u e s iio n .
A r p . r.T A  uue>(ion cannot b e a ip iin  ra ile d  np  
or rcc on-idc re d  at the same ses-ion o f ih e  M e e tin g  
in  w l: i:h  ;t ha? been decide'.!, unless the n io iio n  to  
mn.!,- by a jK;;son w ho  voted w ith  
t l i e * y. l i  lie ; 'iiio t i'U i to î\^^uw :v(e :'is passed, 
m e 0 j i'.q:v.si‘ ion befo re triC .Weetmir, jii^t
as if !u= .ictio ti had been taken  i ip -n  ip
A ! : ^  i d  'Fhe n in i r n u t T  in ju itd n g  a m o tio n  
in seUe, nm sl fits: d e a r ly  Siam the question , and  
w li ik h u -  Vvbeis b v in g ia k e u , th e re e n n  he no debate  
or nevt : i-p 'o s itio n  m ade.
A r  r. 1 \  T h e  first nam ed on any (.lom m iU ee  
shall be causidered  C hn ii innu ih e reo T
A r t . 'b , W im n  the rep o rt o f  a C o n u n iite e  has 
been read ir is befo re the M e e tin g  fo r discussion, 
and m o ;io n s  tnay be m ade fo r ils po s tp o tiem en i, o r  
fo r  its a r.;endm ent, o r fo r its le c o m n iilta l. A  m o tio n  
:o “ accept o r “ a d o jU "  the re p o rt, w hen  carried , 
m akes iite  nc iiou  o f (he C o m m itte e , ih e  ac tion  o f  
the M e e tin g .
A rt. 17. W h e n  a vote is taken by b a llo t, the  
C h a irm a n  m a y  vote w ith  ih e  o il ie r  m em bers , bu t
•iMKHTCiV.i T.QAED OT COl.^^SSJOSStS
î.iTri;'.’C **i' ï.i^P.Mî:r
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A p p e n d i x  V III
A Public Address concerning the American Missionaries in Turkey by the Earl of 
Shaftsbury in 1860 in the City of London from E.D.G. Prime, Forty Years in the Turkish 
Empire: or Memoirs of Rev. William Goodell. D.D., v.
1 do not believe that in the whole history of missions; I do not believe that in the history 
of diplomacy, or in the history of any negotiations carried on between man and man, we 
can find any thing to equal wisdom, the soundness, and the pure evangelical truth of the 
body of men who constitute the American mission. I have said it twenty times before 
and I will say it again— for the expression appropriately conveys my meaning—that 
“they are a marvelous combination of common sense and piety.” Every man who comes 
in contact with these missionaries speaks in praise of them. Persons in authority, and 
persons in subjection, all speak in their favor; travelers speak well of them; and I know 
of no man who has ever been able to bring against that body a single valid objection. 
There they stand, tested by years, tried by their works, and exemplified by their fruits; 
and I believe it will be found, that these American missionaries have done more toward 
upholding the truth and spreading the Gospel of Christ in the East, than any other body 
of men in this or in any other age.
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A p p e n d i x  IX
An Original Copy of Graphic Presentation of the Foreign Work of the Congregational 
Churches of America, ABCFM No: 3
I f  :;n> ■..■r ri - ( - . . ’ iOr i i : . : . :  in ti;;,..
u i N t - ' !  y r . : ; y o . i \X ,) l?l
‘Tri::. '  tv.-  1; : iU  i • !•..
VV,:- 1. 1 i
:h - r r i r  .X ! i . .  ii !-■ ri.
1 fie American Board of Com mi.s si oners 
for Foreign Missions
M  B ifACO N .STREET, BOSTON', .MA.SS.
;• i . .  ! \v | .  C  M .  P a : . I,.
i'.iii.-.T i'iL '< /
1 S,-; rcicrics
. K. liiii.i. R^v. T!) Ta .
r i '  '.ti’l t:  l-in ■: un;h:i
J . u ; v  r;.
■ K:n;f*P:l Dijtj'ict.; S kc •< inw!» v i'viTwN- />; t/i-.:) 
i t tS''.ic.>n Stri;-,rr,
M M d l o  n : ^ t r h ; t ;  i v. r>i~-v S m i t h  <a T A . r v <  
J - r  F o o ; S i  N. -sv V . ; r k
I t t - n . H - J  A .  N  . ! { i v ,  D  !>.
I'.iru' H: : . > Y  ;1. k. v . D . I ) .
■I : ; S t ; . -  ; .  S a u  C rat i -
American Board 
Charts
A graphic presentation of the 
Foreign Work of the Con­
gregational Churches
of A rtyirJ^EK -n A FV A ?»p  
‘ '■ f-UiOOlCAL G b .Ha RV
• 1  - i  ¡ (S 1 6
f
I rr. ANDOVER 
f X frE O L O G fC A L  S £ y  I
AMERICAN BOARD 
OF COMMISSIONERS FOR 
FOREIGN MISSIONS
i t Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
A DEMONSTRATION
t Ho* fiio.jirii-
h u ! t \  \ n ’/ i o t \  ; i t r t  i i row li i  of
AiniTfr-arz r>c:n-<i'.- v.'i.rk, 'J' liov
liol;» Vi.oi til ronlize lh;»t O’. rr\' 
tlollar vi.u thnoig)^  |]iis
siM-iv»ty jN, ii5nlti}>li<'<I iu i ts  p n r -  
p<o\n\ rt/.-uTji'.s tlo' |M.inl 
ni ;!Tr-Mlost ;ic<-.*mp)i.>),os
tn*- !:j;‘ges(. sp ir f tu ; i )  ro"»fi»s.
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OUR OWN S HARE OF T H E  
W OR LD
Exclusive Responsibility 
of American Board 
75,000,000 Souls
nniii^ a'i .-. Nis !.i VFHUA 1, l.t):kOOi)
\ r. P» npld'. Ih ma7 ‘^ t 'mM' • B.M.Ka X.' tkS(iM'),0t)0
T!c' VAii'id held'' ha\'e i^ e*-n T U îK ie' 1 7,77dd)(H>
jt'ii einoni:: tta* \<ira>ns lk>urii> INDIA
eili< ien< y and iiepy '.i rF.Vi.ON 1 TSPUip
•t. Comp'litKai and 'iV».a’ n-Ii.NA d:k00nAH)t}
liiur liaA‘‘‘ he<a! pracleaui}' .¡AI’AN ld,t)00dai0
İ!iai<-d <'11 lia* lenapii -e'M. .MID ICON LSI A 3d, 1)0 Ü
FlJll.lPri.VLS 7'00 J too
ML.NK’D I ,Od7,Oij0
SPAIN 1,IÍM.),000
AI SI RIA 1 y;d.3i)00
ror.vi. 7.>.0'>7,000
The Board in Action
OUR INVENTORY
A \vi-rUl‘\viib‘ oiit.'rpriso, iu;- 
pressivr in its hroodth ;uid snopo. 
'riu-'Oiuh tiu‘ ron >o=u soîpo
ihr Ihriiliii;: story n[ tlio wnrkr 
KioTi nliurch ossoiiiblt s tiio 
to lio:ir tbo Woril nl ( o “l, ou'.'l'i 
school oifcrs its nw;opl traine<l 
leaders, each hos[)ilal r(‘vcals its 
triinnjdis of skill over snliVring, 
iuul all (N}rul>iuo into tiio per- 
feet harmony of i)ra<dical Thris- 
tiau servit/e. In such ways t ue 
Board is soekina to meet its \’ast, 
respoMsildlity.
Alir^SIOXAKIKS 
(d irııa iK S  
CuMMUNirANTS 
roku*:(7KS.....
<>a0
070
so,8-kt
.. .18
THKOI.Odh'Al. HKMINARIllS II
BOARDING & HIGH SCIIOOLS..123
OTHER SCHOOLS 1,13^
PUiTLS..................................... 83,50^
IXDUSTJUAI. IMANI'S................. 3^
HOSPITALS .....   38
DISBKNSARIES ............................4<)
TREATMENTS, ]i)l.l ...........3i)i),839
PJiESSES................ VI
Oldl'PET OF PRESSES, 11)11
eo,5 L),7i.)i) pp.
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Increase in Missionaries
T H E  MISSIONARY FOKCF.
V.lirU Mtvin- wi-U
nU.iliri'Ml ]<':..h*r !o
<.!* to .wr;n}0 - • "
N mM' ' lie linsii  i i -  
iii th<' <N.ir!\- hi.-M
tlio \vork
«MU'ii U!is,M(^iLiry !V[)rosr'it - 
vNi^ily Lny^'r work in s»'!;ool-. 
i'liinriii'r* nit'i run\'<n‘ts l.hnn iii : in- 
foniUT irw, N«> oi no-n
in tlir  \^ ■o^ !(,l is m o i e  caroiuU^ sf -  
lli'iii l.in^  n i i s s i a ) i ! ; i o i  
ih r  A?nrrir;m IkjonL
T H E  NATIVE FOR C E
lio* itlna oi' f io *  IJoaj-, 1 is t.hal 
*io‘ v\orM t.o i>0 ir»UV»“iio i[  not 
So jrmc'li i’oroiyn itHssionari<*.s 
as fiy aat I v«,i \vork<;rs. Our [)oii<jv 
IS ii> fst,<i,l)l!>}L a si.roiiy' i iativt'  
( lim< h j iu l  it  to bo-
CoHM' s<;If-yv>\-oming, soli'->i;])po]-i - 
iny. sc lN p ro p a y a t in g ’. ' f l ic  r a p id ­
ly gi'owiug a rm y  o f  n a t iv e  w orkers  
Sijows ih a t  oiir conf idenre  is not  
mt-p]a<*»ai.
6 5 6
1 6 2 0  1 6 6 0  1 8 6 5  >9'C> ‘ 9 15
Increase in Native Workers
4 7 2 3  ^ 7 7 7
1833 J 8 6 o taos I 9 t 0  I 9 i 3
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Appendix X
From Charles C. Tracy, "Salient Points in Mission History" In Set^ices at the Seventy- 
Fifth Anniversary of the Establishment o f the American Mission at Constantinople 
[817.601 A512.i A512se], 67
After the foregoing presentation of stages in work, I find it important that we 
take some view of salient points in its development [American Board’s Turkey mission], 
though with the greatest brevity. We should notice,—
I. The importance of the missionary is evangelism. This is pioneer work, 
and may, in large measure, cease to be the main occupation of 
missionaries, but its importance is not belittled by time and progress. 
Evangelism must be carried on. though not principally by foreigners, to 
the end of the world.
II. The great influence of the work of translation and publication is one point 
very eminent among others. The Scriptures, in tongues familiar to the 
common people, the religious treatise or tract, the book of spiritual songs, 
the family newspaper,— how large is the fruitage of their influence!
III. The planting of independent evangelical churches. This, from the very
 ^ beginning of missionary work in the days of the Apostles, has been
looked upon as the thing of first importance. Only in this way can 
progress and permanence be secured. Much as this has been emphasized, 
it is to be regretted that it has not been yet more emphasized. This is, still, 
not only a salient point, but a salient problem, causing much thought and 
anxiety.
IV. Educational work. This is now our main business as missionaries. We 
have long since learned that M e cannot accomplish the work that must be 
done, and that the only possible method is that of the New Testament, to 
commit the interest to faithful men, who shall also teach others. 
Experience has also most thoroughly taught us that we cannot compass 
the end in view— for years we tried, in vain, to do it—by taking under 
instruction a certain limited number of persons for the special purpose of 
evangelization, and expecting them all, or nearly all, to enter upon and 
continue in religious work. We have demonstrated the necessity of a 
much larger system of education, including high schools and colleges, 
supported in considerable part by the students themselves. From among 
these men or women, sifted, tested, and proved, we must select men to be 
especially trained as religious leaders, while the remainders, under the 
influence of sound Christian education, are expected to become useful 
and influential in other callings. The results are justifying this judgment 
and the method.
Under this same head in the main is the uplifting of womanhood.
1-»
A Chicago millionaire, on the occasion of a conference with him, 
suddenly turned to my wife, and asked, “What is the greatest thing 
accomplished through your work? The question exploded so suddenly 
that she was taken b surprise, but answered without a second’s hesitation, 
“The elevation of womanhood.“ I think she was right. The elevation of 
woman to her true place in the Christian household and community is 
probably the most salient point of progress in all this work, accomplished 
by missionary and native effort...
V. Medical work. This, according to the present method of its prosecution is, 
compared with others, of late development. The importance, not simply 
as a means of alleviating human misery, but as a means of access to 
people, of enlightenment, and of physical and spiritual salvation, is of 
inconceivable importance.
VI. There is also another form of effort which has been, and doubtless will 
be, of great significance, that is. relief work. Following events of the past, 
great efforts have been put forth in this line. There is no telling what 
results are to follow from such work as the sheltering and training, in our 
Turkish missions...
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Appendix X I
Bible House, Constantinople, Trustees ’ minute hook. Records ¡866-1923 vol.l [ABC 
26]
Certificate of Incorporation of the Bible House Constantinople
We the undersigned E. Dodge, William A. Booth. David Hoadley, Robert Carter, 
Samuel B. Scheiffelin, William Lambert and William H. Aspemirall, all being citizens 
of the United States of America and citizens of and residents within the State of New 
York, of full age, being desirous of associating ourselves together for the benevolent and 
charitable purpose herein after mentioned in order to become a body corporate and 
politic in pursuance of act entitled
“An act for the incorporation of benevolent, charitable, scientific and missionary 
societies” and the acts amendatory thereof, hereby certify as follows.
First. The name by which such society shall be known in law shall be the “Bible 
House of Constantinople”
Second. The particular business and objects of said society are to establish and 
maintain a Bible House in Constantinople or in some place in the Turkish Empire, or in 
the countries adjacent thereto, as a depository for the sale and distribution throughout the 
Turkish "Empire and adjacent countries of the Holy Scripuires in the various languages of 
the East, and to furnish a location for the various Protestant Bible, charitable and 
missionary societies of the United States operating in Turkey and to apply the income of 
such establishment from time to time as may be desired necessary or expedient in 
formation of the objects above specified.
Third. The member of Tnistees to manage the said Society shall be seven: and 
the names of the Trustees of such society for the first year of its existence are 
William E. Dodge 
William A. Booth 
David Hoadly 
Robt. Carter 
Samuel B. Scheiffelin 
William D. Lambert 
William H. Aspimirall
Fourth. The place of business as the principle office of said society shall be in 
the city of New York.
In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed our names of the City of New 
York this twenty-first day of December in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and sixty six.
Witness
Frederick Bull [Notary Public, 58 Wall Street]
William E. Dodge 
William A. Booth
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David Hoadly
Robt. Carter
Samuel B. Scheifflin
William D. Lambert
William H. Aspimirall
The Bible House of Constantinople 
Preamble
Whereas it has been deemed advisable by certain persons in the United States of 
America to establish at Constantinople Turkey, a Bible House as a depository for the 
sale and distribution of the Holy Scriptures in the East and to furnish offices for the 
various Protestant Bible, Charitable and Missionary Societies of the United States of 
America, operating in Turkey, now therefore the following constitution and By Laws are 
adopted.
Article I
There shall be a Board of Trustees, to be called The Trustees of “The Bible 
House of Constantinople” consisting of seven persons, who with them successors, shall 
be native bom citizens of the United States o f America an permanent residents of the 
City of New York or its... vicinity. The Board of Tmstees shall be self perpetuating. 
Vacancies shall be filled as soon as practicable after they occur. The consent of two- 
thirds of the remaining members being necessary to fill such vacancy.
Article II
The offices shall consist of a President, Treasurer and Secretary. The President 
shall be elected from the members of the Board and the signatures of the President and 
Treasurer shall be requisite for the execution of all documents. It shall be the duty of the 
Treasurer to open and keep such books of account as may be necessary to record the 
receipts and explanation of the Board. It shall be the duty of the secretary to preserve fiill 
minutes of the proceedings of the Board, these minutes to be read and passed upon at th 
next meeting. The Treasurer may discharge the duties also of secretary.
Article III
An Annual Meeting shall be held on the third Monday of January of each year at 
which a report of the entire transactions of the previous year shall be presented. Special 
meetings may be called, at the request of the members. A quorum of three shall be 
sufficient for the transaction of business. The approval of at least three of the members 
shall be required for the investments of funds or for remitting to Constantinople.
Article IV
The Trustees shall have power to appoint a committee of at least three 
gentlemen, Americans and others, a majority o whom shall be residents of 
Constantinople, Turkey, or its vicinity, to attend to the affairs of the “Bible House”. The 
Trustees shall have power to appoint other committees for special purposes.
Article V
The Committee at Constantinople shall be accountable to the Trustees for the 
safe keeping and disposition of all funds or other property of “The Bible House” placed 
in their charge. This committee may be entmsted with all questions of local business and 
management in the erection of the Bible House. They shall take all necessary measures 
to keep the building ensured and in suitable repair. They may also rent such parts of the 
building as may be for rent, applying the proceeds from such rents to such purposes as
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may be ordered by the Trustees.
Article VI
All the real and personal property of the said institution wherever it may be shall 
be rested directly in the Taistees so far as practicable and they shall have control 
thereof- also of all the affairs of the Bible House whether relating to persons things in 
this country or elsewhere.
In case of political or local changes rendering it desirable or necessary; or 
whenever from any other cause two thirds of the Trustees shall come to the conclusion 
that the Bible House is not answering its original design, the Trustees shall have power 
to change the location of the Bible House or to sell all the property thereof at then 
association to the general purpose of Bible distribution among an o the nationalities of 
the Turkish Empire or the countries which it now embraces.
Article VII
The Board of the Trustees shall have authority to employ such Agents, and to 
adopt such other measures as may be necessary for the execution o their trusts.
This Constitution and By-laws may be amended by a vote of two-thirds of the 
Board of Trustees at any annual meeting or at a meeting regularly called for that 
purpose.
The Certificate above was adopted as By Laws of the Society incorporated 
under the name of the Bible House of Constantinople at a meeting of the Trustees 
in January 24,1882.
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Appendix X II
Letter from Haroutine Mugurditch Dadavrian ( I878-?) to Anson Phelps Stokes, New 
Haven. 7 January 1909, Papers of Cyrus Hamlin and George Washburn, ¡850-1915
Rev. Anson Phelps Stokes, Jr. Woodridge Hall, City.
Stokes took ‘‘active interest in the plan of providing Turkey with engineering 
education.”
My dear and Mr. Stokes; I was so glad to receive your letter and to know that 
you are taking active interest in the plan of providing Turkey with engineering 
education. The more I think about the importance of a pioneer engineering school, with 
a Christian atmosphere, upon the future of the Turkish Empire, the more I realize the 
need of such an institution. You can imagine the field it will have when you remember 
the fact hat Asiatic Turkey alone is three and a half times as large as Germany and is by 
far the richer in undeveloped natural resources.
Before answering Dr. Washburn’s questions I will give you some information 
about a correspondence concerning the plan, which took place prior to our conference. A 
few months ago, I asked Mr. Kalaidjian, a recent graduate of the Yale Divinity School, 
to interview Dr. Barton of the American Board of Foreign Missions. Dr. Barton showed 
great interested in the plan and asked Mr. Kalaidjian to prepare a plan of cooperation 
and present it to the Prudential Committee. We prepared the enclosed plan and presented 
it to the Committee. Dr. Barton is corresponding with the president of St. Paul’s Institute 
of Tarsus with the feasibility of the plan.
Coming to the place of location, I thoroughly agree wit you about the great 
advantages of Constantinople. There are. however, a number of important facts worth 
considering, which are in favor of the vicinity of Tarsus. The following are some of 
them.
1. The cost of living is about 1/3 of that in Constantinople; therefore the 
instmction will be within the reach of 10 times as many young men.
2. There is no doubt that most of the engineering enterprises will be planned in 
Constantinople, on the other hand, on account of the superior natural resources of the 
surrounding country. Tarsus will be at the center of a region where agricultural, mining 
and engineering enterprises will be carried out.
3. Tarsus is more central with respect to Asiatic Turkey, which is by far the 
largest and the least developed part of Turkey.
I will now answer Dr. Washburn’s questions in the order they appear in your 
letter... I am not married... I do not know exactly what Dr. Washburn means by, “Active 
Christian”, yet I will try to answer it as well as I can. Until a year or two ago, I have had 
quite a little of religious activity as student and teacher of Bible classes, as member and 
president of Y.M.C.A., as member of Christian Endeavor societies, etc. but I have not 
been very active along these lines during the last year of two... 1 believe in Christ, in His 
teachings, and in His life. I do not consider Theological questions as an integral part of 
my religion... I was bom in Everek, near Cesarea, Asia Minor. I graduated from, and 
taught at, St. Paul’s Institute of Tarsus, Asia Minor, before coming to this country... I am
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30 years old.
I am very glad to know that I will have the pleasure of meeting Dr. Washburn.
The Prudential Committee of the ABCFM
Gentlemen: -Realizing the urgent need for men to become the leaders of the 
industrial and commercial development of the Turkish Empire, the undersigned 
conceived the idea of opening a technical school in Turkey. After drawing a rough 
outline, we consulted some of our American friends, every one of whom showed great 
interest in the project and promised his support.
In view of the prominent position of the American Board as the leading educator 
of Turkey, we thought it advisable to consult its officers in order to enlist their 
sympathies and, if possible, their cooperation in this great work. Accordingly, one of us 
had recently an interview with Dr. Barton. Dr. Barton showed great interest in the 
project and asked us to present a plan of cooperation to the Prudential Committee.
The plan we would suggest consists in organizing St. Paul’s Institute of Tarsus, 
in order to make it a scientific school, the character and scope of which is roughly 
sketched by the enclosed general plan. In order to effect its organization, the following 
additions and changes should be made:
f  - $ 100.000.00, or more should be added to the funds of St. Paul’s Institute. 
(This we will try to raise)
2"*^  - Most of the members of the faculty should be replaced by able men to take 
charge of the different departments.
3'^ '* - The administration of the school should be in the hands of professors, who 
will tenji the governing board.
4’*’ - The preparatory department should be gradually eliminated by admitting no 
new department to this department.
We believe that the preparatory department is an unnecessary expense to the 
institution and detrimental to the department of the Secondary schools of the country.
M. T. Kalaidjian
3. Waldron Ave, Nyack, New York .
H. M. Dodavrian
152 Grove Street New Haven, Connecticut.
New Haven, Connecticut, Nov. 3, 1908.
The General Plan of the... Scientific School
I. Instaiction: In the following departments of learning:
1. Dept, of Arts & Sciences - will offer a limited number of courses.
2. Engineering Dept. - 3 courses
a) Electrical and Mechanical Engineering.
b) Civil and Municipal Engineering.
c) Chemical and Mining Engineering.
The courses of instruction - 4 years. During the T' two years, the subject of study will be 
the same for all students.
2. The Faculty: Professors, Associate Professors and Instmctors. 7 men for:
1. Mathematics and Civil and Municipal Engineering.
2. Physics and Electrical and Mechanical Engineering.
3. Chemistry, Mining and Agriculture.
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4. Philosophy, History and Social Sciences.
5. Economics and Commerce.
6. English and French.
7. Native Languages.
3. Administration: The governing board (President, Secretary or Treasurer) - from full 
professors. Each year, it gives a complete statement of the college year.
4. Location: Temporarily in Adana, Asia Minor. Then, a convenient location on the 
southern slopes of the Taurus Mountains, near the Baghdad Railway. (A few miles away 
from Adana).
The best location in the Turkish Empire for such an institution, on account of its 
natural resources and geographical position, it will become a great industrial and 
commercial center in the near future. Even at present it is one of the few prosperous 
sections of the Turkish Empire.
5. Languages: English medium, but native also tales place.
6. Religion: The school will be Christian in its atmosphere with absolutely no sectarian 
aspect of it.
7. Funds: Need an endowment of S 250.000 or over.
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Appendix X III
A Calendar from Language School of the American Board in Constantinople from 
Pamphlet LG32I.Z9I -  ABCFM Box. Schools and Colleges, Turkey, Report etc. 
[Andover Harvard Theological Library, Boston]
CALENDAR 1920-1921
September 15, 1920 Fall term opens 
November 25 Thanksgiving Day 
December 15 Examinations 
December 16 to January I. 1921 Christmas Recess 
January 2 Winter term begins 
January 6 Greek Christmas 
January 19 Armenian Christmas 
March 25 Examinations 
March 26 to April 11 Easter Recess 
April 12 Spring Term begins 
May 30 Memorial Day 
July 4 Independence Day 
July 15 Examinations 
July 16-31 Summer Recess 
August 1 Summer term begins 
September 14 Examinations
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Appendix X IV
A variety of images taken from Robert College and its former leaders of the Board of 
Trustees, the Bible House at Constantinople, and Missionary publications and the Bible 
translations
Adapted from the pictures in E. Kırşehirlioğlu. Türkiye 'de Misyoner Faaliyetleri
CVr :Ç A 3 :':V  '~a v'; ■ 'I:-' v -
.....— - -
■'•■■''■'-'.d ■ '•" . ■ - -• ■ .. _ -
Robert College, est. 1863 in Istanbul
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L .  J r . rl'.vd H. Hhck 
V>H-I9C5 .
[ican 5. Baibaiise Patrick Murphy* Maliil
IvoO'^ IP^ j '■ 1962-
William Booth' Johu 5. Kcnuid/ GfiViilinJ R  Dodge fienry" Sbaoc CoSc
I9iyi-I92t I925-I’>i5
# 5
Waller L Wright, Jr. Co]d>iute H. Dorrmic 1A.10 icitiVTn i^ Georze W. PerKns Aifred Ogdeu
r/;t' Leaders of the Board o f Trustees at Robert College. ¡863-1963
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■The Bible House at Co„s,an,m>ple " on the uphill ofRizapasha in h u M
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The Bible and various books in native languages, which the missionaries published often 
in cooperation with the American Bible Society, were manifold in Istanbul. Above are a
few examples.
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7 8 3  T C R K I S H f N O G A Î , v—
uT* u f ^  IAj '' '■ - '
'; • < •»
> O ^
7S4 T U R K IS H , O SM A N LI ; T u s -^ îS2?'î .:-4&c ,.î
A rab ic  char.
>  V W  ' ^ vT”
, 10Ü5
T U R K IS H , O SM A X L I " ■ ;' ; ,;
A r m e n i a n  c h a r .  - ,. v  "  ^ ‘
^ a^ u u p-ta
.' j^ur, ' _'- ■• r * ' " - •'''-'-■■■1-"' .^ ■...î30■i..v■,
T U R K IS H , OSM AJ^H.I.^:î-A İ"
G reek  char. ' ■'--Vk - ■'-:UU;-' L'* v';--^ v-"''- - '  r
ZCpsi ^iiXXa^ ' Tâvtr/i<zy'.Tf 'f rrav  ^ k  ''ci0i^,j^rKi:-
r Ktvf  'i ‘'Ifnn ^ a x i f t y f  ^ _0ipTiy Tar\ x i d y a  x^p i0 a y ‘ 
' ' i f  ^€A a< SXpiaytT]-^; d v r ^ e y ^ a ra  /£«aîjc ,
. oAif.-” " ' ■;;:--'U''.' , ■■*'L- '?,■■■. '■ ■' . ", /v.,.„. a '90'9
'T U R K IS H , O SM A N L I.' _ : VIL'U.;
R o m a n  ch ar. ; . v * ",
Z ir a  A l la L  d ü n y a y ı  ö y le  s e v d i k i , b ir ic ik  O ğ iu ım . 
v e rd i ı ta  k i, ona- im a n  e d e n  h e r  a d a m  b e lâ k  o lm a ­
s ın , a n c a k  ebedi h a y a tı o ls u n , 194 3
Mth the pioneer works of the first American missionaries, the Ottoman capital perhaps 
for the first time observed the fastest and most widespread translations o f the Gospel. 
Here are 5 examples o f the Gospel translations out o f826 languages and o f 26 different
scripts.
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Appendix X V
An Original Copy of the Catalogue of American Missionary Publications announced in 
Rufus Anderson, History o f the Missions of the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions in the Oriental Churches. 2nd vol., 503-518
CATALOGUE OF PU BLIG A TI0 X 5
ISSCHD FP.i,TM T H E  M ISSiON' P K E S j tS  CO FX ECTE.T 
' v m i  TTn. M i s . i i o s 3  o k  t h e  p o a r d  t o  t h e  
,>EVE?a L  O R IEN TA L CH URCH ES
Rev. John ^4. Wlnchaler, j I-'jîs.
T hk  o f  iiit’d n n a iio îî ih e  *• M i> iio iu ry  IK n iid '*
frfitii iB 2L  iiod  :hii A n n u a l R e |)o n j  o f  th a  R o a r l !r<jru ù m  
g in n in g  o f  th ese  n iis iiu iis  lo  ib o  y e a r  I S 'L
L\ iTALIA>'.
T h e  Sabbath .
Dr, PayR>n 3 A d d re ss  to  A L iriaers.
Prayer? f^r th e S ev en  D a y s  o f  th e U ’e e L  
Dr, A<hbei G reen ’s Q u e s t io n s  and  C o u n s e l  
T h e Dair}-m an's D a u g h te r , 78 pagi^s^ cop ies.
W illiam  K elley , 32  p a g e s , 5 0 0  copies*
T h e Procr*?5S o f  S in , 16 p a g es , 500  n>pie$,
D ialivpic Iw tv e e n  a  T r a v e lle r  an d  Yourseb'* 12 page?» 500 copie? . 
T h e N o v elty  o f  ? o \;x ir \\
A n  A i t e s  to  lh(i C h ilJ r e a  o f  Id r a e l 25 p ages, 1 ,000 cop ies, 
C hrist’s Serm on on th e  i lo n c t*  i6  page?, 1,(XK) copie?.
T e e  N egro  S e r v a a i, 28 p a g e s , 1 .000 cop ies.
T i e  Y oung G ) itn g tr , 72 p a g o s, 1 ,000 cop ies.
T h e  S h ep h eitl o f  S a lisb u ry  P la in , 12 p a g es; 1,M 0 Cf:)pies,
Seriou-? T h o u g h ts  on E te r n ity , I2■page^  1,000 cop ies.
D ia lo g u e  b etw een  T w o  S a ilo r s , IS p a g es , 1 .000  co p ies.
Previous to N o v e m b e r , 1827 , thi} n in a b e r o f  b ooks and  tracts  
priEted at th e Mi*-sion Pres.^ in  Ita lian , w as 43 ; num ber o f  c o a -  
Eecuiive pagcis 1 ,430 ; o f  c o p ie s , 55,50<) ; w hole n acib er  c f  p ag es ,
1,700,000.
iX <;;iFRK.
T h e  D T ryu jA nX  lUnàtivr, l iO  p p .
Tlit« N di:ro S^;rv :tiu , «•- pf»- 
?.iy^>di'i A -M r n - Mdritu-r?. ' l i  pp.
S h L rU lV ü v v i' îi»r E v r r y  D ay th fb» Wc<rk. :<> p\\ 
T r a c t  c a  K c d e tn p iîv i î, uy D r. N a u d i, i2  p;.-.
S ix ic tD  S iiort N.Tia«»ics 1? |>p- 
Pro-rc=s o f  î fO i .--'0 p|)-.
Dir.Io-rde .a T n v ^ - ik T  a n d  Y »vjr^d!, 1 1 pfv
L if: an d  M ortvr'IuJii o f  -biiiii l l o  Î l tp t ia î ,  l i  pp - 
.>fri<'U3 'n w n D ‘C-' ’Ot )>»‘vniry . it . p p .
T b r  i \ u n g  f o n . id o r .  p^».
T W  Sh.Md'M^nl ;*f > .J s i .a v y  H a ia , 73 p-p.
W a ii.u b  K rdD y, 4-> p|>.
W artT? Catv« lii.-iu hT C hild ren , lb  pp.
Addr-cj.-» ti. till* C b iM n  n u f  D n u d . ?>i p p  
C hr}  <u^ 5;om  on  UA-AtiaiM ho .S 'npnire<*. % p p . 
CunfCD f an<i D u H o n tv m . i.y M rs. S).crw.«><l, l i  [tp, 
S 'rio '.tjf Addr.::*< to  a n d  ( ) !d , *'T ;.p .
I.bV o f  C o v o v , a c < d u 'r r t i- l  V iN tr . H  f.p.
Lift* o f th e y S r : \ n  M ary. fn )ia  th e  n ib ic  o n ly . 20  pp. 
A n AntH-al U) th e H c a n , 31 {;p.
E ib o r ta t io U  to  Si*3tn»'n. 2o p{>.
C K riii’s S e n a o n  o n  th e  M otin r. If> pp>
T i e  foU o w ia g  w ere priaicrl in)m  1^30 ro : —
H istor ical .SidetUen? from Uio O ld  TV^t:i;m*nt, 84 pp.‘ 
I-ife o f  A braham . 36 pp.
L ife o f  J o sep h , 60 [tp.
L ife  o f  Mo>0A 36 pp.
L ife o f  S a m u e l 24 pp.
L ife  o f  DavitI, 64 pp.
L ife o f  E ljy^ i.
L ife o f  E lish a .
L ife o f  D a n ie l, 36 pp.
Life o f  E sth e r , 2^ J pp.
A briilgm en t o f  th e  O ld T cstrtm en l, I lu  pp. 
A b riilgn icn i t»f th e  G'.wpids, 48 p p .
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a f  lh<* A c?5, t'O p p . 
îur Chjİ«\^ :n.
B ıc k o j^ tc ^ h 'S tr - im u r T !  ÎÎKİp,
Lyti. lt;,«;» r^j iLe CoDV'jrüüU uf 3u Paui.
Ilır, T«*ri C-)GJina:r.İ!uoui5.
■ ' îr * i."U î i. - a i î I i ,şî -jrju 
D ı.ü u ::'ii’> -*n l^m iîiuK ir.
T I ıc  .V iphat--^t;triuiı, 1 - 0  p p ,
T ljr  < i: Iwá p}>.
T}:e LiîtUı rî«i]o<^ ;pijvr, ~'J p v .
'Fhy Cîuld’i A áfiíU 'in t, 1^0 |.j>.
TL«? r h i î . ; ’- A r iü i in c ü c , •i> :>p 
A r^îhari'dc.
Hií-u-.-ry u f  ♦ /n iv c « .
H irror>‘ o f  R o m « .
îlİ'»orv E l;o h u !/i.
iiİ.'Uiiry o f  F m n c tv
H jyrory oí :1h? Az ^^ -
Hi-'U-ry i if  ‘İM* ^aî^»l>^•j^'h L-iatıd:^
İV i«>î C 'a l-ccp n u ıf^ , :ı D íaU nfí?«, î ' i  pp.
TVî4*r G i'o u r a p h y . ttiiH !}flw»um pho<l p p .
PinriCH'k'i C a îo c ü iy m  u f Gn.*<k » i ir îo r v ,  w ir h  roıiiatrk .s î j<.» p p .
T h t ‘ i im o a a t p r im c d  iu  M u«k*ra ( în r t 'k , ^h;!«* 'h e  |¡ro-i.-5 r e -  
nı:ıi!i«d --U -Nîajia, A-a,^  about :5ó'',0‘JO copio.-?, niostîy î-İok.', com- 
jıri.si'ii; 21 pa o^s. Muny of tbe ürdiliooj 'Vvr\t uf %o OO
copien e o th .  în  t iı«  ye,ır c n d L a g  O c t o b e r  I.S 3 I, uTrJv),000 pau'o.s 
w c n í  j.fn afo ıl.
A f lv r  th e  r e m o v a i o f  * l\c  p r « 5 i to  S n oyT aa , la  r k j c c m W ,  î-'-iJ-’l ,  
î i c n î  w « n î prinî4.*ıl in  A im İern  G rcek^  —
M 'oodi>ri<l;:e’3 0?iO <:raphy, 2 0 «  pp .
Sa 'r ip tara î T oru'h«r. 1 1 6  p p .
Q a es íio a í*  o a  t iıe  P o u t a t c u c b ,  p p .
Sc*v«nıl n y ı ın ıa  fo r  ih e  i l k n i o o  S<bfK>ls- 
CbiM's' R o c k  o a  vbc SoiiJ .
Tra<rC cm S < * lf-K a a a ıin a tio n .
D i.n ic’.fn ie s  o f  îr if id e lir y .
T b c  İ la -r a z îa e  o f  L 'ít'fu l K u ^ w lc d a c  —  a  n» 
cunm itíacifd  ia  o» İ 3 3 r ,  a a d  i-u n tlu ı
onthİY  p u b U c a tio n  
au l t ii î  1M .3, wh»'U
is tr.ınfirrr**ri r/> Mr. Nichoiiia Poîrjkokino. lî liad. iU
î ' : i: y  ¡.2^c» -?ab>cni>opa.
A jx>;n':i)ir?y m iiik jn  rano..*» iu  M oltîj-n  fJrf^ek u a d  b c o n  p n n tv d ı  
br :h e  Jv -' a . m sí -JuIy 1S 2 2  ;>,»§<! r*<37.
-U '.SojyTn.a. i.n 1-^4 7 a n d  1 wc r o  prin t.i'd , 3artl>':? < ’ ¡ar. h  
iîl^-UiTO, .î."; c iip ic :? ; Î.->'^2,ooO pa:^o>.
A ; uIor.«î.ıaîiii<>j.i..% aft<'» î k c  n..‘« ;oY al j.)î' J.he prcsî», m  ;
l î /T î .a  II 2 pa-.jry, 2,^00 c o p i« s  ; 224,u<iû
In I''.!!. ı rai.-; .¿f .’•) f>a;:-.'.s 2,000 cupifis; -IO.vîoî) p.ajfçy. 
iu  l"!Sv. a"aci.c  i.v>pivy, {o.<xv> pjji-«.;*.
İQ 6.uc>ı> paj^HS,
R H r ü iry  ,r. G rtîok . ;ii Aıhcu.-». u n d c r  :h o  .‘ u ix r v iá io a
o’l’ I.lr. K.r.'j —
r p  :r> I - ; 22 U r .k j  a m l t r u r ls ,  ,2,717 c o n ^ o o u c iv c  pa<;'.;s, J 2^,>
j: > '-¿i b‘.' î^iuîe-
i:ı : i .  .‘•'•u i.u p iv r . p a g t .v
i2  îi!;'î, .{.2u-• v ı^pi'.rs. paııoy.
î a  \j ; » .. ^ i l e c ü o a  o-f t h c  jn ıb Ü c a tio n a  o f  ıLt* A ra « íñ ca n
'ÎV.U-: 3--x*iu(y, '' jî. I-— V .,  m aJúuí; 2.Ó0Ú paif?»»
r rf'; b • ■ :j Ve \ oıcuıe
-în  i Sûâ, Chry iO.'Uinı ou lk.*..'uli;ı;i Ujc vScriptuniS, 130 p.i¡jtic.
T a u  rul'.u.nr-^ IÍ S m u u n s ,  i 8  în  n n a ib e r , h y  D r . K ia j;.
A  vviunu.* «,f :ncla< lîn tj h i s  F:»rewt*n I ^ 't te r  to  h ia
F r ic c d â  iu  l ’a l f id m .'  a m l S yrU i.
us . j a . t c o - : ı  hK:.-{f i t h « ı’u a i i is ı ı  u .v s ü u a i^ b ls g r k f .k
UKTTEKü).
CariiT'?; 3 c r : s o n  o n  :h «  A îon .n t, 1«  p a^ ıu s '»ÛO c o p ie n .
H iita n .'  o f' M oîHİS. o î* S a m u e l,  o f  K iija h , of E l ia h a , o( P a n ic I ,  «»<■ 
E j ih e r  ; eacfa ı  v o lü m e  b v  itseli*; to ta l ,  5 2 4 ,0 0 0  
F r o a  1341» u> I.ib.'t, p r în te U  .>â,0!3û c o p ie s  o f  t h e  S<“rip .
î ı ı r c i
Jn ;S:>4 i ii 'İ  t li«  n i h l e  în  3 v o , 7 ,0 0 0  c o p io # ,  2 ,1 5 6 ,0 0 0
pag«v
l a  li<â4. 72 p ü îîea , 3 .0 0 0  coyúey, in  a li,  2 1 » .0 ij ö  p a g c ıs. 
l a  1 S 67 , d ıe  T r ;u :‘ r - ıu K T , .3 ,000  c o p ie s ,  3 4 0 ,0 0 0  p a ışea .
In î ->K9. 3 H ym n Book, 264 2,000 coj>ies ; â2».00Ü piirçe t.
LS a s c i e s t  a h -m>;.s u v .m.
T h e  Nv.^r T e a ta m r a u  « 3 6  pag«?*, 2,<m>o .Kc S m yru x .
Tlui Four tSospeU prio te*!  »^'paratuly, topıtri».
T h e  A ct* «.aU Epiaik.?«, u f  tLc .-iamc cıU tiou , !.5u<> cupiere u» I SUU 
'.l*b« İN a'ıcr . 2 7-4 p^ gvs. «.»tal 5 4 M,»HMî p a g ^  . r.<»ı>ıo5
p r ia ied  ia  î» 4 1  ; 2,'»*»^ » e o p iiis  ia  
l'hf* Ntîtr T«.M.aıiJ«at, ‘2MOO cupici., 1 .1 û 1,vm)0 p a -c s  ; lU IS .-6.
ra« C'hn.^UAn TcachcP. 13« pagı-J«, ûu«.> wpi«a ; iu 
D aily Fr-^ Hİ fur ChrisTİani, 62 p a g « x  l.uOÜ «oj>.i:5 ; »a 1 ^
Jn pr'.ul»;d crmsvr-titi'V pilgva U11..J iT'-’lMi,:*.
İN M ur» E UN AU-irKMATV.
Al>*^cn.ucbi<i o a  M cMial CuKuro, S4 p a -« s . 4 .3 <»m . ..pk.-- ; l 
pa-r-i. P r iu to .l  ia  îî^t *. û ıc  »'Aj-tusc ol ibi.- author. 
A-:iín.-t InfidcU ty. J6 pa-2 vî*, 3 ,0 0 0  v..]»»«#- 
Arıiiaııao tor  l« 3  7. cop i«* .
A lnjuaa*vfor lé J lh  1 .um.K* cr*pi«ıı- 
A n  A rith n u iü « , ÎM0 6.
A u .^TcaMonAİ pajK*r, t m  cupi«»».
An.-wor o f  E ra n g « r ıca l A ruıenuui-i lo  Üıo P iitrU rch  .• Maaıf«rs«o, 
104 pii"«». Î,»>^ >0 cep ío * .
A a x io n s  Im p árcr ,
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In  tl>e B u lg a r ia n ,  in  w e r e  p r i n t e d  5 1 9  e o n s 4 ïc u t iv e  p a g e s ,
a n d  19,CM>t) c o p ie s .
CN IJIBItBW A>‘D aEJ»tt£'W-6PAXI5n.
T h e  P s a lm s ,  3 ,0 0 0  c o p i e s ,  1 9 3 $ .  A n  e d i t io n  in  l « 5 3 , ,  ár.OOO 
c o p ie s .
T h e  P e n t a t e u c h ,  5 0 0  copie«». S e c o n d  e fH tio n  of 2 ,0 0 0  œ p ie à -  
T h e  O íd  T > esta iD ciit, p r i n t e d  a t  V i e n n a ,  r o p i e a
T h e  f a m e ,  s<‘C on d  cd iti»> n , 5 / » 0  c*op íe^  p r in te d  a t  S m } T a a -  
O p f ) e a h e im ‘4 H e b r e w  G n m i h a r ,  a t  S m y r n a ,  2 .0 0 0  c o p ie s -  
w a s  d c f- ig n e d  to  le a t l  t h e  J e w «  firt>ai a  f a n c if u l  t o  a  g r a m :  
i c a i  c o n s t r u c t io n  o f  t h e  H e b r e w  O r a c le s .
A  H e b r e w  V o c a b u la r y .
v o u  ri.^: 3.3
C o n ft‘5<ion o f  F.airlk, $ 0  pa<res, 4tX) c o p i e s .
O n  T **)!i{x'rnuco, b y  M r s .  W T ijtincr, pa;:c*», '2,000 cop ie.« .
C h il< r í I k o k  o n  :h«* iik>ul. ï*;xn 11., î i $  c o p ie s .
L i t t le  l if t ' ir y  a n d  h is  B e a r e r ,  i*4 p .a i:e« , 2,'X)C‘ c»>pies.
T h e  . \r t <  , , f  tlfi? Aj>o<tb>«, 1 5 0  p a g  e s ,  2.»>>ó tTopie«.
A r .ib ic ,  .Syot;iac. 74 ['A'j v s . 2,dOO (,-c>pi«'S.
ITïC Pru«sii>T> i>f Chri'^t. ;t.'» tn  M ar$ ' t x v i i . ,  1 h tî.OoO c o p i e s .
ThoiijU ît h K« m p is .  r(,‘  ^ .34,1 pa;rt»?*. ‘i .o * j0  c o p i i- s .
T h e  S ix te i.*«  F^alrn-s, f o r  -S t.h o o ls , 2 3  p a g e s ,  1 ,'>00 c o p i e s .
T h e  OÜîc^' aw d  W o r k  o f  t h e  H o ly  .'^jdrit, 2 5 $  jvi'jres, 2 ,0 0 0  c o p t i's .  
S p e lU n g  Bcx.<k. 0 3  papL'S. 2,*>Oo
T h e  W t.'sr:!ji;i< tcr‘s  A « * » ^ b l> 'd  C’a î r c b i s m ,  4 3  p a g « s ,  2 ,0 0 0  c o p ie s .
GtKx.1 ^ ^ o^ k .s t l i e ir  p bu ro, S 7  p a g e s .  2 ,0 < »  c o p ie s .
N e v i n s ’s T J io u g h t s  o u  D u p e r y ,  1 5 $  p.'i'j^cs, 2,oOO t » p ic s .
W a t t s ’s C a t e c h is m  f o r  C l i ib i r e a ,  2»00«> c o p i e s .
T h e  A s s e m b ly ' s  S h o r t e r  C atech ib <m , w i t h  p r o o f s .  1 .5 0 0  c o p ie s .
I n  1-942, t h e  A r a b ic  p r i u t i n g  ay B e i r u t  .a m o u n te d  t o  l ,7 0 $ ,r /0 0  
p a g e s .  In  ld 4 .3 , t o  1 3 .0 0 0  c o p ie s ,  a n d  1 ,2 3 2 ,0 0 0  p a g e s .  N um be^r  
o f  p a g e s  iroro  t h e  b e g in n in g ,  $ .0  7 7 .0 » » .
A f t e r  t h e  y e a r  1 3 4 5 ,  t h e  p r w t i n g  p r o c e e d e d  fr o m  y e a r  t o  
year, a n d  t h e  n u tû b e r  o f  c o p i e s  a n d  p a g e i  w a s  rep o T ;^ d  a s  f o r ­
m e r ly  ; b a t  th e  u f l e s  d o  n o t  o c c u r  in  t h o  jp r in te d  R**fK>rta, e a c e p t  
a s  fo llo w s  : —
T h e  S t> c llin g  B o o k ,  fr o m  5 3  p a g e s ,  1,6<W> c o p ie s -
L e t t e r  u> t h e  S y r ia n  C le r g y ', 2 0  p a g e s ,  1 .2 0 0  co p iee i.
T h e  B o o k  o f  C e n e ^ fr ,  1 S $  pages», 1 .2 0 0  c o p i e s .
U n io n  Q » ie ? tio n  lk )o k , V o l .  L . 1 ,5 0 0  c o p i e s .
A n  A r ifh r i ie t io ,  b y  B u t n i«  e l  B h » u in y ,
M r s. W h i t in g  o n  T v m jH » r a n e e , i t e c o r d  e x li t io o .
5 i r .  J o h a .-ito u V  t r a c t  o n  G <xxl W o r k « ,  t h e ir  P la c e ,  » e c o o d  e d r t io o -  
M r. B i n l ’s R e p ly  b.» t h e  M a r o n it e  B i s h o p ,  se» :ond  e d i t io n .
M r. C a ih 'tu n ’s  G om j»anir»n  t o  t l i e  B ib le .
D r . V a n  l l \ r k . ’s ( î e o g r a p h y .
I>r. A le x a n d e r  « E r íd c n c e í»  o f  C h r i s t i a a i t y ,
I>r. V a n  D y c k ’s X lg e b r a .
D r . V a n  D y c k ’« .Se.nnu n  o n  t h e  S e c o n d  C o m m a a d m e n L  
A  « m a ll A r a lu c  G r tu m n a r  
D r ,  M e s h a k n h  o n  S k e p t i c i s m .
brr''* 'Sr> .in/di I 'n  ¡niír, o t 20 page.,'»,
v - Ş p .t n i^ a  î-4.'X İcon, in  jiart ; c s t e n d i n g  to  19  7 c c ' - ' f ' u -  
p a g e « :  nuu.Vs. ' r o f  c t i p i e s  3 .0 'Hj, S o  f a r  In i X o i .  It  
ars ter Vi.'ivu '/♦ren sin<;e co rap ie tad .
'>;-:v>rv r r s v e b » » *  o f ttu'; J< }w ii;h  mİK^Î»^«.
ii'-vruiur»..* were printc! in<:r>. 'V- '
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IN .4-^ HlC-
vr t h e  .a rr t ^ a l  ' r 4  t h e  M i s s i o n  P r e ? «  a t  ik i i r i l t -  th e ^ol- 
h a d  iK.'vn i^ < u cd  fre'vT, i t  a t M a lt a  ; —
o f  I U * v ..J ú n a á  K in g  to  hi.« f r i e m b  i c  S y r ia ,  la
S îa io t c e r . t  o f  a i s C o a x e r s io n .  a m l  o f  h i s  P^r-^o-*i S h i ' iu ia  3 
i'U tic a s-
M r. R e p ly  to  t h e  M a r o m t e  B i s h o p  o f  B o i n l t ,  5 3 5  p a g e s .
In a a a o u u i ia g  t<? 3f>i)30o p .ig e s ,  fo ilo y r a  ;
.S p i'd in g  C .irii-4. 3  p.a-^es, 5 0 0  cop i'-‘.-.
W : i iU '5 C at»‘o h i5 m  fo e  i iu a J l  c b i ld n i u  t $  p a g e s ,  l , a t i 0  c o p ie s .
A  i - i t h o '^ - ip iu c  Cnpy-bcK>*ic, 2 ' mJ tr>p}«‘«.
E ’rm cn t.s  o f  A r a b ic  G r a m m a r ,  I $ 8  1 ,0 0 0  c o p ie « -
H y ;n n  B->>k, 2 4  2'>0 c o p ie s .
A lV 'habfU  l i t h o g r a p h e d ,  2CK) c o p ie s .
T i e  D a i r .  m a .a 's  D a u g h t e r ,  3 $  p a g e s ,  2.CK)») c o p ie s .
S in c e  t h e  o f  t h e  pptrjs w e r e  4W f o l lo w «  ; —
E x t r a c t s  fr o m  C 'h ry so .stp m , l $ $  p a g e s ,  2 ,0 0 0  c o p ie s .
E a tm c t .«  fro m  T h o m a s  a K e m p is ,  6 0  p a g e s .  2 ,0 0 0  c o p ie s .
.S m ith ’s  A r i t h m e t ic ,  8  4 p a g e s ,  1 ,2 0 0  c o p i e s .
Prr:ver^^ n f  .S o lo m o n . 4 ,0 0 0  c e tp ie s -
O n  S i l f - E x a m in .n lio n ,  4 0  p a g e s ,  4 ,0 0 0  c o p ie s .
Serm oQ  c n  d ie  M o u n t ,  1 2  p a g e s ,  $ ,0 0 0  c o p i e s .
T .*act o n  t h e  C htiler-ju  1 2  p a g e s ,  4 .0 0 0  e o p t e s .
C h ild 's  Bo< .k o n  t h e  S o u l  D a r t  I . ,  1 0 4  p a g e ^  2 ,0 0 0  c o p ie s .  
E p is iK i fo th e  E p b e i ia n « ,  2-4 p a g e s ,  .3/>»>0 < x)p ies-  
T b «  P s a i in s  o f  D a v k l ,  2 7 6  p a g e s ,  5 ,9 0 0  c o p i e s .
D t . v S c h iie id c r  o n  K it e s  a n d  C v r e m o n te .« .
A  n o w  o d i i io n  o f  th e  P:><alni« o f  D a v t ih
T i e  N e w  T c -s tA in e n i. in  t l i e  ver.*don m a d e  b y  iP r . E l i  S n i i t h .  
a s s is t e d  b y  JTwtrtis td B i.' it i io y , .and r e r i ^ i d  b y  I>r. V a n  D veJe  
w ith  r>‘ftrrence,-s a n d  'n B o  a E4Ur5on o f  t h e  s a m e , w iti» -
o :u  r e fe r e n c e « , o f  5 , ♦ » )  c o p ie s ,  w;vs .from  t h e  p r e s s  in  M hn.'h
1800.
' I h c  p r in t in g  0/  t h e  « t h o l f . B i k i , e  j n  a R.a w u ; w a a  i ln i« h < d  in  
U p o n  thi.-i w o r k  D r « . S m i t h  a n r l V n a  D v r k
h a d  l .ih o r v d  w i t h  z e a l  azrd e n e r g y  « i .x t w n  y e a r « ,  ir o m  T83b, O f  
t i l l s  t r a n s la r io n .  t e n  d itT c r v n t  e d i t i o n s ,  o f  t h e  w h o le ,  o r  o f  p;irt.<. 
h .u l Ihhxi p r io f e d  in  IKHA, «'tu«pri.''>i»g o v e r  40 ,<>00 c o p itfs .
T w o  h u o r irv ‘d  ca>pios o f  tli.e  fin»t t l ip c e  c h a p ie r i i  o f  t h e  Gos[.«-d 
b y  J o h n  w e r e  p r in te t l  in  m is e t l  I c tin r * . fo r  t h e  n s e  o f  th e  b U m i.
P r in te d  in  l i i $ 6  : v o ln m o s  0/  a l l  k in d s ,  2 8 ,4 .3 4 . C o p ie s  i>f 
T r a c t s ,  2 3 ,0 0 0 .  C o p ie s  o f  ¿ c r ip im r e .  I t , .5 5 4 . P a g e s  ol' TraeUP, 
3 5 8 ,n r o . P a g e s  of- S c r ip t u r e ,  2 ,8 7 2 ,0 0 0 .
P r in t e d  in  1 8 6  7 ; —
E d t r t m h ’«» H is t o r y  o f  R e d e m p t io n .
B ic k o r sfe C n 'S  S t 'r ip t u r e  nL a.»«i-book- 
A  b r g e  Pi»;dm a n d  l l y m t i  B o«>k.
A  P s.aU er. r e r s i f ie d .
A  C h ild r e n ’s H y m n  B o o k ,
A  M o n t h ly  M is s io n a r y  A r a b ic  J o u r n a l .
M r. B h t d n y 's  L ie m e a t ^  o f  G r a m m a r .
T w o  e d i t io n s  o f  hii» A r a b i c  l . , c x i c o n .
In !> $ 7 .  w e r e  p r in t e d  16,80<> v o la m t> s o f  a l l  k i n d s ,  a n d  2 0 .7 0 0  
T r a r t .^
Tu 1 8 6 3 , 7 2 6 ,0 0 0  p a g t is  o f  S c r ip t u r e ,  a n d  1 ,3 0 0 ,0 0 0  o f  o t h e r  
w ork « .
In  iS 6 3 .  5 .1 4  7 .0 0 0  p a g e s  o f  adl k in d a -
I h e  r e p o r ts  / o r  s u b s o t p ie n t  y e a r s  a r o  d e f e c t iv ’».
MODERN 8 Y R I A C .  ( T H K  I- A N O D A O K  O F  TFIK N E 8 TOUI.4 N 
P E O i ' I . E . )
'T h e p r in t in g ,  in  t h e  y e a r  1 .943 , w a s  8 6 0  v o lu m e s ,  $ ,9 4 0  tr a c t s .
And $ ¡ 1 ,5 8 0  p a g o s .
In  1 > 4 4 , t h e  F o u r  Oi>.«p<il«, a n d  t h e  D a ir y ' in a n ’s  D a u g h te r »  
w e r e  p r i n t e d  W h o le  a m o u n t ,  4 3 7 ,3 0 0  p a g e s .
1 5 0
The Te{iUii!f.*nt. w ith  th e  .in d e n t  in ti cnijtlfrn S \r :a i: io  
p in l io l  r d u m n s  pririU'^l in  In that v^ ir ,
Ix v k s  .in<i încL<. in t i  padres« wen» p ria teù  : 'vh.i'ii
about l..îe»O,0ûü pa^es ^Ti-rb q u arto . A jüonq th e booka waa 
new  anti en larged  ed itio n  o f  th e  N c s io r ia n  ily r a a  B w k . a S î>4'İİ. 
iü g  B t» k . acui ^ Qi:t>i.ioE iV x'k .
Tbt FüiTİaı'i was cotnmonced ;o l-^ 4r.
A  a o n ik ly  p a p r“» f-n iiiled  The R a y s ot L ig h t ,” was be;:un 
id 1S4^. Jiud has eo a tin u ed  u li th e  p r c te n t  ‘¡me.
In 1853 li id  1854, i n  e d i t i o n ' o f  Ùj£. X cw T e s u iD o n i  
was printed ; a lso  a H y m n  Bonk^ an d  a volu m e ♦»utiiJ'ed 
u xe Facts.
In 1855, Green P a stu rv s for th e  Lonib-> F!j>:k.3, 3?2 pn-zc?.
Ill B,inh*5 C h u rch  î l i s t o r y ,  .la d  a S criptu re Get^zrap/uy, 
^\dioL uuinbtr oi T oiuaics p.*‘iu ted  th is year» 3 ,:;00; s.^o.-ioo 
pages,
in  i?-57, ■>34.'.K»0 p.ige.«, o f  w h ich  7$.'^,000 w en i o f N T tptu rv, in 
larve quarto.
D n n a g  th e  e ig h te e n  year«  lo H o w in g  th e  a r r ir i l  o f  th e p n iss. 
frcjoi ]^40 to İÎÎ58, 68»G00 v o lâ m e s  w ere  p r iu to l, w in p r is iu g  
13,4?>3.o -20 p ages.
In 18 6 0 ,th e  K ew  T c> ta m en u  w ith  referen ces, had Uten phnUMl.
T h e  O ld T esta rsen t is  sp o k e n  o i  as h a v in g  been  }?rvv'iously 
prİMîcd ia  th at form.
A C brijitoa  .Alm anac w a s issu e d  in 1862,
T lie  W o n i of G oii w as la r g e ly  p r in ted  fn ;a i rctu* to  y ea r
In IB66, R ays o f  L ig h t, a  n ioQ thiy p aper. Svo. 384 page;*. 4 0 0  
côpie..s, W a y U n J ’s M oral S<‘ie n c e ,
V olucies. priâtes! in 1 8 6 6 , J/2.50, T ra c ts, im dudlrig  th e  
m onthly paper. 5 ,5 0 0 . P a ç e s  o f  S cr ip tu re , and oth er w ork s, 
381.300.
WTiole oum ber o f  v o lu m es  from  th e  b c g ic a in g , 0 1 ,350 . N u m ­
ber of pAges, 1 8 ,0 5 2 ,0 5 0 .
la 1867, Dr. P e rk in s's  C o m m en ta ry  on  G e n e s is ;  aL o  a C h r is­
tian  .l lo ia ià c .
Id 1869, R ays o f  L ig h t , m o n th ly , lö 4  p ag es , 400  co p ies.
N ig h t'o f  T o il ,  221 p n g c ^  3r><} {.‘o p ies .
S ig n et R in g , 65 p a g e s , 200  c o p ie s .
R ev iv a l R y m a s , 32  p tiges. 200 cop ies.
D i.ilo g u e  on th e  P a p a cy , 12 p a g es , 2 0 0  c o p ie s .  
A lm aa.ac, 44 page.s, 200  a 'p iiis .
P r , P e r k in s ’s  G om ineutary on Daniel, 154 p a g es , 
.70') c o p ie s .
P r in ted  in  186>. 63'2 eu a se c u tiv e  p a g es , 2 ,2 0 0  c o p ie s .
T o u J  p a g es  rrcra th e  b o g ia iiin g , N y v em h er  1 840 , to  th e clo.->e 
SI l869/l9.i29,150.
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P l i O G I l E S S  I N  l - l F l ' Y  Y E A l i S .
S t a r a l i o u l  a s  M r s .  W a J k « r  i o i t x i t i  i t  h a J f  í  
c e n t u r y  a g o .
I t  Í.H ‘ l i f i i u ' i l l  m>\v I'ni-- YíOúi o t M i l u i y
i ealiz>i llii-rooiMiiti.il>'; -.1 U; . i, |n ov.ii 1 o;♦ aoi i
» t  U i« '  ; ' , lo«n o f  l i l t *  C ' i i n e i o  W -. »• ;
h a c k  n u n r i y  i j f l y  y<* '»r -  
JilPHr^U ro  *>t I O rooi'.*-;
C a n  w « , a <  t i i "  h  n - .
sltrf.'p h u t y*>t {rr »r iir.il/i
kj i» . )v v n  A.'? ‘ ‘ - U  o i -L ’ * -----
St O n« S t h a t ,  f <»Srr.l l iu ' . IU 
v/(*y----b filo w  th o  e u t ia n - ;
x-r t  Vi?<i a t  l l i a l  t i r i ips a.-; a m - a i n  t l : jm i m ;4Í * f . i r  ;
I Wííoii l ^ ^ ía  ruMi • Val »la*'  1? f»i-ii-i'> J ( . » i t
t h e  a i i o i o u t  f o r t i l j  .:ru ;n » A
w a y .  ' : o t i v v i t a  a t o w  >r- »•■•aiua-t J f i
let u« l.jok 
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. '• : l i  I I I  L i l i
fo: . 0 0 1 1 - 1  .:a - '•.a J.r ui 
h  l l i - t ' u l l M v f
of ;};»*. ru<; Y . i z f i j i .
.soia-i  y^ji ' - i  i t  Ih-i j»»;,n l i i l .-  f r o u  -V 1
n o w  In r a s  f r o m  La * i i  >i■ L o a  : > i 8   ^ ' f 1
to  be i^ in  it « a r - l u  iux a-i *, Í a f > .VI * ; Í i ’ ii i. <,I .
' u e m e u  y r - ' - c o n s t ru i . t  ti» ' -» i a r . » t > l  Í w . l i-'. . i n
itic b. 'Oiid n i u i t ,  w h  t s II ;) vV SV-I ,S r- ;>: .p  M ».|
.“. t»-eeti  a n d  ‘••.ol. i.{ m o l t i iU t ' .veil  1 »: ,. -'  i.<1- 1  .V
e v e n  i etiii.'inh:,*»- Li».* .»Id u p ; M-.»» :u  t  * '. » * « 1 o n  :
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p o l e s ,  u e a v i n i f  w i t h  » v e r y  a p p i í a r a u c c  i» i  i a l o u H t i  
' i t r a i i i  a n d  i a t i M u e  t h . ^  h u r - l c n  h u n ^  i n  l U o  
e e r t ' / ' . *  -----  a n  U K i f  I
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t o  t h e  l>i i t i s h  l i m b a s s y ,  t h o  o t h e r  t o  M .  I l a l t a / - / d ;  
t h e  I •.'»ad.s h » * y o « i d  U » e  c i l v  l i e i t i i j  i m p t . l r ’ s a b l «  f *>r  
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>;i e . '» k y  h l t l e ( : o i t v e y a u i : e , g e n e r a l l y  w i t  h u n t  :» f » r i i» M S .  
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i n a t o i i j l  a n d  u l b e r  b u r » l  *n .s  w e r e  l o - i d e . l  o n  p a c k ,  
h o r s e s ^  i n » j í e « _  d o n k e y s ,  a n . |  n v n n  -— w h e o  ',»o.* •• b l e  
“— p a t i e n t ,  i m i c h  e r i d u r i u M  A r m i ' n i a n  h » ' n » l > .
I ' h e  s t o r y  o- ,>ey t h a t  a  t r s i v e l l e r  m  ‘ o l i o «  o - i e  o t  
n > « . ' e  = ? u p p o r t i n p ,  o n  h i y  I o a t f » ' * r  I m m p  ;» s m a l l  
c a r i i a y , . . ,  t h a t  t h e t - t . a i )  m i ^ h t  I j a v ; !  b e a n
U l l y  c i M n p | i » i < j i ]  jpv  a  c o u p l e  o t  p o n i e . s  ; o n * *  u u i . l f t r  
».•-u;t^ .11 I I I  I I t  w a s  n o t  u i t i l  t l » e  R u s s i a n  w a r  i n  
1 8 7 7  a n d  1 8 7 8  t b i t  f i m d i e s  <>f M u s s u l m a n  
I e f o ^ e c ’s f r o m  H i i l i T ^ a r i r i , I ' e a c l j i n - ; '  t h »  i : a p d a l  i n  
l j » e , r  r o U | 4 b  >,-art}», i T u d i z e d  t f i a t  I b e i f  v e h i c l e s  
l i D i g h t  b n  l U K i f *  p f  o t i t a b l « .  H o i » d ; s  w r f » > j  » H p a i « « d  , 
t r i e  l o a d c ; !  a n i m a l s  f o r  t h e  m o . s t  ; > - i r t  i l i s - a p p o - i r o - l  
f i o m  t i u i  p r i n c i p a l  t h o r o u u h f a r o s  ;  t h e  u » i i a a ' » y  
t a h k a . ' i i  f o l l o w e d ,  a n d  w e r » »  f l i e n c o f o r w a n t  o n l y  
u i e d  i f  n t  f  x ^ j i i r s d o i i »  i u l r i  t h e  c o u n t r y  :
i r u u i l ‘ v  i s o h n o l  t r e a t s  a n d  o t h e r  H i m i t a » *  j c a l b e r i n y í i .
l u  t h o s e  i » a r l y  d . iy *«  « j t o w i n  I m n c h e a  Via>l  n o t  
b e t m  i n t i o d u c e i l  , n f o  t h e  l u M u f i f u l  w a t e r s  o f  o u r  
n  o r  i v , T l b ‘ d  n o * 5 p h o r » t . s  : c.iiq»ie.<=» o f  a l l  si '¿i»s a n d  
< e s  o f  i m p o ,  k x r c e ,  f r o m  tb»» S u l t a i v ’ s  r n o j i u r -
i 2 8  r o w e r s ,  t h e  . s t a l e l y  5  v>»**^** 
c l  l b < ,  t ; r e a i  f o  t h e  5  y i a i r  o f  l e s s e r  d i o u i -
t n i  i r . s .  MVOI» t h e  2  m u l  t h e  1 p a i r ,  f o r  h i i e ,  h e l d  
b e  w a f e r ,  » i m l  r n u d e  s p l e i u l i d  a m i  y i - H c e f a l  p i o -
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n 'Ufía a is i! l a i ^
Thi* *it 'Hia M - ->11 Ihü B ;S{>ho: ;h . i : \  i , i / ,
I,ii0^<e t o  K a : i i k ? i u i ,  w r^r^ f i o l  ; ú  i i r i l  p r o v i d ; ;  
wsUi b : people sal ib.jul Ih«-/ comI í , 
n\ litUe 'Hra-fV doots, and it was oaiy very 
■ liiiily liial ^roal*r comfort ior traveÜ Ti wa  ^
tliou^ht of.
Ti'.ore was ample opportunity tor eonversihon; 
It took fully two liOiirs to reacb iliO 'ipM. ,iiul I 
have a vivid ief.:.i)iii.iCtio:i ol a «lay wjicn ;wo oiO 
j^entlrtinen lia i *brPo.e the stni.in,- ui the boit.
a iivi-y -lis o^sion a> t ) Mi ; oomoara - 
live use, or advant^»;:“ o( 'onrHto^ ih- ho ir- 
ao.’orutriu h) the Turkish or tlie J!.ia‘opeao moíhá.
•if ealeuiiilioíKtiiey Uike-i eagerly aoJ 5uoiseonliy 
iiui'ii:^ ilt  ^ wi;.?le time. .-111:1 reaelied Fheropii 
*.vjlh(>ut havoop uohiev-’d th^  ^ .-ih^hlest solulion 0/ 
the problem-
A matler which wiH appeal to r .u -Mol hoi»s- 
wives is the hiei ¡hat, for lou^ aftfO' my .irrival 
hete,  real fre.sh buUer wa.s »inknviwn— on-
lh;.l at tha iimt nheu  In« Fin i^hsh oravestoiies 
were i:iiov:-'-i. the^^overnini^ poweifl ii^d ¡lecidiid 
lu Jl*:M in the -aino manner widi the Armenian  
o: av^ :s, hul thev had lo ne-ioliate with a class 
,M wealJh; haiikmsuiol oiipitalists, whose c/ood 
will was { f ill'* highest importance. A  lar^e 
¿.munnl 'd uioo:'y wa-' oli Me I bv one of these, 
J)v whi;:h moie '.ban on Shile i i^licial iieneiiited, 
;»rd Jhe Ai m.-orri ;emelerY, >vMh it- vennrkil/'.« 
hs ano its tim; terf bioMi wh.s >-»Vci i,
VVf^  inti .I tmwluri; b.mkward.-’, Hui lo.'k across 
ai'C ’.vrf M:** n.Miinry eixerci-e v;rouTid. An 
row M '-man wundi-n housi-s crested 
the hil;. .irh in,.nf;0, [i<oa !he hick, over U Ui^p 
v,,.Uv. i: ,v;is oi- a Sunday. oMj.hme. 1870.  
A woiiiun !o <:>( Oiose siiiail linuses w’as
Ci-rrrm-  ^ a br *;:=ei ^^ '*\vo the .-t.ur; a hi^'i wind 
w-ts uiowifr . an I Ibe muslin cui taiii of ao opeti 
wnoiow, ouchiiivi the lii;hle l^ Hrnhets, 
iii'o llamc ; Or-, wind im eas iu ,;  to a _ole, the 
wnoi*’ f(tw ol W'loden hou.s<-ss >'»uyht {iic— itie 
bl. z^il)-; li.il:. ■■■( coUoii— used in b.ddioi; arrl all
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